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rECTION ONE

IN1TODUCTION

1-1. CENERAL:

a. Industry today depends upon the accurate analysis of large

amounts of multisource information which must be brought together,
collated, evaluated, categorized, and filed in such a manner that
the rapid retrieval of specific items by a variety of systems is

possible. All of this must be do~te quickly n- i thoroughly if the
information is to be of maximim use for decision making. The dif-
ficulty and time required to assemble, collate, digest and evaluate
the information collected increases considerably when there is only
a modest increase in the volume, types, and sources of Information.
As the demands placed upon the analyst multiply (in terms of qual-
ity, qunntity, and comprehensiveness), the time he can allot to
researching a problem and assembling material for analysf3 becomes
critical. In conjunction with the above factors, the inherent slov-
ness of the manual approach to the analysis of multisource infor-
mation results in a need for automation. A list of simne of the
operations which lend themselves to high-speed automation includes
editing, sorting, merging, matching, collating, indexing, filing,
updating, cross-referencing, purging, retrieving, sunmarizing,
repo-t generating, and all types of mathematical computation and
logical processes. The automation of these and similar operations
not only Rllcws the analyst more time for evaluation, but also
enables a much more detailed and comprehensive analysis of quan-
tities of information that could not be undertaken by manual
techniques.

b. The flexibility, vast high-density storage capacity, and
processing ability co, pled with today's high-speed electronic data
processing systems enables users to satisfy the requirements of
automating much of the development of their reports. The 1410 Data
Processing System (DPS) coupled with the 1410 Formatted File System
(FFS) increases the comprehensiveness and accuracy and greatly
accelerates the development of reports from the data.

1-2. THE 1410 FOMATTED FILE SYSTEM: The 1410 Formatted File
System is a general purpose, flexible data handling system. It
consists of a collection of specially developed programs coupled
with the 1410/7010 Operating System Figure 1 - I. illustrates the
major components of the 1410 7FS.
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Q ' 1-3. THE 1410/7010 OPERATING SYSTM:

a. The 1410/7010 Operating System is an integrated set of programs
and programming systems that finds widespread and diverse applications
whenever the 1410 or 7010 Data Processing Systems are used. The funda-
mental purpose of the operating system is to enable the writing, assem-
bling, and execution of programs with a minimum expenditure of programmer
time, machine-operator time, and machine time. These savings in time are
accomplished by means of:

Programming Systems (COBOL, FORTRAN, Autocoder)

Service Programs (Input/Output Control System, Tape Sort,
System Generation, Teleprocessing Supervisor, Random Processing
Scheduler, Utility Programs)

System Monitor (Resident Monitor, Linkage Loader, Transitional
Monitor)

b. One of the purposes of system monitor is to control the sequencing
and monitoring of the programs which are an integral part of the operating
system itself, as well as the Formatted File Syst e m p rograms which
operate within the iramework of the operating system. As the heart of the
operating system, the system monitor performs other major functions, such
as the assignment of input/output units, transit.on between jobs, program
loading and relocation, and the linkage of independently compiled programs.
Connunication with the operator is also accomplished by system monitor for
such things as errors or required setups for programs associated with the

operating system. Operating procedures are sta-dardized and simplified as
much as practical.

c. Appendix C of this manual contains a general description of the
1410/7010 Operating Syntem for the reader desiring more information.

1-4. THE FORMATTED FILE SYSTEM PROGRAMS:

a. Each of the special purpose Formatted File System programs

is designed to operate uithin the framework of the 1410/7010 Operating
System. Although each of the Formatted File System programs is itself
a consolidation of several smaller programs, it is convenient to group them
into the six following functional areas:

File Genrration

File Maintenance

FFS Librarian

Permanent Disk File Updater

Retrieval

Output Processing 11-3
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b. The function of each of the Formatted File System programs
is very briefly described below:

(1) File Generation. Structures new files, restructures exist-
ing files, and provides for file data rearrangement from the previous file
structure to the new file structure.

(2) Fle Maintenance. Maintains the dita content of the files
by -hanging, adding to, or deleting existing data entries; or creating new
daLa entries in the files. The input data supplied by the user may be
extracted, converted, edited, etc., as specified by the user. File main-
tenance may also provide a "table of contents" (cross index and file data
table) for eaci file it maintains. A record of all maintenance performed is
generated for "onfirmation ptrposes.

(3) FFS Librarian. Keeps the itm idich are stored in tie FFIS relocat-
dthe eiutionzibrary up to date. Some of these items are file format tables,
report instruction tables, and input and output conversion subroutines.

(4) Permanent Disk File Updater. Keeps the items which are stored
on permanent disk up to date; these items include file data tables and cross
indexes.

(5) Retr eval. Selectively obtains information from the files,
based upon parameters specified .n reports and/or requests supplied by the
user. The information retrieve(' may be sorted by selected data content,
as well as by various other criteria.

(6) Output Processinp. Structures report formats based upon
specifications supplied by the user. The information retrieved from the
files by retrieval is extracted, edited, converted and formatted as speci-
fied, and output in the form of reports. A variety of counts, totals, and
computations may also be performed and included in the report. Also pro-
vided are capabilities for outputting directly from the data file, as well
as outputting the transaction confirmation tape from file maintenance.

1-5. INTRODUCTION TO THIS DOCUMENT:

a. Purpose. This manual is specifically directed toward users who
perform one or more of the following data base support functions in connec-
tion with the IDHS 1410 FFS.

Helps design FFS data files.

Structures FFS data files.

Makes structural changes to existing FFS data files.

Helps design formats for input data to FFS data files.

Generates the descriptive and control specifications required by'
the system for input data to FFS data files.

1-4
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Maintains the data content of FFS data files.

The 1410 FFS is described to the user in sufficient detail to enable him to
accomplish the above tasks within the framework of the system. Although
the description includes adequate theory, explanations, specifications, and
examples for the needs of the above mentioned users, this document is not
program oriented and does not provide an analysis of the logic of the pro-
gram se ients comprising the 1410 FFS. Such information is contained in
the "Program System Description" Manual for the 1410 FFS.

b. Structure. This document isprenented in four primary sections

and £ive appendixes:

Section 1, INTRODUCTION, gives the need for and application of
automation to help develop the user's report, brief description of
the 1410 FFS and its major components, purpose of the document, users for
whom it is intended, and its structure.

Section II, FILF CONCEPTS, describes the concept of a formatted
file, the characteristics of fixed and periodic data, and the makeup of
fixed and periodic fields. The various methods of categorizing data are
defined and related (i.e., fixed and periodic fields, groups, sets, peri-
odic subsets, variable set, etc.) in terms of a file record. The sample
file CMFLA is introduced and defined to illustrate the above. Each phase
of the file generation and file maintenance programs of the 1410 FFS is
described in general terms.

Section III, FILE GENERATION,describes the procedures, control
catds, data formats, and provides other infnrmation necessary to structure
new and revise existing files. The inter-relationship between file struc-
turing and file revision is shown and they are differentiated from file
maintenance. Detailed card formats are presented along with instructions
for their use. The printouts listing inputs and outputs from a file
structuring run to create the sample file CMFLA are shown. A complete
listing of all error messages that can be logged on the printer during
file revision or file structuring is included, with explanations where
required.

Section IV, FILE MAINTENANCE, describes the procedures, control
cards, and data input requirements, and provides other information neces-
sary to maintain the data content of FFS data files. Both internal and
external input formats are described in detail. Detailed card formats
are presented along with instructions for their use. The COFLA file is
again used as an illustrative example. A complete listing of all error
messages that can be logged on the printer during any of the phases of
file maintenance is given, by phase, with explanations where necessary.

Appendix A, GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Appendix BI ABBREVIATIONS USED

Appendix C, GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE 1410/7010 OPERATING SYSTEM

1-5
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Appendix D, CHARACTER DEFINITION TABLE C
Appendix 2, Math Formula to determine the maximum number of field/

:oups allowed for your file under FFS.

()
1;
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4SECTION TO

tFILE CONCEPTS

2-1. GENERAL:

a. The Formatted File.

(1) Large amounts of multisource information covering a
broad range of subjects and received at the data processing c-m.plcx in
varied forms. This information is categorized by subject anV/or applicRtion
and added to a collection of similarly categorized data called a file (or
data file).

(2) The file has a definite structure or pattern called the file
format which facilitates the placing of elements of information in the file
and their subsequent retrieval. When the elements of information are
arranged according to the file format, each arrangement contains a descrip-
tion of an activity, event, objective, person, place, thing, etc. Each
such arrangement of elements of information is called a file record (or

(3) Thus a formatted file is an ordered collection of related
file records, each of which contains data arranged according to a pre-
viously established file format.

b. The Data.
E

(1) The values applied to some elements of the description of an
event or activity do not change over the. span of space or time covered by a
file record. However, there may be other elements which assume several
values within the span of the event covered by the file rezord. The file
record must include each of the values attained by such varying elements in
order to contain a complete and accurate history or description. The elements
whose values do not change during the span ordinarily need be recorded only
once in the file record. Provision must be made for recording the changing
elements several times.

(2) The data which describes tie unchanging elements during the
span of a file record is called fixed d The file format allows for the
insertion of one value for each of these xed data elements in a file record,
The data which may attain several values for the same descriptive element
is called periodic data. The file format allows for a number of entries in
each periodic data element in the file record.

(3) In addition to fixed and periodic data there is a type of
data which may be categorized as remarks or comments related to the event
described by the file record. This type of data is quite variable in con-
tent and size from one file record to another, and might be appended to
those file records requiring such remarks or contents.

2-1
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2-2. 1tE FILE RFCORD: 0

a. Fields. The file record ix a collection of elements of data
arranged in the pattern specified by the file format. The smallest unit
of data is the field. Each field has a defined length and contains only
one specific type of data. If the dat, content of the field is fixed data,
the field is a fixed field and will appear only once within the file
record. If the data content of the field is periodic data, the field i a
periodic field and may apptar many times within the file record. Assume
that the following report were received:

American Airlines DC8B, passenger flight #123 from Boston
to San Diego completed with stops in Cleveland, Omaha,
Salt Lake. LV Boston 2312, 25 DEC 64. AR Cleveland 0037.
Altitude 35500. LV Cleveland 0054, 26 DEC 64. AR Omaha
0220. Altitude 33500. LV Omaha 0236, 26 DEC 64. AR
Salt Lake 0425. Altitude 35500. LV Salt Lake 0440,
26 DEC 64. AR San Diego 0610. Altitude 31500.

(1) The report concerns a commercial flight (an event) from
Boston to San Diego and contains information which can be broken up into
several fields such as airline name, flight number, paint of d:parturc,
and point of destination. Each type of data in this report will be used in
a specific field of the file record.

(2) Types of information such as flight number, aircraft type,
and airline name are unchanging during the event and are classified as
information belonging in the fixed field category.

(3) Some of the information types are repeated within the report.
For exnmple, there are four locations irom which a leg of the flight origi-
nated: Boston, Cleveland, Omaha, and Salt Lake City. This information
changes during the event and is placed in periodic fields. The periodic
field named LEG ORIGIN would appear four times in the file record, once for
each of the places from which a takeoff occurred. If more stops and more
legs were given in the report, the number of periodic fields would increase.
This characteristic of periodic fields to appear more than once within a
file record allows the length of a file record to be variable even though
field lengths are fixed.

b. Groups. Within the file record there can exist a closer rela-
tionship between some of the fields than exists between other fields. For
example, in the report described above data on the date and time of each
takeoff is included. To accomnodate th-s data, the file record could con-
tain two periodic fields named DATE and TIME. However, because of the
nature of the data in these two fields, they are often reported, retrieved,
and manipulated as a unit, called a group. A group is a collection of two
or more adjacent fields within a file record whic- may be treated as a
single data entity. The fields within a group do not lose their individual
identities because of this grouping and may be treated like any other field.
Groups are named just as are fields, and a title such as TAKEGFF DATE/TluE -"
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might be appropriate in this case. Groups are categorized as either
periodic Iroups or fixod grotps, depending upon which type of fields are
grouped. Both fixed and periodic fields cannot be included within the
same group.

c. Periodic Subsets. The change of a value recorded in one
periodic field is usually accompanied by changes in other associated
periodic fields. In our example, the number of passengers, altitude,
and gross weight are likely to change In each leg of the flight. Period-
ic fields containing information which is related in this manner are
consolidated into periodic units called periodic subsets. When periodic
data is added to a file record it is usually added in units of periodic
subsets rather than individual periodic fields or groups. (This is not
meant to imply that individual fields or groups in an existing subset
cannot be changed for correction or updating.) The periodic subset
structure is specified by the file format, while provision is made for
as many identically structured periodic subsets as is required.

d. Periodic Sets.

(I) In some circumstances, certain periodic data changes
which occur in the history of an event are not directly associated with
other periodic data changes. For example, at some of the stops in the
flight, unscheduled maintenance functions ma,- be performed. The ma~n-
tenance activities are not reletd to, or normally associated with the
altitude, number of passengers, or the gross weight, etc. during each
leg of the flight. The periodic data concerning maintenance activities
may be entered into separate periodic subsets which have a different
structure than the periodic subsets containing data about each leg of
the flight.

(2) Periodic subsets having identical formats are grouped
together into periodic sets. Thus each periodic subset within a
periodic set contains the same fields and groups in the same order, with
only the data content of the periodic subsets varying. Periodic subsets
having different formats are grouped into different periodic sets. The
number of periodic subsets that may be in one periodic set is limited
to 599,.or the lesser number which causes the limitation on the size of
the. file record itself to be exceeded. The number of periodic sets per
file record is limited to a maximum of eight.

e. Fixed Set. The collection of all the fixed fields of a file
record is often called the fixed set. Since fixed fields are nonrepeti-
tive within a file record there is always one and only one fixed set
in any file record. The first data fields of a file record are always
the fixed fields, which comprise the fixed set. After the fixed set
comes the periodic set(s), if any. Next to appear is the variable set
which is described next.

f. Variable Set. The 1410 FFS allows for orte additional type of
data to be contained in a file record. It is data which cannot be
readily formatted and is typified by remarks or coments which are often
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added locally and not received from the ordinnry sources. This unfor-
matted data is entered into a set called the variable set. The variable
set, unlike the other sets, can contain only ene field of variable length.
This is the only field in the file record which is not of fixed length.
There can only be one variable set/field per file record. If a file
record has a variable set, It appears after the periodic set(s), if any,
in the file record. The data content of the variable set cannot be
utilized as a parameter or factnr for retrieval or output processing,
as may the data content of the fixed and periodic sets. However, the
data content of the variable set may be retrieved and output, as may
the data content of the fixed and periodic sets.

2-3. FILE RECORD FORMAT:

a. Figure 2-1 illustrates the layout of a file record. The
elements outlined with dashed lines contain control infornation only
and are program maintained.

b. One point illustrated by figure 2-1 is the inclusion of a
field in more than one group. Notice periodic field 2E in each of the
periodic subsets of periodic set 2. It is included in periodic group
2F as well as 2H. Thus field 2E may be referenced by referring to:

Field 2E

Group 2F (Field 2E accompanied by 2D)

Group 2H (Field 2E accompanied by 2G)

There is no practical limitation on the number of groups within which
a field may be defined.

c. Record Control Group (Record ID)

(1) Some means must be provided for distinguishing one file
record from another, so that each may have a unique identity. In the
1410 FFS this is accomplished by each fii record having unique data
content in a special group called the record control group or "record
ID." This record control group consists of one or more initial fields
of the fixed set. The file designer insures that the characteristics
of the sum of the information in the record control group is such that
no two file records will ever have identical data content in their record
control groups. In figure 2-1, fixed fields FA and FB are the components
of the iLxed group FC which is the record control group or record ID.

(2) The order in which the file records are kept in the data
file is also controlled by the record control group. The file records
are ordered in ascending sequence by the data content of their record
control groups. The record control group may be thought of as a file's

sort key; major to minor -- left to right. The maximum number of charac-
ters that may be included in the record control group is 30. .
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2-4. THE CMFLA SAMPLE FILE: 0
a. General. To allow better illustration of the concepts of file

generation and maintenance, and to provide continuity between subjects,
a sample file is used throughout this documlt r This hypothetical file
is named the Cr-rercial Flight File. The file mnemonic is CKT.A. (File
mnemonics are five character, long, the last character being an A)
The purpose of this file is 1o maintain a record of commercial air-
line flights made within the United States. The structure of the sample
file is such that one file record exists for each flight. A flight is
considered to be from takeoff at the origin point until disembarkation
at the final destination point of the flight. The structure of file
records within the file is shown In figure 2-2. The nondata fields have
a dark border around them.

b. The Fixed Set. The data given in the fixed set occurs once
per flight and is not subject to change througiout the flight. Notice
that the record control group (record ID) called flight contains six
fields, the sum of which is thirty characters. The last four of these
fields are also in a fixed group called scheduled departure which is
entirely contained within the record control group. If the assumption
is valid that no airline will have more than one flight departure from
the same airport at exactly the same time, then no two file records in
the CMFLA file will have the same data content in their record control
groups. Thus, each may be uniquely identified by that data content.

c. Periodic Set One. Periodic set one of the CMFLA file gives
information on each leg of the flight. (Leg is used here to indicate
each portion of the flight began by a takeoff and terminated by a
landing.) This data is repeated once per leg, and all of this data is
likely to change from leg to leg. In the case of a nonstop flight from.
Denver to Los Angeles there would be only one periodic subset in periodic
set one. A flight from Boston to San Diego, with stops in Cleveland,
Omaha, and Salt Lake City would have four periodic subsets in periodic
set one.

d. Periodic Set Two. Periodic set two has a subset entry for
each location at which unscheduled maintenance occurs, during the course
of the flight. A given file record may have one or more subsets in
periodic set two, or it may have none at all.

e. Variable Set. The variable set is used for any remarks or
comments desired. One of an almost limitless number of possibilities
follows: Assume that at the complet,3n of the first leg of a flight,
serious trouble occurred in the electrical system causing the flight to
be continued on a different type of aircraft. The variable set might
be used to indicate the new aircraft type, its capacity, as well as
any other remarks desired.
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f. Description of Elements. Figures 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5 provide Q
a detailed description and explanation of each field and group of a
CIFLA file record. Figure 2-3 describes the fields in the fixed set,
2-4 the fields in periodic set one, and 2-5 the fields in periodic
set two.

g. Synonyms. In order to save space, field and group mnemonics
are limited to five characters in length. When the file is designed,
five-character names which approximate the user's label are assigned
to each element. To avoid the necessity of having the analysts and
retrieval technicians learn all of the element mnemonics, (which are
sometimes rather cryptic), retrieval allows the use of synonyms. These
synonyms are meaningful words which are more familiar and more easily
remembered than the element mnemonics. The synonyms are constructed
and defined externally to the system, and are then placed on the FFS
library as a synonym table by the FFS Librarian. An element may have
more than one associated synonym, which allows a more flexible retrieval
language, since any one of several names may be used to specify an
individual parameter. When designing a file, an effort should be made
to insure that an element's output label*, mnemonic, and synonym(s) are
as much alike as practical. In the ideal case the mnemonic is not
ambiguous and the output label is identical to the mnemonic. In this
case no synonym is required or desirable. When the five-character
limitation on element mnemonics prevents such an ideal case, it is usually
possible and desirable to have an identical output label and synonym. It
can be somewhat confusing when an element has multiple synonyms, none
of which agree with the output label; and a dissimilar mnemonic to boot.

2-5. PURPOSE OF FILE GENERATION AND FILE MAINTENANCE:

a. File generation (FG) is used during the initial phase-in
for the creation of new files. It is ,tso used at any later time far
both the creation of new files and for the structural revision of
existing files. As the user's needs evolve and expand he may well find
it necessary to create new files or restructure existing files

b. File maintenance (FM) is the routine updating of the data
content of existing files. There is a clear distinction between file
generation and file maintenance. File generation is primarily concerned
with the structure or format of the files while file maintenance is
primarily concerned with the data content of the files.

c. Under control of the system monitor either file generation or
file maintenance may be caled in for execution. The system monitor
does this by means of a monitor execute card:

MON$$ EXEQ (name of program). If FG is specified in the monitor
EXEQ card the initial phase of file generation is obtained from the system
operating file (SOF) for execution.. If FM is specified in the monitor
EXEQ ce-d the initial phase of file maintenance is obtained for execution.

* (explained in detail later) (
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d. Figure 2-6 shows the generalized make-up of the file generation
and file maintennnce programs by phase and their place within the 1410

FF. The remainder of this section provides a general description of
each of the phases of file generation and file maintenance. Appendix C
provides a general description of the 1410/7010 Operating System for
the reader desiring such a description,

2-6. SPECIAL GEOGRAPHIC OPERATOR:

a. It is possible for a user to specify any other polygon-polygon,
polygon-circle, or circle-circle relationship by means of his own sub-
routine. This subroutine, which must use the same format data field and
data value as that required for An OVP card, tells retrieval hit or no-
hit by means of an appropriate exit from the subroutine. If the data
value on the OVP card is a polygon (not a circle) and a special geo-
graphic subroutine exist a subroutine may convert the polygon data value
to a special input format for the geographic operator subroutine. This
subroutine must be specified in input source I of the FIELD card of
every field using the special subroutine.

b. Provision must be made for this special operator at file
structuring time if it is to be useu. A GEOOP rrd is used in structur-
ing the FFT to identify a special geographic operator subroutine toget-
her with a 'Y' or an "E" operation code. An'' identifies a subroutine
to be used for negative searches. The same subroutine may be specified
for both positive and negative searches.

NOTE: A negative search must not be attempted against a cross-indexed
field. No special opel titor (turn) is used at retrieval time. (OVP is
still used.) If a file that is structured for the special operator is
queried in a multifile query, the general operator will not be available
during that run for another file. The special operator subroutine
replaced the general operator subroutine for the run so the general will
not be available.

2-7. FILE GENERATION:

a. File Structuring.

(I) Assume that the monitor EXEQ card specifies FG. File
generation consists of two phases. The phase that is normally executed
first in a file generation run is the file structuring (FS) phase*. The
purpose of file structuring is to generate a file format table from an
input deck containing all of the parameters of the file to be created
or changed in structure. This file format table contains a detailed
description of the structure (format) of the file. It is used by file
maintenance, output processing, retrieval, and the file revision phase
of file generation. There must be a file format table for each file.

*When the EXEQ card specifies FG,the file structuring phase is always

the initial phase obtained for execution. If the file revision phase
is desired without first executing file structuring, a BYPASS'FS control
card (explained later) can be used to cause bypassing of the file
structuring phase so that the file revisioniphase can be immediately

executed.

2-12
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(2) If file structuring is in the CREATE mode (structuring a

new data file) it will:

Create a dummy file tape for eventual use by file

maintenance.

Build and output a tile format tible, based upon the

parameters in the input deck.

Return control to the system monitor (without calling

in file revision).

(3) If file structuring is in the CHANGE mode (restructuring
an existing file) it will:

Build and output a file format table (based upon
parameters in the input deck).

Call in file revision (the other phase of file
generation) which will'then be executed.

b. File Revision. The only way to get the file revision (FR) phase
in and executed is for it to be called in by the file structuring phase.

The file structuring phase calls in FR after building a file format

C table in the CHANGE mode or after recognizing a BYPASS FS control card
as the first card. Using FS in the CHANGE mode means that the new file

format table being built is for an-existing file which is presently in a
different format as defined by the old file format table. File revision
will use both the old and new file format tables to rearrange the exist-
ing data in the file from the format specified by the old FFT to the
format specified by the new FFT. In addition to the old and new FFT's

file revision requires an input deck of control cards and change
specification cards. From all of these inputs (and of course the file

to be revised) file revision generates the revised data file. After
generating the new data file, file revision returns control to the
system monitor.

2-8. FILE MAINTENANCE:

a. General.

(I) The file maintenance program consists of six phases. It

is capable of updating the data content of any existing FFS file by
performing operations (called transactions) on the elements of the file

records within the data file. The following file maintenance trans-
actions may be accomplished:

Creation of a new file record and its insertion into

a file..
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tI Addition of a periodic subset to a periodic set of an
existing file record.

Addition of a variable set to an existing file record.

Addition of more unformatted data to an existing variable
set of an existing file record.

Changing the data content of a fixed field or periodic

field of an existing file record.

Deletion of an entire file record.

Deletion of the data content of a fixed or periodic field
or group.

Deletion of an entire periodic set within an existing file
record.

Deletion of all periodic subsets having bleank data content.

Deletion of a periodic subset within a periodic set of an
existing file record.

Deletion of a variable set within an existing file record.

Production of transaction confimation tape on specified
element without affecting data record (HEX operator).

(2) By performing multiple operations, additional tasks may be
accomplished. For example, in order to "change" the content of a variable
set, it may first be deleted and then the modified data added.

(3) The six phases of the file maintenance program are:

File Maintenance Supervisor

Input Processor (IP)

File Maintenance Sort

File Maintenance Proper

Cross-Index Update (C.I.U.)

FMX (Blank Subset Purge)

b. File Maintenance Supervisor Phase. If FM is specified in the
monitor execute card the FM supervisor is called in and executed. Its
main functions are to schedule the execution of and provide linkage

2
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between the other phases of K1, and to regain control as each of the FM (
phases completes. The phase normally called in first by FM supervisor
is the input processor (IP) phase.

C. Input Processing Phase.

(1) The purpose of the IP phase is to edit and convert in-
coming data changes, additions, creations, and deletions into a format
compatible with the file to be updated and put this data into a special
record form for the FM proper.phase. The input conversion subroutines,
tables, and editing conventions specified in the FT are referenced by
IP to perform the conversion and editing.

(2) -he data input to IP is called the input file. The input
fWe is further broken down into input records. The input file may be
in either of two forms:

External Format

Internal Format

(3) External fGcmat input is the more powerful of the two
types. It allows multiple elements of a file record to be operated upon,
for each input record. The arrangement of the data in the input file and
its disposition must be specified by ara input descriptor deck (IDD). An
input control card must accompany the external format input file. (i

(4) Internal format input follows a fixed internally predefined
format. It allows only a sjgle element of a rile record to be operated
upon for each inpul record. The disposition of the internal format data,
as well as some control informe-ion is contained on specific fields of
each input record. Internal fprmat is not accompanied by an input descrip-
tor deck. An input control card must accompany each internal format input
file.

(5) IP checks the input data description (either internal, or
taken from the DD) against the FFT for the subject file and accordingly
edits and converts the input data. After each input record from the in-
put file is read and identified by IP, each element of that record that
is to be operated upon is processed individually and output as a single
transaction record on the transaction tape. Desrriptive data from the
FFT is contained in the transaction record in addition to the converted
and edited input data, file name, and data source. When the transaction
tape is eventually input to the proper phase, the data changes can be
made directly to the file without FM proper having to reference the file
format table or make any transformation of the data.

d. FM Sort Phase.

(I) The FH sort phase sorts the transaction tape generated by
IP. It orders the transaction records by (major to minor): ()

2-16
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0 File Name

Record ID (Control Field/Group)

Set ID (Fixed, Periodic 1-8, Variable)

Periodic Subset Sequence Number

FFT Entry Number (Relative position of the element in its
set or subset, as specified in logical record #2 of the FFT.)

(2) This is done to satisfy the input requirements of FM
proper, which receives the sorted transaction tape as input.

(3) Since F sort handles the burden of ordering the trans-
action tape, IP can process multiple-input files for multiple-data files
without regard to the:

Order in which the input files are entered.

Order in which the input data is arranged in an internal
format input file.

Order in which the IDD specifies the external format input
data is to be processed.

e. File Maintenance Proper Phase.

(I) FM proper generates an updated'data file from the sorted
transaction tape and the old data file. FM proper uses the trrnsaction
records from the sorted transaction tape to make additions or changes
to, or deletions from the existing data file. When data is initially
input to a new file, the dummy file tape produced by FS is used instead
of the old data file. Since the transaction records are sorted into file
order, the transaction tape may be easentially merged with the old
data file. All control information required to construct the updated file
is available from the transection tape.

(2) In addition to the updated data file FM proper outputs a-
transaction confirmation tape that is almost like the sorted transaction
tape it receives as input. The additional data it contains indicates:

(a) Which of the transaction records were actually used
to update the file and which (if any) were not used due to errors.

(b) The data previously in the file which has just been
replaced by a change operation or removed by a delete operation.

The transaction confirmation tape may be printed by the output execution
phase of output processing. This provides an accurate record of the file
maintenance actually performed for review by personnel responsible for
the file's data content.

2-17
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(3) FM proper m output a file data table for the updated 0
data file. The file data table is output for use by the cross-index
updater (C.I.U.) phase and is only produced when the file being main-
tained is cross indexed. Cross-indexed files are usually multireel
files. The file data table consists of the record ID (record control
group) of the first and last file records on each reel of tape comprising
the file. This information may be used by retrieval to prevent having
to search every reel of a multireel file for retrieval, against that file.

(4) If the file being maintained is cross indexed FM p-oper
also outputs all cross-index transactions onto temporary disk for input
to C.I.U. For example, if a r, ord which is referenced in the cross
index has Just been deleted from the file by FM proper, a cross-indcx
transaction indicating this would be output by FM. C.I.U. would then use
this cross-index transaction as a basis for removing the reference to
the record in the cross index.

f. FlX- Puree Routine for Subset Deletion. The FMX purge routine
is a new phase within the file maintenance group of programs. The intent
of the phase is to provide analysts with the optional capability, under
the FFS, to delete blank periodic subsets. It is intended to follow
an FM proper run which may have generated olank subsets, or to clean up
an old data file which may have accumulated blank subsets as a result of
periodic field deletions.

g. Detailed Description.

(1) The routine is called via the FM supervisor by means of
a control card specifying FMX in the first 3 card columns. An advisory
message is given the 1410 operator on the console, specifying tape
assignments to be made ready. Tape files are opene and the input data
file header label is read. A call is made for the appropriate FFT. If
no FFT is found for this file, the operator is advised and given the
option of mounting another file or ending the run.

(2) With the FFT in core, the set ID table (LR4) is extracted
and moved into a work are". The format of the set ID table is checked
and the number of periodic and variable set controls is determined.

(3) One by one the data file records are read, examined,
processed, and written onto a new tape reel. If the file record has no
periodic sets, it is simply copied without modification.

(4) Periodic subbets are accessed by using available data from
the set ID table and each record's set control fields. The number of
subsets in a given set is stored, and each one checked for blankness in
turn until the stored count is reduced to zero.

(5) When ono periodic set of a re. ord has had all its subsets
examined, the nex. set control field is accessed and checking continues
as in the above step.. ,)
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(6) Each time the index register is stepped to another set
control field, a corresponding step is made to another register to
access the appropriate entry in the set ID table.

(7) Checking continues until all subsets have been examined.
If no blank subsets are detected in the record, it is moved to the
output area to be written.

(8) If any blank subsets are detected, the record is moved to
a work area for purging. This is done in a deletion routine which brings
the record from the input area, removes the blank subset, closes the gap
in the record, reduces the character count, and updates all set control
fields.

(9) When checking is finished a switch is examined to determine
whether the record is to be moved to output from the work area or frm
the input area. When the input data file reaches end-of-file, the two
files are closed and unloaded. The FMX Program returims control to FM
supervisor, which will'return control to the system monitor.

h. Cross-Index Updater Phase.

(1) Need for Cross Indexing a File. If a file is not crors
indexedeech term of a retrieval request against the file must be passed
against each file record to insure that all file records satisfying the
terms of the query are retrieved. Consider the following retrieval
against the CQFLU file:

IF,DESTVEQUALS,ALBUQUERQUE,
AND,DEPDT,IS GREATER OR EQUAL,6412240000,
ANDDEPDT,IS LESS OR EQUAL,6412242400,
AND ,ACTYP sEQUALS ,DC8B,
AND,FLTYPEQUALS ,P

(2) Without a cross index each file record in CMFLA must be
accessed and examined to determine if it satisfies the above logic state-
ments. This serial searching is time consuming and when a large multi-
reel file is involved may result in excessive retrieval time.

(3) The time required to retrieve specific data from a large
multireel file may be reduced by cross indexing the file. The necessity
of serially searching the entire data file is eliminated by cross indexing.
Very basically cross indexing a file consists of keeping a current list
of file records, by unique content of the field by which the file is in-
dexed. For example, if the CMFLA file were cross indexed by the Final
Destination (DESTV) field, a list of record ID's of every file record
would be maintained by each unique entry in the DESTV field as follows:
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DEST * - ALBUQUERQUE 0

AMERICANKENNEDYXM6411301415

BRANIFFHARTFORDO"6412241311
List Of Record
ID's Of Each BRANIFFHARTFORDOM6412251514
Record Having
Albuquerque As ----

A Final Destination
m -im m -

DESTd - ATLANTA

AMERICANBOSTONW64 10132300

AMERICAbBOSTO 6411132400

AMERICANRENO)bj6Xb'b6405140857
List Of Record .
ID's Of "ach BRANIFFALBAYX1Y 6 4112 51714
Record Having
Atlanta As A BRANIFF6BOSONA$6411171811
Final Destination

DEST) - AUSTIN

Etc.

I;

ETC.

Etc.

CP
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(g (4) Now reconsider the retrieval reque-t previously spt..ified
against the CMFLA file assuming the file is cross indexed as shown above.
The retrieval program will select directly from the cross index a list
of all file records (by record ID) which have ALBUQUERQUE in the DESTV
field, and from the file data table determine which reels of the multi-
reel file contain these records. In the example shown, there are several
record ID's listed in the cross index for DESTV - ALBUQUERQUE, and only
the file records having record IDs matching one of those in the cross
index will be passed against the logic of the retrieval state"ent. A
savings in time may result from any or all of the following:

Not having to search certain reels of the file at all.I
Not having to search the remaining portion of a reel once
the file records matching the cross index have been accessed.

Not having to perform all the retrieval logic on each file
record accessed.

(5) Eliminating Record IDs in the Cross Index From Considers-

tion Prior to AccessinR the File.

(a) When the ALBUQUERQUE parameter of the retrieval
statement is passed against the DESTV cross irdex of the CMFLA file
three of the record IDt obtained are:

) AMERICANlENNEDWM964113014!5'
BRANIFFMHARTFORDM6412241311
BRANIFF HARTFORDM96412251514

(b) Since one of the parameters (DEPDT) of the retrieval
statement is an element within the record ID, it is possible to eliminate
several f the file records from further consideration by performing re-J trieval logic on the cross-index list itself,. In the example shown, only
the second entry in ',e list would remain as a possible file record which
may satisfy the logic, after examination of the DEPDT element. Only the
reel containing that file record (as determined by referencing the file
data table) would have to be searched, and only the file record having
the specified record ID would have the remaining retrieval logic performed
on it.

(6) How to Index a File and Specify the Elimination of Fields.
Whe, rhe file is structured by the file structuring phase of file genera-
tion, che INDaX card is used to specify the element by which the file is
to be cross indexed. A file may have up to two cross indexes, each by
a different element. The ELIM card specifies which element in the record
ID may be used to eliminate entries in the cross index from consideration
prior to accessing the file. These cards are fully explained in Section
Three under "File Structuing."

(7) Purpose of the Cross-Index Updater Phase. In order for
the cross-index lists to be useful to retrieval they must be kept current.
When the data content of an indexed file is updated by a file maintenance
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run, the cross index as w-ll as the file data table for that file must
also be updated. FM proper outputs all transactions involving cross-

indexed fields onto tempo-ary disk along with a new file data t&ble. The
cross-index updater phase uses these outputs of FM proper to prepare an
19tiod-atc tap,-" containir- th, Pei, c-cF- ir0 #'.|J. t't.|t'r

,,as:: crc s-indcced 6l'le maintained. This tape is then used by the perma-
ncnt dik file updater program. This program actually updates the cross
indexes and file data tables on permanent disk. Retrieval utilizes the
cross indexes and file data tables from the permanent disk.

2-9. SECTIOh TWO SUMMARY

a. A data file ir a collection of relased information catagorized
by subject and/or application. More specifically, an FFS Data File is
an ordered collection of similarly formatted data records wherein the
data elements have been defined, named, and assigned a relative position.
Thus, the 1410 FFS Data Files are also called formatted files.

b. The logical arrangement of data elements that is required to
describe an activity, event, objective, person, place, thing, etc., is
called a filj'cord or a data record.

c. The file format specifies the pattern or structure of the file
records, as well as determining the ordering of the file records within
the file.

d. Tht data elements in a file record whose values do not change
during the span of space or time covered by the file record are called

e. Periodic data is the data elements which may assume several
different values over the span covered by the file record.

f. Data that cannot be conveniently classified as either fixed
or periodic but which can be catagorized as related remarks or comments
is called variable data.

I g. The following logical elements of data are the components of
a file record.

Field - the smallest definee logical element of data that
can be processed or manipulated by the FFS. It
may consist of I or more adjacent character(s).

Fixed field - a field that can appear only once within a
file record. Contains fixed data.

Periodic field - a field that may e.pear more than once
within a file record. Contains periodic data.
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Group - multiple adjacent fields of the same set that are
related and have been defined as an entity.
Groups are processed and manipulated as are fields.
Depending upon the type of fields grouped, a group

A may be periodic or fixed.

Periodic subset - one or more uniquely defined periodic
fields/groups which are so related that they must
be repeated as a unit in the file record.

Periodic set- a collection of one or more identically
structured periodic subsets. Up to 8 periodic
sets are allowed in P file record.

'Xx e - a collection of all the fixed fields in a
file record, including the fixed fields which are
program maintained. The first set in the file
record.

Variable set - a single, nonrepeating, unformatted, vari-
able length field of data mnich appears last in

1the file record.

h. Groups may be contained within other groups.

i. The I (record control group) consists of one or more
) of the in .ial fixed data fields of the file record. The data content

of these fields gives each file record a unique identity, as well asbeing the sort key for iequencing the file records within the file.

J. Sample Fil- CNFLA - Commercial Flights File.

Fixed set is 11 fixed data fields, 2 groups, and 4 fixed
program maintained fields.

Record ID is 30 characters long, consisting of six fields,

four of which are grouped.

Periodic set 1 has one subset for each leg of the flight;
theretore, it will always have at least one subset.
Each subset has 13 fields, 3 groups, and a three
digit PSSQI field.

Perioftc set 2 may have no entry or multiple entries
since a subset exists only for each location at
which unscheduled maintenance occurs. Each subset
has 13 fields, two groups, and a three digit PSSQ2
field.

Variable set may contain any remarks desired, or none at all.

Figures 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5 provide the best summary of the CHFLA
sample fMle.
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k. File generation (FG) is used to structure new files, and
to revise the structure of existing files. File maintenanee (FM) is
used to put new data in files, update existing data in the files, and
to delete unwanted data in the files.

1. File generation consists of the file structuriln (FS) and
file revision (FR) programs.

m. File structurina generates a file format table (FFTI from
an input deck defining all of the parameters of the file whose format
is to be created or changed. The FFT output by FS must be put on the
FFS Relocatable Execution Library by the FFS Librarian program.

n. The detailed Lormat (structure) of a file is contained in
that file's FFT! 'The FFT for a file is referenced by the various
FFS programs as required..

o. Filereyision is used to rearrange the existing data in the
file from one format to another. After FS has generated a new FFT
for the file to be revised, FR compares the old and new FFT's and uses
the supplied change cards go determine how to rearrange the data in the
old file so that it corresponds to the format specified in the new FFT.
Then FR performs this rearrangement.

p. File maintenance consists of six phases, which are:

FH aupervisor schedules the other FM phases and provides
linkage between them.

Inout nressor gets the external or internal format input
file; extracts from it the input data and checks
it; and edits and converts the input data additions,
creations, changes or deleti-ns into a format com-
patible with the file to be maintained. Combines
the data transactions with control information
and then puts the transactions out as "transaction
records" which are compatible with FM proper.

FM sort sorts the transaction records into the order of
the file to be maintained to make the actual main-
tenance process faster and easier.

F14 proper generates an updated data file from the sorted
transaction records and the old data file.

Cross-index updater is executed if the file being main-
tained is cross indexed. It prepares an "update
tape" for the file's cross-index table and file
data table. Permanent Jisk updater uses this tape
to actually perform the updating of the tables.

Fld this phase i.ill delete all blank periodic subsets from
the FFS data file.
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q.Cross indexing a file consists of keeping a current list of

0 file refords by the unique dats content of the element of the file record
by which the file is cross indexed. This is called the cross-index table.
If the file is cross indexed twice, then it has two cross-index tables.
A file data table is also kept for multireel cross-indexed files. It
indicates exactly what segment of the file is on each reel. Whenever
an element by which a file is cross indexed is used as a retrievallpars-
meter, retrieval can save file search time by using the cross-index
table(s) and file data table for the file.

r. Special Geonraohic Operator is a subroutine which takes the
place of the general geographic operator 4t file retrieval. It is em-
ployed if spe:ified in the FFT by a GEOOP card at file structuring time.
This special geographic operator is called for by use of one of the
geographic operator words in a query. This area will be covered in the
retrieval and output processing book.
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SECTION THREE

FILE GENERATION

3-1. FILE STRUCTURING:

a., General.

(1) The initial phase of file generation is called file
structuring (FS). File structuring requires as input a deck of cards
containing the parame~ers which define the format of the file. These
par neters are used to develop a table which provides the complete def-
inition of the file's format to the rest of the 1410 FFS. This table,
called the file format table (FFT), must be developed for each data file
associated with the system. The FFT contains not only the specifica-
tions for the format of the file, but also partial specifications of
external formats and conversions required between the external formats
and the file format.

(2) The file de igner must be aware of the user's information
handling objectives in oreir to properly construct a data file. He must
be concerned with the manner in which each logical element of data is
utilized throughout the system. Each of these logical elements of data
(e.g.; field, group, set, periodic subset) must be evaluated in terms of
how it is entered via file maintenance, queried by retrieval and pre-
sented by c put processing.

(3) Briefly, some of the parameters in the input deck to FS
which define the format of the file include the:

File ID (file name).

Record ID (record control group).

Subroutines and tables used for input and output con-
versions for fields or groups.

Edit control words for the input and output of fields
or groups.

Field names, order of appearance, and set membership.

Field sizes, and whethef alphameric* or numeric**.

Group names with list of all fields included within the
group.

Variable set name and number of characters to be output
(by extract mode) per lin'.

*alphameric - left Justified, padded with blanks.

**numeric - right Justified, padded with zeros.
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Input source ID for Aifferent elements of data. C
Element(s) by which the file is cross, indexed.
Element by which entries in the cross-index table may

be eliminated from consideration for retrieval purposes.

Output labels for extract mode.

Type of logic mode for retrieval to use for data in each
periodic set.

If special geographic operator is to be used for the file.

(4) File structuring uses these specifications to build a
file format table. If the FS job is in the CREATE Mode (i.e., a new
files format is being created), the file structuring program builds
the file format table and generates a dummy file tape for later use by
file maintenance. File structuring then returns control to the system
monitor. In the CHANGE Mode (i.e., the structure of an existing file is
being changed), the new file format table is structured as before, no
dummy file tape is generated, and file structuring then calls in the
file revision (FR) phase of file generation. File revision will use
both the old and new file format tables (as well as specifications from
change cards) to revise the existing data file into a "new"- data file
containing no new data but having a modified format.

(5) Output from file structuring consists of:

A listing of the input deck with messages noting any
diagnosed errors.

The file format table which is:

(a) Listed on the printer.

(b) Written in relocatable form on tape, for later
input to the system librarian, which puts the new FFT
on the FFS Relocatable Execution Library for use by
other 1410 FFS programs.

(c) Punched in relocatable form on cards, which
may be used for the same purpose as the FFT on tape.
(Provides backup.)

If CREATE mode is used, a dummy file tape is produced
to be used later as input to file maintenance (FM
proper phase).

(6) Figure 3-1 illustrates the overall operation of file

structuring showing inputs, outputs, and the major operations performed.
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b. Ouantitative Limits.

(1) One of the general considerations in the design of a
data file is the quantitative limits placed on the various data elements.
These limits have been set on the basis of an analysis of the anticipated
information handling environment, in conjunction with considerations of
the characteristics of the 1410 Data Processing System. The following
list gives some of the more important limitations imnosed upon the size
of data elements in the IDHS 1410 FFS.

Maximum number of fields/groups that can be defined
within a file record within any file is 299.

(2) Although it is theoretically possible to structure an FFT
that.contains 299 fields/groups, other FFS Programs impose an 11,000
character size limitation which prohibits the FFT from attaining the
theoretical maximum. The size of any FFT depends primarily on the number
of fields/groups but also varies according to the following seven elements:

.Number of sets

Number of edit fields

Number of input sources

Number of input subroutines

Number of output labels

Size of output labels

Size of edit fields

(3) Using a formula developed for computing the size of an
FFT (see appendix E) and assuming that the above 7 elements are average
(that which is required for normal applications) the 11,000 character
limitation will allow only 190 fields/groups to be structured.

(4) In order to increase the number of fields/groups some of
the above 7 elements can be decreased in size. For example, assume that
output labels can be reduced to an average of 2 characters per field/group,
and the input source description can be reduced to an average of 4 charac-
ters per field/group. Approximately 271 fields/groups can be structuredwithin the 11,000 character limitation.

Maximum number of periodic sets that can be defined with-
in a file record of any file is 8.

Maximum number of periodic subsets within any given
periodic set is 599.
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Maximum number of characters that can comprise the
record ID (record control group) is 30.

Maximum number of characters comprising any field or
group used as:

a data value (parameter) for retrieval is 56;
a conditional value (parameter for output process-
ing is 52.

Maximum number of characters comprising any field or

ii group not used as specified above is 910.

Maximum number of characters in any data record is 5400.

(5) It is important to add that the 1410 FFS has been written
in a manner which allows several of these limits to be altered without
the necessity of significant reprogramming (assuming the computer con-
figuration can accotmodate the change; e.g., has sufficient core storage
available for an increase in the size of some item). It is also impor-
tant to note that a file design that initially exceeds one or more of the
limitations may usually be implemented without significantly changing
the intent or capabilities of the original design. Where the maximum
record size limitation is initially exceeded, the file design might be
accomplished by breaking the record into two entries, based upon the
logical break represented by the periodic sets. Where the maximum number
of field/group is initially exceeded, the data from several separate
fields may be consolidated into one field. The edit feature of output
processing may then be used to reconstitute the data into separate entities
at output time.

c. Data Element Placement. The file designer must select the
optimum placement of each data element within the file record, the group-
ing of related elements, conversions required,and the ordering of the
file records within the file. The latter is determined by the selection
of the fields which comprise the record ID (record control group). In
addition to determining the sort order of the file, the record ID pro-
vides uniqueness to each file recoLd. As previously discissed, the
characteristics of every file record have unique data content in its
record ID. The nature of the individual data elements will largely de-
termine whether they are placed in the fixed set or in a periodic set.
The determination of the number of periodic sets and the control of each
must be made by the file designer, based upon the interrelationships and
groupings of the periodic data, as well as its intended use.

d. Variable Set Data. The nature of some information precludes
the ability to and/or the desirability of formatting it. This qualitative
type of information may be termed "Remarks," "Conments," or "Description."
Such information ay be placed in the variable set. The variable set is
treated as a single variable length field of data by the system. From
the user's viewpoint, the major disadvantage to this type of data is that
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the system must treat it as unformatted, thus preventing the performing
of retrieval logic on the data content of the variable set. In addition,
file maintenance and output processing must also handle the variable data
in "blocks" which tend to be unwieldy. Thus, the decision to place data
in the variable set should be carefully weighed, because it takes as
much effort (i.e., input preparation, keypunching, etc.) to enter this
data as it does to enter formatted data, yet it cannot be used as a
parameter for retrieval nor can portions of it be selectively printed
and, when it is included in output reports, its variability makes it
difficult to manipulate by standard procedures.

e. FS Input Card Specifications. There are thirteen types of

input cards acceptable to FS:

FSJOB SUB GROUP INDEX

ENDFS TAB FIELD ELI$

BYPASS EDIT VSET GEOOP

*(c oiment)

(1) Common Elements.

(a) Except for the *(comment) and BYPASS cards, all
cards contain the card type identification in columns 8 through 12. All
cards except FSJOB' ENDFS, GEOOP, and *(comment) cards have a mnemonic
or label in column 2 through 6. If a deck is not sequence numbered,
columns 73 through|80 should be blank. If a deck is sequence numbered,
columns 73 through 75 should contain an ascending (by any increment)
sequence number and 76 through 80 should contain a deck ID.

(b) Continuations of all cards except the *(cotmments),
INDEX, ELIM, and GEOOP cards are effected by repeating columns 1 through
13 on the continuation card(s). Up to three con-inuation cards are
allowed. Column 14 of the continuation card takes up where column 72
of the preceding card left off.

(c) In addition to using the *(coiunent) card for remarks,
any remarks desired may be placed after the last normal entry in a card
except INDEX, ELIM, and GEOOP. One or more blanks must be left between
the last normal entry and the beginning of the remark. The remark must
not extend beyond column 72 of the card.

(d) When FS is used to structure the FFT's for more than
one file., the groups of input cards for each of the various files MUST
BE SEQUENCED IN ASCENDING ALPHABETIC ORDER BY FILE ID.

(2) Detailed Input Card Formats. The formats and allowable
entries for each FS input card are given by card type, in figures 3-2
through 3-9. Figures 3-11A and 3-11B give the allowable sequence of
cards in a job.
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f. Editing.

(1) The 1410 FFS provides for the automatic input and output
editing of file data. Editing may be used to cause the insertion of
most 1410 system characters:

Between data characters.
As a prefix to data characters.i

As a suffix to data characters.

Any combination of the above three insertions.

In addition to the above insertions, editing may be used to:

Suppress zeros to the left of significant digits.

Selective insertion of the credit symbol, comma, minus
sign, asterisk, dollar sign, and decimal.

(2) The edit cLitrol word (supplied by the EDIT card)
specifies how the data field is to be edited. It specifies which char-
acters are to be inserted, how they are to be inserted, and where zero
suppression is.to occur.

(3) The edit control word is divided into two parts: the
body (used for punctuating the data field) and the status portion (con-
taining the special characters).

(4) The body of the 'DIT control word is that portion beginning
with the right-most blank or zero and continuing to the left until the
data field ends. The remaining portion (lelt and/or right) of the control
field is the status portion. The edit control word (as supplied by the
EDIT card) is those characters between the first and the last @ symbols.
All numerical, alphabetic, and special characters can be used in the
edit control word. However, some of these have special meanings, as listed
in the table.
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Edit Control
Word Character Function

(blank) Replaced with the character from the corresponding
position of the data field.

0 (zero) Used for zero suppression. Replaced with a corre-
sponding character frov., the data field. The right-
most 0 in the edit control word indicates the right-
most limit of zero suppression.

0

* (decimal point) Undisturbed insertion in the edited data field in
the position where written, unless decimal control
was in effect, and the data field did not contain a
significant digit. (See Decimal Control.)

, (comma) Undisturbed insertion in the edited data field in the
position whete written, unless zero suppression takes
place and no significant numerical character is found
at the left of the conmma.

CR (credit) Body portion: undisturbed insertion in the position
where written.

C Status portion: if sign of the data field is plus,
these positions are replaced by blanks. If the sign

R of the data field is minus they are inserted undis-
turbed in the edited data field in the positions
where written.

(Also see sign centrol.)

- (minus) Same as CR.

& (ampersand) Causes a blank space in the edited data field. It
can be used in multiples.
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Edit Control
Word Character

* (asterisk) Status Portion: undisturbed insertion in the
position where written.
Body Portion: (See asterisk protection).

$ (dollar sign) Status Portion: undisturbed insertion in the
position where written.
Body Portion: (See floating dollar sign).

EAMPLES OF INSERTION

Data Field 65
Edit Control Word 019 @.

Edited Data 1965

Data Field 431012N0712813W
Edit Control Word C DEGOMIN$SEC&$&, DEG$MIN SEC&@

Edited Data* 43DEG10MIN12SEC N.,O7LDEG28MIN13SEC 6

Data Field 2615
Edit Control Word %006@"

Edited Data 26 @1

* Since edit.ag is intended for numeric data, the zone bits of the low
,rder position are removed. For this reason, the W becomes a 6.

I
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(5) Zero Suoression. Zero suppression is the replacement of
unwanted zeros to the left of significant digits with blanks. To accom-
plish this a zero is placed (in the body of the edit control word) at
the desired right-most limit of zero suppression.

EX.MPLES -

Data Field 0010900
Edit Control Word

Edited Data $ 109.00

Data Field 00000596
Edit Control Word

Edited Data 05.96

Data Field 0012500045.
Edit Control Word Od M-1OM

Edited Data . .. 125..- 5

I3
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(.i) Asterisk Protection. This type of editing is used when
it is neces.ary to have asterisks appear to the left of significant
digits. The edit contr-I word is written vith the asterisk in the
body part, to the left of the zero suppression code.

NOTE: Asterisk protection and floating dollar sign cannot both be
used Ln the same edit control word.

EXAMLES

Data Field 00257426

Edit Control Word @$0, *0.O

Edited Data - $**2,574.26

Data Field 00007426
Edit Control Word @$M,0*0.P

Edited Data *****74.26

I'

jj
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(7) Floating Dollar Sisn. This feature causes the insertion
of a dollar sign in the position at the left of the first significsnt
digit in an amount. The edit control word is written with the * in
the body to the left of the zero suppression code.

NOTE: Floating dollar sign and asterisk protection cannot both be
used in the same edit control word.

EXAMPLE

Data Field 00257426
Edit Control Word

Edited Data $2,574.26
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(

(8) Si .Control. The symbols CR or - can be placed at the
left or right of a negative field. The edit control word is written
with the CR or - symbol in the statue portion. (Due to a peculiarity
of the 1410 C's and R's individually have the pr)perties attributed
to CR.)

EXAMPLES

Data Field 0037894H
Edit Control Word @CR&%,O.0@

Edited Data CR 3,789.44

Data Field 00008940
Edit Control Word

Edited Data 89.40

Data Field 0025742N
Edit Control Word

Edited Data -- 29574.25 CR

Data Field 0000894L
Edit Control Word

Edited Data - 89.43
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(9) Decimal Control. This editing feature insures that deci-
mal points print only when there are significant digits in the data
field. The edit control word is written with a decimal point in the
body to the left of the zero suppression code.

EXAMPLES

Data Field 00000
Edit Control Word @%.60@

Edited Data (blank)

Data Field 29437
Edit Control Word @W.60@

Edited Data 294.37

Data Field 00001
Edit Con.:ol Word MO.O0

Edited Data .01

'ita Field 00101
Liit Cuntrol Word

Edited Data 1.01

The reader desiring more detlle& information concerning editing is
referred to the "I.M 1410 Principles of Operation" manual, form number
A22-0523.
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g. ru rot i n&rc i V itcIo'n. Tof file structuring program hia i n

designed to make many checks on the specifications supplied to implpmvnt

a file. Among these is a check on program areas used for input/output

conversion subroutines and tables, and a chec4 for their presence on

the FFS Relocatable Execution Library. The SUB and TAB cirds allow the

file designer t3 describe these iaput/output conversion subroutines and tables

so that such checks can be made. The names of the subroutines and tobles

will also appear in the FIELD and/or GROUP cards that define the fields/

groups utilizing the conversion subroutines and tables. (It should be

noted that an element comprising all or part of the record ID (Record

Control Group) cannot be processed by an input conversion subroutine.)

IiI

I

.
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E (The geographic operation code information, following the
elimination card, is also described in"I Section Two.)

"-_____ V,

GELOO1 1TBXS , V_
GFO0GRAPIIIC

OPERI A TION

-(;OI)E

Cols 01-07 - Blanks.
Cola 08-12 - GEOOP.
Col 13 - Blank.
Cols 14-18 - Subroutine name (must end in S) corresponding to operation

code in column 20. One subroutine may be related to more than
one operation code. Used in retrieval to process absolute
values against record content (field name).

Col 19 - Cotmma
Col 20 - Geigraphic ,peration code of 1 character related to subroutine

name in columns 14-18. May not refer to more than one sub-
routine.

Col 21 - Blank, used to separate this combination from next subroutine
and operation code.

Cola 22-68 - Ilp to 6 additions (total 7) subroutine and operation code com-
)inations are allowed. Each combination is separated from
the next by a blank.
NOTE: As th. geographic operation code may refer to only one
subroutine and as Mark II only has two codes (V and E) we
will never have more than two entries on the GEOOP Card. The
other five possible entries on the card are for future use of
the system.

Cols 69-72 - Blank.

Figure 3-11. GEOOP Card.
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h. Allowable Card Sequence.

(1) In general, thP FSJC Bcr 4 will be the first card of the
input deck to FS.* Following the FSJOB card will be the SUB, TAB and
EDIT cards in any order. Next come the FIELD cards which define the
fields comprising the record ID, followed by a GROUP card, grouping
these fields. Then come additional FIELD and GROUP cards, in the order
of their desired placement in the file. (Note that a GROUP card must
iimnediately follow the FIELD cards which define the fields to be grouped.)
After all fields and groups have been specified, a VSET card may appear
if the file is to have provision for a variable set. Next in order is
the INDEX card, if the file is to be cross indexed. A maximum of two
INDEX cards may be used for one file. An ELIM card must follow the INDEX
card(s). The GEOOP card is next if you use the special geographic operator.

(2) At this point, there may either appear another FSJOB card
or an ENDFS card. A new FSJOB card signifies the end of the input cards
for the structuring of one file's FFT, and the beginning of the input
cards for the next file's FFT. An ENDFS card signifies the end of all
input cards to FS.

(3) The next two figures specify precisely the allowable
sequence of FS input cards.

* The exception is the BYPASS card, in which case no card er.cept the
BYPASS card may appear in the FS input deck. After the BYPASS card should
appear the input cards for file revision.
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i. The CMFLA File Structuring Run Example. Figures 3-13 through

#3-22 comprise ten pages which illustrate the file structuring run which

created the sample file CMFLA. The use of every type of input card

(except BYPASS) is illustrated. The first five pages are the input

card listing. The next five pages are the listing of the file 
format

table created by file structuring. A careful analysis of this sample

file structuring run is strongly recommended. While analyzing the sample

run, reference should be made back to th2 FS input 
card specifications

and also to the following information which gives an explanation of the

makeup of the file format table.

J. The File Format Table.

() The data c'ntent of each tile is orgaized, manipulated

and processed in accordance with the file specifications 
contained in

the file format table (FFT) for that file. The FFT contains not only the

specifications as to the internal format of the file, 
but also contains

specifications relative to the external formats and conversions between

the external and internal formats. The FFT may be thought of as the link

between the user's point of view of the file (as an ordered collection

of fields, groups, and sets with associated names, conversions, 
labels,

and other specifications) and the highly detailed programming 
oriented

specifications required by 1410 Formatted File System program com-

ponents.

(2) The FFT is made up of nine logical records, as illustrated

by figure 3-12.

Lozical Record 1 -"ID Record' C tains the five char-

acter mnemonic of the data file.

Logical Record 2 - "Detail information Table.'" Type

entry ID made up of coded field/group/set/subset entries as follows: 
(1 char)

1 - Record Control Field/Group

2 - Fixed (Non-Control) Field/Group.

3 Periodic Field/Group.

4 - Variable Set.

5 " Periodic Subset.

6 " Periodic Set Control Field (PSCTn).

7 - Variable Set Control Field (VSCTL).

Entry number. Specifies the sequence of entries to the

. LR #2 of the FFT. (2 char)
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Relative high order position (HOP) in the data record

(4 char).

For fixed fields/groups, this entry refers to the

position in the record relative to the first character in the record

(which is counted as relative zero).

For periodic fields/groups and for the variable set

this entry refers to position in the data record relative to the first

character of the subset or variable set in which they are included.

(The first character of a subset or the variable set will always be

relative zero.)

Number of characters in the field/group/subset (4 char).

(For the variable set this indicates the number of characters to be

printed per line by EXTRACT mode.)

Set ID of the field/group/subset (1 char).

X - Fixed Set.

1 - Periodic Set 1.

2-8 - Periodic Set 2-8.

9 = Variable Set.

Input type parameters (2 char minimum variable).

The first character indicates the source of the entry

input (1-9).

I Retrieval.

2 File Maintenance Internal Format.

3-9 - External Format.

$ - All inputs to this entry are to be processed

identically.

'The second character indicates:

1 = Alphameric information is contained in the

field/group/subset.

1 2 - Numeric information is contained in the field/

group/subset.

3 - Input information must ba edited.

The first alphabetic character of a five-character

name of the subroutine that is to be used to process ths inputs to this field.
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The third character containL:

The next entry to specify data type (alphameric or
numeric) for a second of "n" inputs to the field/group/subset (i.e.,
a second input type parameter entry).

If position number two contains a 3, this position
will cou.ain the first digit of a three-digit low order relative address
of an edit fipld coroained in LR #5 (the input edit record).

If a subroutine is required to process input data
to a field/group/subset, this position will contain the second character
of the pertinent subroutine name begun in position number two.

Logical Record 3 - Field/Groui Lockup Table.

LR #3 is entered with a defined field/group mnemonic.

The taLle gives the addresses of this mnemonic in
LR #2 and LR #6.

Los'ical Record 4 - Set ID Table.

The conten4s are:

Retrieval Logic Codes.

I - Inter Mode.

S - Scan Mode. )
) Forms of

N - Non-Scan Mode. ) INTRA Mode)
T - Terminate Mode. )

The relative high order position of the pertinent
set control field in the data record.

The size of the fixed set or periodic subset.

Set ID..

X - Fixed

1 - Periodic Set 1.

2-8 - Periodic Set 2-8.

9 - Variable Set.
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Logical Record 5 - The Invut Edit Record.

The actual input edit control word.

A three-character field specifying the maximum field
size that can he processed using this edit control word.

Logical Record 6 - Label Table.

The output size of the field/group.

The size of the label relative to the field/group
size (+ or -).

The operation ID.

Blank - No operation to be performed on the field/
group prior to output.

1 - Field/group is to be processed by a subroutine

prior to output.

2 - Field/group is to be edited prior to output.

The operator address, if applicable, and the actual
output label.

For subroutine processing, the label is preceded
by the subroutine name.

For editing, the output label is preceded by the
relative low order position of the edit word in LR #7.

For output with no prior processing, this area
contains the output label only.

Logical Record 7.- The Output Edit Record.

The actual output edit word.

A three-character field specifying the maximum field
size that can be processed using this edit word.

Logical Record 8 - The Cross-Index Table.

FxxxS or RxxxS subroutine, five-character fields.

Sdt ID.

X -Fixed Set.

I - Periodic Set 1.
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2-8 - Periodic Set 2-8.

A four-character field specifying the size of the
element. Used (as an argument) to cross index the file as it appears in
the file record.

A four-character field giving the high order position
of the element used as the argument.

A five-character field specifying the name of the
element used as the argu - --"' to cross indey p- file as it apr-ira -
the FFT.

A two-character field specifying the size c" the
argument as it appears in the cross-index table.

A two-character field specifying the size of the
function (record ID size).

A five-characte: field specifying the first four
characters of the file name, followed by an X or y.

Logical Record 9. Part I - Elimination Information Table.

Table Entry Type I:

four-character field specifying the relative low
order position of the element by which entries in the cross index may
be selectively eliminated from consideration for retrieval purposes.

A five-character field specifying the name of the
element (as it appears in the FFT) by which entries may be selectively
eliminated from the cross-index table for retrieval purposes.

Table Entry Type 2:

A five-character field specifying the rame of the
cross index.

A five-character field specifying the name of the
element by which the file is cross indexed.

A five-character field specifying the name of the
subroutine to convert field names for cross-index processor.

NOTE: There will be two "Table Entry Type 2" entries in LR #9 if the
file is doubly indexed.

Table Entry Type 3:

A two-character field specifying the length of the
record ID.
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A five-character field specifying the name of the
record ID (record control group).

Logical Record 9. Part 2 - Geographic Operation Code Informatf

A five-character field specifying the subroutine
name used in retrieval to process absolute values against record content
(field name).

A five-character field of which the first four char-
acters are nines, filled in by the FFS program, the fifth character is
the geographic operations code.

Six other possible entries can be repeated as above.
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k. File Structuring Error Conments With Explanations. The fcllowing
nine pages list all of the possible error conuients file structuring may print
on the 1403 printer. The list is in alphabetical order for easier reference.
Explanations are provided where it is felt they are necessary or helpful. It
should be noted that the comments are much easier to interpret when they
accompany the input card listing of the card causing the error than they may
appear to be in this compilation where there is no input card listing or

other supporting data to help clarify the error;
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ADVISORY MESSAGE (Accompanies any of the five-error
messages which prevent the structuring of
an FFT. These messages may or may not be
significant.)

ADD EDIT, SUB AND TAB CARDS MUST PRECEDE THE FIELD-GROUP CARDS
(EDIT, SUB or TAB card(s) out of place.
See figure 3-11A.)

COL. 14 INVALID (Illegal entry type on ELIM card, must be
a 1 in col. 14.)

COL. 26 INVALID (Illegal entry type on ELIH card, must be
a 2 in col. 26.)

COL. 45 INVALID (Illegal entry type on ELIM card, must be
a 2 or 3 in col. 45.)

COL. 54 NOT BLANK (ELIM card with one type 2 'ntry card
probably has one or more extra columns
punched.)

COL. 64 INVALID (Illegal entry type on ELIM card, must be
a 3 in col. 64.)

COMMA MISSING (Comma missing after source ID or after
input function on FIELD or GROUP card.)

CONTROL FIELDS MUST BE THE FIRST FIELDS DEFINED (First field on
FIELD card was not a control field.)

CONTROL FIELD/GROUP LIMIT IS 30 CHARACTERS (Record ID length exceeds
30 characters.)
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CROSS-INDEX NAME DOES NOT CORRESPOND TO THIS FFT
(The first four characters of the cross-
index name in columns 2 through 5 of the
INDEX card should be the same as the
first four characters if the file name.)

CROSS-INDEX RECORD (LR8) NOT PRESENT (The FFT indicates no
cross-index table for this file exists;
therefore, the ELIM card is meaningless.)

DOUBLI DEFINED EDIT FIELD ID (Two or more EDIT cards have the
same name in columns 2 - 6.)

DOUBLY DEFINED MNLrIONIC (Two fields/groups in the same file
cannot be assigned the same name.)

DOUBLY DEFINED SUBROUTINE ID (Two or more SUB/TAB cards have the
same name in columns 2 - 6.)

EXCEEDS FILE MAINTENANCE EXTERNAL FORMAT CARD INPUT LIMITATION
(The size of thiL field/group exceeds 79
characters. It cannot be maintained by
€.ternal format input data. This is an
• DVISORY message.)

EXCEEDS SOP LIMIlT FOR MOVING TO LITERAL (Size of field/group
exceeds 52 characters. This imposes
certain (minor) restrictions on the
output processing program. This is an
ADVISORY message.)

FIT ALREADY IN LIBRARY. IT WILL BE CHANGED IF JOB IS SUCCESSFUL
(CREATE mode specicied, but FFT for file
name specified already exists. This is an
ADVISORY message.)

FFT NOT IN LIBRARY. CHECK FILE ID. IF CORRECT RE-ENTER IN
CREATE NODE (CHANGE mode specified, but file name

specified does not exist, or at. least has
no FIT.)
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FFT SIZE OF xxxxx EXCEEDS LIMIT OF 11000.

FIELD CARD ILLEGAL HERE (Field card in input deck was out of
sequence. See figure 3-11A.)

FIELDS HAVE DIFFERENT SET ID's (Fields in different sets cannot
be defined as a group.)

FIELDS HAVE DIFFERENT TYPE ID's (Fields with different field
type ID's cannot be defined as a group.)

FIELDS OUT OF SEQUENCE (Fields listed on GROUP cards must be in
the same sequence as the FIELD cards
are placed in the deck.)

FIELD TO BE EDITED EXCEEDS CAPACITY OF EDIT FTLD (Inconsistency
between information on FIELD card and
corresponding information on EDIT card.)

FILE ID. MUST END IN A OR H (The fifth position of the file
name is other than A or H.)

FLD. SIZE SHOULD EQ ARG. LNG. (Field size must equal argument
length unless a conversion subroutine
beginning with F is used.)

FUNCTION LENGTH OF INDEX DOES NOT CORRESPOND TO LR2 CTL. FLD.
(Function (record ID) length specified
on INDEX card is not equal to the
length specified for that record ID in
logical record 2 of the FFT.)

FUNCTION REQUIRES SUBSCRIPT (The output function specified is a
table or subroutine, which has multiple
output sizes subscripted. Subscript the
output function to match the desired sub-
scripted output size of the SUB or TAB
card'.)
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GROUP CARD ILLEGAL HERE (GROUP card is out of sequence in
input deck.C.Refer to "Allowable
Card Sequence.")

GROUP CARD OUT OF PLACE (Group card out of place in relation-
ship to fields it is attempting to
group.)

HAS SAME 4D AS EDIT FIELD (A subroutine or table cannot have
the samp narme as an edit word.)

HAS SAME ID AS SUBROUTINE (Edit name is the same as some sub-
routine or table name and must be
changed.)

ID MUST END IN S (All subroutine names specified must
end in the character "S.")

ILLEGAL CARD TYPE (When card type was looked up in the

eard typ@ table, no match was found,
Could also result from improper use of
BYPASS card.)

ILLEGAL FIELD SIZE (Field size must be in range of 1 to
910 characters.)

ILLEGAL LOGIC ID (Logic ID entry in column 20 of FIELD
card must be a "blank," an "N'," an
1S1 and "I," or a "T." No other type
entry is acceptable.)

ILLEGAL MEMONIC (Name given has embedded blanks or is
less than 2 characters long, or is
otherwise illegal.)

ILLEGAL SUBSCRIPT (Subscript mispunched.)

ILLEGAL TYPE ID (Type ID must be C for control field,
X for fixed field, or number 1 through
8 for periodic sets. No entry other
than the above ia acceptable in column
18 of the FIELD card.)
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INCORRECT NUMBER OF INPUT SOURCES. (If input source was a
there can be no other input sources
listed on FIELD or GROUP card. If
input source was not a "$," at least
input sources "1" and "2" must be

coded on the FIELD or GROUP card.)

INPUT EDIT FIELD HAS ALREADY BEEN USED AS OUTPUT. (The same
edit field cannot be used for both

input and output editing.)

INVALID C_.OSS-INDEX NAME(S). (The cross-index names in ELIM

card must have same first 4 characters
as file name. The 5th must be X or Y.
If two cross-index names, one must end

in X, the other Y.)

JOB CAR,, OUT OF ORDER. (FSJOB card out of order. Refer to
"Allowable Card Sequence.")

jOB NOT COMPLETED BECAUSF OF DIAGNOSED ERRORS. (Should be
self-explanatory, based upon other
error printouts.)

JOB SCRAPPED. (Job abandoned. Reason may or may not
be obvious from previous error printout.)

LOGIC MUST BI THE SAME FOR ALL FIELDS OF THE SAME SET. (All fields
belonging to the same periodic set must
carry the same logic mode entry in column
20 of the FIELD card.)

LR 3 OVERFLOW. (More than 299 elements (fields/groups)
specified which exceeds limit. The
program maintained fields such as RECCT,
PSCTn, VSCTL, PSSQn count as part of the
299.)

LR 4 OVERFLOW. (Too many periodic sets specified. Limit
is eight.)

LR 5 OVERFLOW. (Too many and/or too lengthy input edit
fields. PRC~uce.)
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Lit 6 OVERFLOW. (Ton many and/or too lengthy output
labels. Reduce.)

LR 7 OVERFLOW. (Too many and/or too lengthy output

edit fields. eeduce.)

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FIELDS PER GROUP EXCEEDED. (Maximum

number of fields that can be defined
as a group is 20.)

MISSING ASTERISK. (Asterisk not punched (or mispunched)
on FIZLD or GROUP .2ard.)

MISSING BLANK OR COMMA. (On SUB or TAB card.)

MISSING BLANK OR #. (On SUB or TAB card.)

MISSING #. (On SUB or TAB card. NOTE: # sign
may be printed as a - or + on the

printer.)

MISSING # ON SUBSCRIPT. (Subscript on FIELD or GROUP
card was not preceded or followed by
a . NOTE. The # may be printed as

- or + on the printer.)

MISSING @ ON. EDIT. (@may be printed as - or>or

MISSING @ ON EDIT OR LABEL. may be printed as - or> or

MISSING @ ON LABEL. (@ sign was omitted or mispunched on
FIELD or GROUP card. NOTE: 0 may be
printed as a - orl> or

MODE TYPE IN ERROR. (Something other than "CREATE" or
"CHANGE" in columns 14-19 of FSJOB
card.)

MORE THAN THREE CONTINUATION CARDS. (Maximum allowed is

three.)

NO MORE THAN EIGHT FILES MAY BE CREATED IN ONE RUN.
(Self-explanatory.)

NO MORE THAN FIFTEEN FILES MAY BE STRUCTURED IN ONE RUN.
(Self-explanatory.)
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NO SUBSCRIIPTS ON FUN.TION AS DEFINED. (The output function
specified should not be subscripted.)

NOT IN LIBRARY. (Subroutine or table not on FFS
library. This is an ADVISORY message.)

OUTPUT EDIT FIELD HAS ALREADY BEEN USED AS INPUT. (The same edit
field cannot be used for both input and
output editing.)

OUTPUT OF INPUT F'NCTION SMALLER THAN IIELD. (Field or group
size as shown on FIELD or GROUP card is
larger than the output size of the
corresponding input conversion sub-
routine table or edit word shown on the
SUB/TAB or EDIT card.)

OUTPUT SIZE IN ERROR. (Refers to output size on SUB or TAB card.)

SUBROUTINE TOO LARGE. (Size of subroutine exceeds 9999 characters.)

PERIODIC SET ID OUT OF SEQUENCE. (FIELD card defining periodic
field is either mispunched or out of
sequence.)

PRECEDING X OR Y INDEX CD. INVALID. (The previous INDEX card is
either out of sequence, doesn't end in
an X or a Y, or there are two X cards
or two \ cards.)

RECORD ID DOES NOT EQ NO. OF CHAR. IN LR2. (The record ID length
specified in the ELIM card is not equal
to the length specified for that record
ID in logical :ecord 2 of the FFT.)

REL LOP OF RECORD ID NOT _;Q TO OR LS THAN RECORD ID LNG.
(The relative low position specifieo for
the elimination field/group entry in the
ELIM card is greater than the record ID
length specified.)
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SEQUENCE ERROR. (Refers to sequence numbers in columns
73 - 80. This does not prevent the
structuring of an FFT.)

SET ID OUT OF ORDER. (FIELD card in input deck was either
mispunched or out of sequence.)

SIZE OF FIELD EXCEEDS SYSTEM LIMITATION. (Field size exceeds
910 characters.)

SIZE OF SUBROUTINE TOO SMALL. (Size of subroutine is less
than 60 characters.)

SOURCE ID OUT OF ORDER. (Input sources listed on FIELD or
GROUP card must be in numerical sequence.)

SUBSCRIPT NOT DEFINED. (If the reference to a function is sub-
scripted, that function (subroutine or
table) must also be subscripted.)

SUBROUTINE MUST BEGIN WITH F OR R. (Subroutine specified on
card, columns 38 - 42 must begin with
F or R.)

SUBROUTINE OR TABLE * (name) * DEFINED BUT NOT USED. (If it
is defined, it must be used.)

SUBROUTINE TABLE OVERFLOW. (Excessive number of subroutines
defined.)

THIS FILE OUT OF ALPHABETIC SEQUENCE WITH PRECEDING JOB. (Jobs
in a run must be sequenced in alphabetic
order by file ID.)

TOO LARGE TO BE QUERIED EXCEPT WITH OVP OPERATOR. (Field
exceeds 52 or 56 characters in length.
May only be queried with the OVP
geographical polygon operator. This is an
ADVISORY message.)
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TOO MANY INPUT SOURCES. (The maximum number of input sources
for each field is 9.)

TOO MANY SUBSCRIPTS. (A maximum of nine subscripts are allowed.)

TYPE 1 FIELD NAME NOT PRESENT IN LR3. (The field name specified
for the elimination field entry in the
ELIM card does not exist in logical

record 3 of the F'T.)

TYPE 3 FIELD NAME NOT PRESENT IN LR3. (The record' ID specified
in the ELIM card does not exist in
logical record 3 of the FFT.)

UNDEFINED FIELD ID. (Name of field (or group) entered on GROUP
or INDEX card had not previously been
defined on a FIELD (or GROUP) card.)

UNDEFINED INPUT FUNCTION. (Function was not listed in edit
table which was built from information
provided oi EDIT card.)

UNDEFINED OUTPUT FUNCTION. (Function was not listed in edit
table which was built from information
provided on EDIT card.)

UNEXPLAINED ERROR - TRYING TO READ 4EYOND ENDFS CARD. (Error
cannot be diagnosed. Recheck input and
resubmit job. If error persists, seek
assistance from system maintenance
programmer personnel.)

VSET CARD ILLEGAL HERE. (VSET card was out of sequence in input
deck. Refer to "Allowable Card Sequence.")

nnnn IS SIZE OF SUBROUTINE. (The size specified was incorrect.
The file structuring phase has used the
correct size. This is an ADVISORY
message.)
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3-2. FILE STRUCTURING SUMMARY: File structuring (FS) is the initial phase
of file generation.

a. Input to FS (from the user) consists of a deck of cards defining
the structure of the file.

b. Output from FS for each file structured consists of:

(1) A listing of the input deck with messages noting any diag-
nosed errors.

(2) The file format table (in three forms - printed, tape, and
cards).

(3) If CREATE mode is uL-d, a dummy file tape is produced.

c. List of quantitative limitations on data elements in the 1410
FFS:

(1) Up to 299 field/groups can be defined within a file record,
of any file. (This number includes the program maintained
fields.)

(2) 599 is the maximum number of periodic subsets within any
given periodic set.

(3) Up to 8 periodic sets can be defined within a file record
of any file.

(4) 30 is the maximum number of characters that can comprise
the record ID.

(5) Maximum number of characters allowed in any field or group
used as:

(a) A data value (parameter) for retrieval is 56.

(b) A conditional value (parameter) for output processing
is 52.

(c) Other than specified in 1 or 2 is 910.

(6) Maximum number of characters allowed in any data record is
5400.

(7) Optimum data element placement and grouping must be deter-
mined by the file designer, after taking all factors into
consideration.

(8) Variable set data has limitations which may make its use not

entirely desirable in certain situations.
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d. FS Input Cards - There are thirteen types of input cards accept-
able to FS:

FSJOB SUB FIELD INDEX
ENDFS TAB GROUP ELIM
BYPASS EDIT VSET GEOOP

*(comn ents)

FSJOB " Begins each file structuring job, supplies file name,
specifies mode.

ENDFS - Terminates file structuring.

BYPASS - Causes FS to be immediately bypassed and file revision
to be called in for execution.

SUB/TAB - Allows FS to check for the existence of the specified
subroutine or table and its size. Also specifies the
output size(s) of the subroutine or table.

EDIT - Specifies edit control words to be used for input and/
or output editing of file data. Editing may be used
to insert most 1410 systdm characters:

Between data characters.

As a prefix to data characters.

As a suffix to data characters.

Any combination of the above three insertions.
In' addition, editing may be used to:

Suppress zeros to the left of significant digits.

Selective insertion of the credit symbol, conma,
minus sign, asterisk, dollar sign, and decimal.

FIELD -Specifies the field name, size, type, set membership,
logic mode (if periodic, input source ID(s) and func-
tion(s), output function, and label. The sequence of
FIELD cards determines the order of the fields in the
file.

GROUP - Specifies the group name and the fields constituting
the group. Also specifies the group input souice ID(s)
and function(s), output function, and label. Immedi-
ately follows the FIELD cards which it groups.

VSET - Specifies the name of the variable set, the number of
variable set data characters to be output per line, and
the label.
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INDEX - Specifies the name of the element by which to cross index
the file, its size, location, and set membership. It
specifies the FxxxS subroutine name. The length of the
record ID and the argument length are also specified.

ELIM,- Specifies the name and location of the element by which
cross-index table functions (record IDs) may be eliminated

from consideration for retrieval purposes. It specifies
other associated data concerning the name, etc., of the
cross index, record ID, and element by which the file is
cross indexed. It also specifies the subroutine(s) to
convert field name for cross index processor.

GEOOP - Specifies the subroutine name and the geographic operation
code(s) to replace the general geographic operator at file
retrieval.

* - Allows any comments desired to be inserted in the printed

listing output by FS.

Correct card sequence is critical for input cards to FS.

The File Format Table is made up of nine logical records.

1 - ID Record

2 - Detail Information Table

3 - Field/Group Lookup Table

4 - Set ID Table

5 - The Input Edit Record

6 - Label Table

7 - The Output Edit Record

8 - The Cross-Index Table

9 - Elimination Information and Geographic Operator
Code Table

e. File Structuring Error Comments. Advisory messages and SEQUENCE
ERROR do not prevent the structuring of the FFT. Other messages do.

3-3. FILE REVISION:

a. General.

(I) When generating a new file only the file structuring phase of
file generation need be executed. When restructuring (reformatting) the data
records of an existing file, after FS is executed it calls in file revision
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(FR), the second phase of file generation. FR requires FS to have struc-

tured a new file format table (FFT) for the file which is one of the inputs
FR uses to reformat the data file. If the new FFT is presently available on
tape (from some previous job) and it is now desired to execute file revision
without first having to execute FS, the first card after the "MON$$ EXEQ FG
card should be a "BYPASS FS" card. This causes FS to immediately call in
FR, bypassing FS completely.

(2) The changes to the data file which may be accomplished by
FR include:

(a) Rearrangement of the sequence of fields or periodic
sets in the file records.

(b) Addition of new fields or periodic sets to file
records.

(c) Deletion of fields or periodic sets from file records.

(d) Changing the size of fields in file records.

(e) Changing the name of fields in the file record, or
changing the name of the file itself.

More than one of the above changes can be accomplished concurrently on an
element of a file record. For example, a field may have both a name and a
size change during one execution of file revision.

(3) It must be emphasized that file revision operates on only
the smallest data elements in a file, i.e., fields. Groups and subsets are
ignored in the FR program logic. If the fields comprising a group or subset
are revised, the groups and subsets are thereby automatically revised.

(4) File revision should not be confused with file maintenance
whose purpose is to change the data content of a file, not the format;
whereas the purpose of file revision is to change the format of a file not
its data content.

(5) To ADD a field to an existing fixed or periodic set in the
file revision sense, means to increase the size of each file record by the
insertion of a blank field. Thus, the fixed set or each applicable periodic
subset in each of the records of the revised file contains the allotted
space for the new field. If the new FFT calls for the addition of a new
periodic set, the file revision program inserts a new periodic set control
field containing blanks into the fixed set of each revised file record. The
actual data for the new fields or periodic sets mus* be inserted during the
execution of file maintenance.

(6) To DELETE a fixed or periodic field in the file revision
sense is to decrease the size of each file record by removing all traces of
the field. Thus the fixed set or each applicable periodic subset in each of
'he records of the revised file would no longer provide space for the deleted
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field. If the new FFT 4oes not specify a periodic set that existed in the
old file, the file revision program removes all of the subsets in appli-
cable periodic set as wel as the periodic set control field Irom each
record of the revised data file.

(7) Any change in the size of the file is due to the insertion
or deletion of fields or a change in the size of existing fields. A
revised file may be physIcally larger or smaller than the original file
depending upon the nature of the changes. However, the data content of
the fields retained in the revised file, will be exactly the same as
before rc.,ision.

(8) Before FR begins the actual revision of a file, it develops
a set of machine language instructions for each field and periodic set to
be changed. The information necessary for the development of these instruc-
tion sets is derived from two sources. The first source is a comparison of
the field entries in the old and new FFT's. The second source is informa-
tion contained in the FR change cards and FR rintrol cards which are input
to FR.

(9) Figure 3-23 gives a general picture of the overall operation
of the file revision phase of file generation, showing inputs, outputs, and
the major operations performed.
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b. FR Input Card Specifications.

(1) FR Control Cards. The required FR control cards are coded
and formatted as follows:

First Card of The Change Deck (File Name Card)

'12 617 11 80
FILE ILEB _

If no name Column 1 An asterisk.
change is
desired, put Columns 2-6 The File Name BEFORE revision.
present file C
name in Columns 7-11 The File Name AFTER revision.
both fields

Columns 12-80 Blanks.

Last Card Of The Change Deck (End Card)

(ENDp80

Columns 1-3 Theword END

Columns 4-80 Blanks.

Both of these cards are required in every File Revision
run, even if the File ID does not change.
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(2) FR Change Cards.

(a) The information from the FR change cards is used to
construct a "change table." The change table contains the specific
information concerning which fields and/or peric tic sets are to be
revised, and in what manner the changes are to be accomplished. This
table contains information pertaining to a change of field name, and/
or size, the iddition of a periodic or variable set, and a change of
sequence of periodic sets.

(b) The addition or deletion of a field, the actual
amount of change in size, and/or the rearrangement of the sequence of
fields is determined by comparing parts of the old FFT against corre-
8ponding p; -ts of the new FFT. The information obtained by the com-
parison of the old and new FFs is used in conjunction with the change
table to generate an "i, ;truction table." The instruction table is
used to perform the actual revision of the old file into the new file,
on a field by field basis.

(c) There may be up to five different types of FR change
cards input to FR. There must be one FR control card (file name card)
preceding the FR change cards and one FR control card (END card) follow-
ing the FR change cards. (It should be noted that some revisions will
not require the ,tse of any FR change cards, in which case only the two
FR control cards are input to FR.) Each of the five types of FR change
cards is made unique and identified by the character punched in column
one. This single character indicates the type of revision specified by
the FR change card.

(d) The FR caange cards are coded and formatted as
follovs:
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A Change of Field Size (S)

t2 617

Column 1 An "S" to indicate size change.

Columns 2-6 The 2 to 5 character fie.d name, left
justified.

Column 7 An "A" or "N" to indicate Alphameric
or Numeric field.

Columns 8-80 Planks.

NOTE: No indication is made as to the actual change
in field size. That is determined by comparing
the field size specified in logical record
number 2 of the new FFT ag-inst that of the
old FFT.

A Change of Field Name (N)

12 16 12 80

Column 1 An "N" to indicate name change.

Columns 2-6 "Old" 2 to 5 character field name,
lkt justified.

Column 7 Blank

Columns 8-12 "New" 2 to 5 character field name,
left justified.

Columns 13-80 Blanks.
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A Change of Field Name and Size (B)

12 80

Column 1 A "B" to indicate both a name and a
size change.

Column@ 2-6 "Old" 2 to 5 character field name,
left justified.

Column 7 An "A" or "N" to indicate an alphameric
or numeric field.

Columns 6-12 "New" 2 to 5 character field name,
left justified.

Columns 13-80 Blanks.

Addition Of A Periodic Set or A Variable Set (Z)

Column 1 A "Z" to indicate the addition of a
Periodic or Variable Set.

Coltmns 2-5 The letters PSCT

Column 6 The Periodic Set ID "umber. (Use 9 for
Variable Set.).

Columns 7-80 Blanks.
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Change of Periodic Set ID Number (C) (Two Cards
Required)

First 80its

Card _ _ _ _

Column 1 A "C" to indicate a change in Periodic
Set ID number.

Columns 2-5 The letters PSCT

Coltimn 6 The Periodic Set ID number before
revision.

Column 7 Blank.

Columns 8-11 The letters PSCT

Column 12 The Periodic Set ID number after
revision.

Columns 13-80 Blanks.

The second card is a Name Change Card (N) having the
same type of format already given for the Field Name Change
Card (N). To logically follow the above card, this card
must change the name PSS02 to PSSQ1.

____od 1 51 ,, . 80

Card $SSQISSo1

Column 1 An "N" to indicate name change.

Columns 2-5 The letters PSSQ Old Name
Column 6 "Old" PSSQ number.

Column 7 Blank.
Columns 8-11 The letters PSSO New Name
Column 12 "New" PSSO number.

Columns 13-80 Blanks.
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C. Use of "Interim" FFT's.

(1) Because the file revison program will only handle fields,some revisions must make use of a so-called "interim" FFT; e.g.: assume
that the "old" FFT for a file specifies a fie'd entry as shown below:

TOoT __ field name (take-off date/time)
a six character data field
day of month - 2 characters
time of day - 4 characters

Figure 3-24. Original Configuration of
"Take-off Date/Time" Data

(2) Assume, further, that the user desires to rearrange the
data in this field and at the same time, wishes to raise TOD/T to the
group level:

TOD/T group name (take-off date/time)
field name a-TDATEITTI .ME4--- field name (take-off time)
(take-off date) .2 5 2317.

i time of day

day of month

Figure 3-25. Desired Configuration of
"Take-off Date/Time" Data

(3) If the user's present file were revised using the old and
new FFTs (as inputs to the file revision program) erroneous results would
occur. The TOD/T entry in the new FFT would be ignored, since it is a
group entry, and the resulting revision logic for the TDATE and TTIME fields
would be such as to add them as new fields. The data in TOD/T would NOT
be transferred from the old file to the revised file. The TDATE and
TTIME fields on the revised file would contain only blanks.

(4) To solve this problem, the user must restructure his
present (old) FFT, raising TOD/T to the group level (inserting TTIME and
TDATE as fields in the group) and place this "interim" FFT on the. FFS
Relocatable Execution Library prior to the execution of file revision. With
this having been done file revision treats the "interiiliFFT as the "old"
FFT. (Refer to figure 3-26.)
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NOT INPUT TO FR INPUT TO FILE REVISION

fijeld I ) TO/T7D/7l -1 roup names 70 D/T

2a .17 da data t2 5 I 7

[-Old FF I(origi ny on _ nterim F T] FT]

FFS Library) (placed on the (not yet: on FFS

FFS library library; will
prior to FR be put there

execution) after FR
execution)

Figure 3-26. Relationshf.p of Old, Interim, and New FF's

(5) The resulting revision logic for the TTIME and TDATE
fields would be a change in relative location only. The data in the

TTIME and TDATE fields would be transferred and rearranged in the

revised file since they are described in the "interim" old FFT.

(6) The use of interim FFT is very effective whenever the

user wishes to revise only a portion or sections of a field. For example,

if the user wished simply to rearrange the data in the original TOD/T

field ii the manner described above, without raising TOD/T to the group

level, he would still use exactly the same approach outlined above. Then

Just put the original FFT (with TOD/T at the field level) back on the FFS
Relocatable Execution Library by a library update run.

(7) By using a combination of "interim" FFTs, it is possible

to t. incate fields, to build fields from portions of other fields, to

Insert blanks or zeros in any position of a field, and finally, to create

a new FFS data fi±, from portions of existing FFS data files.

d. File Revision Examples, Using The CMFLA File. A hypothetical

preliminary version of the sample file CHFLA will be revised in two

following examples, so that at the completion of example #2, the format
will have been made identical to the CMFLA file created in the file struc-

turing run example. Each example will show:
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A graphic of the file's format before revision,

The FS inputcard listing used to structure the old FFT.

A graphic of the file's format after revision.

The FS input card listing used to structure the new FFT.

The FR change cards required.

Example #1

This example illustrates:

A field size change,

a field name change,

a field name and size change,

the addition of a field, and

the deletion of a field.

Figure 3-28 is a graphic of the file before revision. Figures 3-29
through 3-31 show the FS input cards used to structure the old FFT
(describing the file before revision).

The following changes are made in example #1:

The field CAPCY is increased from 2 to 3 characters.

The field FNMBR is decreased from 4 to 3 characters and
its name is changed to FLTNO.

The field AVGAL is renamed.ALTTD and its relatibe loca-
tion is changed.

A three-character field named ONBRD is added between
FUELL and the new location of ALTTD.

The fields AOD and AOT which form the group AOD/T are
deleted.

In addition to the old and new FFTs the following cards are necessary to
accomplish the above revision:
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first (ICMFMA control card always required 8

second 2APY change size of CAPCY

6L 12 80
third (T?:INMB LTNO change name and size of FNMBRI

fourt ( 4VG 12' f VA 80

fourth AVGA LTTD change name (& relative location)TI- of AVGAL

1 3 80

fifth END control card always required

Figure 3-27. Cards for Example #1

(1) Notice that no FR change cards are required to add or
delete a field. File revison accomplishes this by comparing the old and
new FFT against each other.

(2) Figure 3-32 is a graphic of the file after revision by
example #1. Figures 3-33 through 3-35 show the FS input cards used to
structure the new FFT (describing the revised file.)
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Example #2

4

The resulting revised file of example #1 will be further
revised by example #2. Example #2 illustrates:

The addition of a periodic set,

the deletion of a periodic net,

changing a periodic set ID number,

the addition of two periodic fields and grouping them, and

the addition of a variable set.

Figure 3-32 is a graphic of the file before revision by example #2 (and
after example #1). Figures 3-33 through 3-35 show the FS input cards
used to structur the FFT which is the old FFT for example #2 (and the
new FFT for example #1).

The following changes are made in example #2:

The current p ziodic set #1 is deleted,

the existing periodic set #2 ID number is changed from 2
to 1,

two fields (grouped) are added to the periodic set that
is changed from 2 to 1,

a new periodic set #2 is added, and

a variable set is added.

In addition to the old and new FFTs, the following cards are required to
accomplish the above changes:

.3-84
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In addition to the old and new FFTs, the following
cards are required to accomplish the above changes:

first MFL FLA control card always required

112 6'7 12 so
second PSCT2MPSCTI change periodic set 2 to periodicI' set 1 (first card)

12 6b 12 6o
third NPSSQ2 SSQl also required to change set ID

Ir (second card)1

11 6 80
fourth ZIP SCT2 add new periodic set 2

11 6 80
fifth (ZIPSCT9 add a variable setI

1 3 80
sixth (END control card always required 1

Figure 3-36. Cards for Example #2

Notice thata EFR change card is not requircd to delete a periodic set or
to add the new fields. File revision accomplishes this by comparing the
new and old FF's against each other.

Figure 3-38 is a graphic of the file after reviion by example #2.
(Notice 'hat this is exactly the same format of the CIFIA file illustrated
by figure 2-2 in Section Two.) The FS input cards used to structure the
new FFT for example #2 are shown in figures 3-39 through 3-41. They are
identical to the FS input cards used earlier in the CMFIA file struc-
turing example, except that CHANGE mode is used here, to cause execution
of fil- revision after FS.
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o. File Revinjont Frrr Co,, tsWithi Tvplnat!ong.

(1) The following two pages list the error and informative

wressages that file revision-may printout on the 1403 printer. The third

page lists the explanations of the abbreviations used in the actual

changes listing. In addition to those shown, file revision also lists

the 80 column card image of any input card in which a format error is

detected. followed by: ***EPROR***.

(2) Other items listed by file revision are:

1he new and old data file names.

The FR change cards listing.

The changes to actually be made to the data file

(actual changes listing). These are listed by field,

with a 5 or 1 LixaracLer aALbrevlation Zor what is being

done to the field.
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CHAN3E TABLE BUILT INCCfPECTLY - CIECK ANDESCRIPTOR ON SIZE CHANGE
CARDS (Check the Alpha/Numeric descriptor character

in column 7 of change card(s) specifying a field
size change or both a fiell Liie and ame change.)

CANGE TABLE BUIL" INCORRECTLY - CHECK CHANGE CARDS (Either the
character in column 1 is not allowable, or it is

not the appropriate character based upon the fields
in the rest of the card, or the END card is
incorrect in column 2 o- 3.)

CHECK PSN 1 of 1ST CARD OF REVISION DECK FOR * (First control card
read from change deck did not have an asterisk in
column 1. Card sequence may be incorrect or card
may be mispunched.)

DATA CHECK OR WRONG LENGTH RECORD ON OUTPUT DATA - MOUINT A NEW SCRATCH
TAPE ON B1 (A permanent data check occurred while writing the

new revised data file onto tape Bl. Job should be
resubmitted as isi after insuring a good scratch
tape is put on Bl.)

DATA CHECK OR WRONG LENGTh RECORD ON NEW FFT FILE (A permanent read
error results when attempting to read in the new
FFT from raDe. Check the possibility of some
incorrect (even parity) rcel being used. If not,
FS can be re-run to obtain another new FFT tape.)

EITHER FFT FOR FILE TO BE REVISED CANNOT BE FOUND OR FILE NAM IN
CONTROL CARD IS WRONG (Check the file mnemonic in columns 2-6 of the

first control card. If correct, insure that a
file format table for the subject file is on the
FFS System Library.)

EITHER FFT FOR NEW FILE IS NOT ON B5 or FILE NMME IN CONTROL CARD IS
WRONG (Check the file mnemonic in columns 7-11 of the

first control card. If correct, the reel contain-
ing the new file format table probably wasn't
mounted on tape unit B5.)
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END OF JOB - FILE REVISION RUN COMPLETE (S':lf explanatory.)

JOB HAS BEEN SCRAPPED FOR ABOVE REASON (Sclf explanatory. Appears
after any FR error conat.)

OLD AN') NEW FFT ARE IDETICAL - EIThER THERE IS NO NEED FOR FILE
REVISIGN OR LIBRARY UPDATE HAS BEEN RUN SINCE FILE STRUCTURING

(Determine which is the case. If the latter
and the data file is still in the old format,
the FFT on the library must be replaced by the
FFT for the unrevised data file.)

OLD FiELD NAME IN CHANGE TABLE IS NOT IN OLD FFT - CIIECK CHANGE CARDS
AND OLD FF7 (Compare columns 2-6 of change cards against

actual field names in old file format table.)

PSCT(n) IS NEITHER IN OLD FFT OR CHANGE TABLE. (The specified peri-
odic set ID number is in the new FFT. However,
it cannot be found in the old FFT, and it was
not specified on a change periodic set ID num-
ber card or on an addition of a periodic set
card. Check any such cards against new FFT for
wrong set ID number.)

nnn WLR OR DATA CHECKS WERE ENCOUNTERED ON INPUT DATA FILE. RUNOb'ITUT~~~ PrOILd ',, TAP " ., ^% I A%.3 AS INPUT. ThIS MUST BE DONE

BEFORE LIBRA~i UPDATE (This message results when one or more wrong
length record checks or data checks occur

while reading the "old" input data file. Any
records from the "Old" data file that cannot
be read without causing one of the above errors
are output onto an "FR error tape," (Tape unit
.B3). It should be obvious that any records put

c B3 are in the format specified by the "old"
FFT, -' ,t uill on the FFS'Library while
FR i.......... This FR error tape from B3

may be listed by using output processing (OP
execution phase) in the "source direct" mode,
specifying the (old) file name. This listing

of the FR error tape MUST be done before the
old FFT on the FFS Library is replaced with
the new FFT by a library update run.
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Explanation of Atbreviations
Used in Actu? ,har;.e ListinR

f. The actual changes li':ing gives the elemont name and a 5- or 1O-

character abbreviation for what is being done to that entry. The explanation
of these abbreviations follows:

ELE;4ENT CHARACTER
NAE APTSPFVTATTOh FXPLANATTO 'k

COUNT RECAL The character count will be recal-
culated after the record has been

revised.

XXXXX CHNAM The field name has been changed

XXXXX FLAGG This entry has been flagged as a
group or control field.

XXXXX NALGR The new alphabetic field is greater.

XXXXX NALSM The new alphabetic field is smaller.

XXXXX NEWFD This is a new field.

XJOXX NEWST This field is part of a new periodic
set.

XXXXX NNMGR The new numeric field is greater.

XXXXX NNMSM The new numeric field is smaller.

XXXXX NOCHG No change has been made to this field.

XXXXX NAMEA NALSM These messages indicate that the
XXXXX NAMEA NALGR field name has been changed as well
XXXOX NAMEA YITMSM as the size.
XXXXX NAMEA NNMGR

VSET& -MOVED This means that. the variable set will
be moved frcm the old to the new
record.

Fijure 3-44. Abbreviations Used in Actual Changes Listing
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3-4. FILE REVISION SUMMARY; 0
a. FR - Purpose is tv change the format of a file, not its data

contents.

-b. BYPASS FS causes file structuring to immediately call in file
revision (FR), bypassing FS completely.

c. THE CHANGES to the data file which FR can perform include:

(1)- Rearrangement of the sequence of fields or periodic sets
in the file records.

(2) Addition of new fields or periodic sets to file records.

(3) Deletion of fields or periodic sets or the variable set
from file records.

(4) Changing the size of fields in file records.

(5) Changing the name of fields or changing the name of the
file itself.

d. FR OPERATES only on fields. Groups and subsets are ignored in the

FR program logic.

e. FR Input Card Specifications.0

FR Control Cards

File Name Card Both required
END Card in any FR run

FR Change Cards. Each of the five types of FR change cards is
made unique and identified by the character punched in column
one:

"S" indicates 'size change.

"N" indicates name change

"B" indicates both a name and a size clange.

"Z' indicates the addition of a periodic set or a variable
set.

"C" indicates a change in periodic set ID number.

f. Changes Not Specified in Input Cards. The following changes
are accomplished by comparing the old and new FFTs witi, !ach other and
are not specified in the input cards to FR:
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Adding a field,

deleting a field,

deleting a pe. lir sel or the variable .. t.

changing the relative location of a field within is set,

the actual amount of size change. (An S or B FR change
card, only indicates a change is to be made.)

g. File Revision Outpuitq. The revised data file is the prime out-
put of FR. The following are the different li-tings that may be nurour
on the 1403 printer:

(1) Error coments and informative messages, including the
new and old data file names.

(2) The 80 column card image of any input card with a form.at
error.

(3) The FR change cards listing.

(4) Actual changes listing.

Hile revision may also output an FR error tape containing those records
from the old data file which cannot be read without errors.

. !Interim" FFT' may be useful whenever the user wishes to revise
only a portion or sections of a field.
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0 SECTION FOUR

FILE MAINTENANCE

4-1. GENERAL: The c:eation of new file records and the addition, dele-
tion, or changing of the data content of the file record elements (called
updating) is accomplished by file maintenance.

4-2. GENERAL OPERATION OF EACH PHASE OF FILE MAINTENANCE: A general
description of each phase of file maintenance has already been given in
the latter part of Section Two of this manual. A somewhat more detailed
and yet still general description of the operation of each phase is given
in the next six illustrations. These figurec summarize the general opera-

tion of the FM phases as follows:

Figure 4-0 - FM Supervisor.

Figure 4-1 - Input Processor.
4

Figure 4-2 - FM Sort.

Figure 4-3 -' FM Proper.

Figure 4-4 - Cross-Index Updater.

Figure 4-5 Subset Purger.

0
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FILE MAINTENAIANd LANK S!TSET PUWrE

I. Read file name from header and get fitl format table.
file
For- 2. Examine all periodic subseta, deleting when blank; update

subset sequence numbers and set controls as appropriate.

3. Output purged data file.

FFS 4. RetUrn control to file maintenance supervisor (which
Data will then return control to system mnnitor).
Files

Puriad

File

Figure 4-5. Gen eral Operation of FNW.

0
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a. Chang~e Record ID - Then rcsort data file. In Mark II we can
make changes to the record ID, or any clcmt'nt wfthin the record ID. Upon
completion of a file maintenance run that performs changes on the record
ID we will normally have to put the data file back into sort. There is
no automatic sort within the FFS programs to perform this sorting
Job. A sort program called FILESORTER his been generated for this job
using the 1410/7010 Operating System Generalized Tape Sorting Program
(IBM Systems Reference Library File No. 1410!7010-33 Form (28- 0354).
The FILESORTER program will be part of your system operating file (SOF)
and executed after every FM run that makes changes to the data file's
record ID.

0

0
4-8
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0 1. Hke up JOB card.
n to rte

Sfa2. Ausig- tape units - Input, output, & work.

B-5
3. Execute SORT DEFINE and name the sort program with

desired parameters.
Al jor fol

4. Execute linkload and give input file.

A3 5 Execute (your name) sort program with the necessary
0 sort control cards with the control information and

requirements necessary for your file and job run.

L I..10/7010 Coputer

Example of Sort Definition Pro'gram (FILESORTER) and Workable Sequence
of Sort Control Cards:

_1. L 5 16 20 121
MION$$ JCB TEST SORT FOR MARK !I iFS FILES

,$$ AS: MX. B5
MON$ S AS(;N MRY,A1,A3
MON$$ ASGN -ARZ, BI ,B3
MON $S ASGN MW2, A2
MON Is ASGN MAJSJ
A3N$$ EXEQ SORTDEFINE
FILESORTER CrORT SORT,VA.IPALE,MULTI ,UNOD,PCH

D .IT MRXMRY,MRZ
.%)N $$ EXEQ LINKLOAD

INPUT M42
lO!I is r~r) 'FILESORTER
SORTTYPE ,(ltr REC-5400,MER-2, OPT-Y,CHK-Y
INPUTFILE SORT REC-4,PLK-5404,CHA-4,LO0-4
OUTPUTFILE SORT BLK-5404
(NTLFLDS SORT NUM-1,LEN-JO,ILOC-34,ILEN-30
LABELDES SORT TYP-2, ICH-NNNNNN
LABELDES SORT TYP-2,OCH-NNNNNN,OFI -CMFLAXXXXX
%,DN$ . END

4-9
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b. EnterinR Dnta. Basically there are three forms in which data
ients may be entered into data files. Fields, gioups, or subsets that
to be entexed into the file by file maintenance may be:

(1) Placed into the file in the same f'orm in which they were
input to file maintenance.

(2' Edited, to insert, modify, or take away certain characters
prior to entry into the file.

(3) Converted to a different term or form, or operated upon in
any mnnner, by using a subroutine or table.

c. Transactions Which May Be Performed. The transactions which file
itenance can perform are:

Creation of a new data record and the insertion of it into the
proper place within the file.

Addition of a periodic subset to a file record.

Addition of data to the variable set of a file record.

C ianging the data cc itent of a fixed or periodic field of a file
record.

.Deletion of the data content of a fixed or periodic field or
group. (Actually replaces the data with blanks.)

Deletion of an entire' file record.

Deletion of all the data content in a periodic set of a file
record.

Deletion of all periodic subsets having blank data content.

Deletion of all data .content in a periodic subset of a file
record.

Deletion of all data content in the variable set of a file record.

Production of transaction confirmation listing on specified
element without affecting data record (NEX operator).

(1) The Formatted File System contains two multi operatori - CAD and
The CAD operator will either CREATE (if no file record exists),

.NGE (if data exints in the file record), or ADD (if the periodic subset
,m not exint within the file record). The CMA operator will either CHANGE
ADD the elements on the basis of their present conditions withir the data
.e. (The use of these operators is subject to the conditions described
:hin figure 4-8 Summary of Legal Operations that May Be Specified for
!ments of a File Record.)
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•(2) By performing multiple transactins (in a separate run or,
in some cases, the same run) additional tasks may be accomplished. For

example, in order to chnre the content of the variable set if must be
deleted, and then the "new" data (actually the old data with changes)
added (during the same run in this case).

d. Input Format Types. Data elements for a file record may be
entered into the system in any one of three types of formats. We will
now discuss two of these formats which are internal format and external
format. Either type of data input is preceded by an input control card
(ICC) which provides information concernini the name of the file to be
maintained, the form of the input data, the 'aput source number, and other
information. The third type of input format is logical file maintenance
(LFM) which will be covered in a separate seLtion of this manual.

(1) Internal Format.

(a) For any given file internal input finds its greatest
use in updating individual data elements in a file. One standard input
card format has been established for this type of file mainte"nance input.
Each internal format input card contains the data to be entered into a
single element of a file record, plus identifying (control) information
to get it to the correct file record and the correct element within the
file record.

(b) The origir.al entry of those file records created
locally (internally) by the users of the IDHS 1410 FFS will generally use
a constant unchanging format. Mai:itenance of such file records would nor-
mally be accomplished by using internal format input, although external
format input might be used under some conditions. Since only one element
may be input or updated per internal format (I.F.) card*, several I.F.
ca.ds or card images on tape are required per file record. The record ID
associated with the element must be present in every I.F. card. In the
case of a long record ID, this leaves a limited amount of columns for data
content. The detai'ed specifications of the internal format input cards
will be given later in this section.

(c) The user may sometimes resort to the internal format
method for the initial creation of his file; although it is usually much
faster and more economical to initially create a file from an existing
data base by using external format.

(2) External Format.

(a) The data used to update a given FFS data file may be
received .:om a number of different external sources. Each source prob-
ably has the data arranged in such a way as to best satisfy the needs

* It should be noted that the internal format card may be in the form

of.card image on tape.

4-11
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peculiar to the' .pecific orgnlnlration. For thi and ,,cher reasenm the
i-nrmat of the data received is likely to vary from one qource to another.

A so, the formats may periodically or intcrmittently change due to

clanging euntironments of th, external sources.

(b) In order to remain flexihl" in this type of situ.ation

file maintenance ha! been dcnigned to accept external format (E.F.) irput
data in an extrermelv vi variety of formits and still he able to ,nter it

into th- data file in the format rcquired for th," data file. 1:. order to
achieve this flexibility the forrat, location, and id-ntific.,on of each
E.F. input data element wust be d,-crihed, as it appears in the fnrtjt
record, to file maintenance. Thi3 detailed description of the E.*. input
records is accomplished by preceding the external format data with input
descriptor cardN. These input de'.criptor cards form a deck called the
iot'ut descriptor deck (IDD). An IDD r,it prucede each E.F. inpit ftll,*.

(c) If an FFS data file is being created from an exi-tfng"
data base on cards or tape, the use of an IM) and external format input may
well allow the FFS data file to be created from the existing data base
without first having to alter either the format or the content of the data

base. If this is to be accompiished, the format of the existing data base
must be capable of being defined to the systet by the IDD, and it must

meet certain restrictions which will be discussed later. 1
4-3. SPECIFICATIONS FOR INTERNAL FORMAT IhPUT: Internal format (I.F.)

input is used to create or update a single data element of a file record f
per I.F. input data card. The I.F. input data cards, or card images on
tape, for a given file are grouped togethcr into ar. "I.F. data deck."
Each I.F. datp dck must be preceded by an input control card (ICC).

Specifications for the Input Control Card (For internal Format) 0

0 ""I ~ \ ICi 'I' L.. 71 U

Z7,~ , '''"ItA -0 M

4, ' ( r ... tf 2 6 _2/70

2 a M 3A O_
Figure 4-f.. ICC for I ,tern l F .'r' ,' I

Column Oi - Card identifer &. (11-7-8 Punch).

Indicates that this is an input control card.
Columns 02-06 - Name of file being updated.
Column 07 - Input source must be "2" (internal format).
Column 08 - Input Type. "C" means input data is on CARDS.

"T" means irnut data is on TAFE.
Columns 09-13 - Blanks [

* "Input file" defined on pz3e 4-20. (
4-12
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Columns 14 through 2b are Dlank Unless Input Data is on Tape

Column 14 - Parity of tape. "U" for even parity.
"B" for odd parity.

Column 15 - Mode of tape. "L" for load mode (wordmarks).
"," for move mode (no wordmarks).

Colum. 16 - Total number of header records (including tape marks
a3 .ociated with the header records). Thus, if a
header record and a tape mark precede the data, the
number 2"would be entered in column 16.

Column 17 - 1410 1OCS record form (1, 2, 3, or 4).
F(rm 1 - unblocked, fixed, or variable length.
*Form 2 - blocked, fixed length.
Form 3 - unblocked, fixed, or variable length, with

a character count field comprising the first
four characters of the record. This field
which specifies the number of characters in
the physical record (block) is called the
"block character count."

**Form 4 - blocked, variable length, with each logical

record having a 4-character record count
field, and the physical record beginning
with a 4-character block character count
field. The record character count field
specifies the number of characters in the
logical record.

) Column 18 * Padding constant to be'used (when required) to fill
out the block, if form 2 records are specified.
Nines (9's) are generally used for padding. The
four special characters* cannot be
used for padding.V t

Columns 19-22 - Maximum block size, maximum number of characters
that may be encountered in a block, if form 2 or
form 4 records specified. Maximum allowed is 5400,
which may be used if the actual maximum block size
is unknown.

Columns 23-26 Maximum record size, normally 80 (31 if blocked),
to be encountered, unless form 4 records are
specified; in which case this entry specifies the
relative LOP of the record character count
field. (For this purpose, the first position of a

form 4 record is considered 1, not 0.)
Columns 27-80 Blanks

Specifications for the Internal Format Input Data Card

Figure 4-7 gives the specifications for the internal format input'data
card.

* NOTE: Form 2 records must have each logical record terminated with a
record mark.

A0*) NOTE: Form 4 records must have each logical record terminated with a

record mark.
4-13
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Enterinit Internal Format Input Data via Magnetic Tape

Card images on tape may be used for I.F. input via a tape unit instead of
punched cards via the standard input unit (SIU). To accomplish this the
ICC card is read from the SIU, the FM program then obtains all the neces-
sary control information from the data on the ICC card and reads the I.F.
input data card images on tape.

4-4. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS CONCERNING THE DATA ENTRY IN THE I.F. INPUT
DATA CARD:

a. Nimeric Fields. Leading zeros may be omitted for those elements
which have been described as numeric in the file format table for the data
file being updated; e.g., if a 5-character numeric data field is to be
changed to 00037, then the data entry on the internal format card could be
entered as 37 4. The file maintenance program would automatically insert
the 3 leading zeros. CAUTION.....it is not safe to assume that the data
file field has been defined as numeric simply because the input data is
numeric in content! When in doubt pad out the data entry to its proper
data file length by inserting the leading zeros. If zero substitution
for blank input data, is not desir*d, the fielti should be defined in the
FFT as Alpha.

b. Alphameric Fields. An Alphameric data entry may always be ter-
minated (by the +) ir nediately following the last valid character. The
file maintenance program wili left justify the entry and add any addi-
tional trailing blanks necessary to pad out the field/group to its proper
file length.

c. Maximum Data Length.

(1) Ordinarily the size of an input data element cannot exceed
the size of the FFS data file element for which it is destined. The
exception to this rule is a data entry which undergoes a subroutine con-
version before being inserted in the data file. Whenever the input data
appears to be too long, and the person making the entry is in doubt as to
the validity of the size of the entry, he should consult the file designer
about the legitimacy of the input data entry. File maintenance will not
cctempt to put any input data entry that has an illegitimate size (i.e.,
too many characters) into the FFS data file. An error message identifying
the name of the element in error, and the maximum size allowable is printed
out by the IP phase of FM, in such an instance.

(2) When the I.F. data card is used to enter data for the vari-
able set, continuation cards may be used ONLY until the size of the data entr
reaches a maximum of 910 characters in length. If the desired entry is
longer than 910 characters, it must be entered in two or more "units."
Each unit will consist of the initial I.F. data card for that unit fol-
lowed by continuations until the sum size of the data entry for the unit
approaches or reaches 910 characters. The l'st card of the unit must not
contain a continuation symbol. The data to appear first in the variable)set must be entered in the first unit; the last data for variable set,

4-15
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entered in the last unit. In other words, all of the units must appvar
"back to bac'" and in the desired sequence.

4-5. S?-FIf"CA 7O1 TOR -HE l??AYX=tM CARD FOR 1IN'-AT-7-L AO .T:

a. The IPPAKTND card in not required, but is desirable with most

I.F. input jobs. Its only function when used with internal format input
is to cause the input procesior phase of FM to perform an "error compu-
tation and statistical error printout" routine at the end of an I.F.

input job. If not used with an I.F. input job, this routine is simply
not performed for that job.

b. The IPP, ZEND card can be optionally used with E.F. input when

the input is on cards. Howevei, the above-mentioned error computation and
statistical error printout rou.ine is performed whether the card is in the

deck or not. At the present time, if the IPPAKEND card is used with E.F.

input, when the E.F. input data is on tape, the error computation and
statisticatl ctror printout rot,-ine is performed twice. The specifications

for the IPPAKFND card are simply to:

Punch IPPAKEND into columns 1-8.

Leave columns 9-80 blank.

The IPPAKEND card, if used, should appear imediately after the last I.F.
data card.

4-6. OPERATION CODES: The seven operation codes that are used to specify

the disposition of an input data element are:

Create (CRE)

Add (ADD)

Change (CHG)

Delete (DEL)

Create, Change or Add (CAD)

Change or Add (CMA)

No Change (NEX)

Their use and the resulting actions are illustrated in figure 4-8 (two

pages). The use of these operation codes and the actions resulting upon

the various FFS data file elements are the same for both internal form.1t

and external format.

4of

4-16
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Legend to Figure 4-8.

(1) This will delete the entire record.
(2) This doesn't actually add an clement, it becomes a CHANGE which

changes the contents of the element to new data.
(3) This doesn't actually delete an element, it becomes a CIANGE which

changes the element to blanks.
(4) This actually deletes the entire periodic set specified, but the

per'odic set control field is retained, as blanks.
(5) The periodic subset sequence number (ID) must be provided.
(6) FM proper phase automatically creates, mainl ins, or deletes the

variable set control field as required.
(7) If a variable set already exists in the file record being main-

tained, the variable data being added trails the existing data.
(8) A record having the record ID (control field/group), with blanks in

the rest of the fixed set will be created.
(9) A record having the record ID (control field/group), as well as the

fixed field(s)/group(s) specified, will be created.
(10) A record having the record ID (control field/group), with blanks in

the rest of the fixed set (except ihe PSCTn field), will be created
in additinn to the subset.

(11) A record having the record ID (control field/group), with blanks in
the rest of the fixed set (except the VSET control field), will be
created in addition to variable set.

(12) This will add a new subset, all field(s)/group(s) of which contain
the supplied information.

(13) This will add an entire new subset, but data will only be contained
in the field(s)/group(s) specified. The other field(s)/group(s)
will be blank.

(14) In order to change a variable set, it must first be deleted, then
auded. This may be done on the same or different runs.

(15) After the first CREATE is performed for a given file record, other
CREATES appearing in the same run and applying to that same file
record, have the effect of a CHANGE for fixed fields; or an ADD for
either periodic elements or the variable set.

(16) In order to delete the entire subset (including the PSSQn), all of
the elements of tLe periodic set (staring with the PSSQn) must have
been grouped together by a GROUP card when the FFT was structured.
(To put it another way, a type ID of 5 must exist for the subset in
LR 2 of the FFT.)

(17) The FFS program handles the NEX opcode in the same way as CHANGE -

what is legal for the CHG of code is legal for NM.
(18) This is legal in 1410 FF9. Every time the record ID is changed an

advisory message is printed, on 1403, that th. data file may need

to be re-jorted. The record ID is also printed.

0
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O 4-7. DESIGN OF AN INPUT FILE FOR EXTERNAL FORMAT:

a. General.

(1) Once the preliminary design, data content, and ve of ar

FFS data file have been decided upon, the FFS user will probably next

structure the FFT for the file using file generation. The ncxt task the

user faces ic to produce the FFS data file; i. ., get the appropriate data

into the file so that it may be used.

(2) The starting point for building a 1410 FFS data file
is an inkut file of data in the form of either punched cards and/or mag-

netic tape whose format and content can be defined to the Fortatted File
Sys tern.

b. Creation of an External Format Input File.

(I) For some users the input file of data just described does
not exist and must be created. This implies that card formats must be

designed, appropriate input forms drawn up and filled out, and cards key
punched from them to form the input file. When designing card formats for

the input file the user may use the "Multiple Card Layout Form" (IBM Form
No. X74-4823) as a basic design tool. (Also the "Card Design Aid" - IBM

Form No. X24-6214.) It is also strongly recommended that the user be
familiar with the rules and suggestions contained in the IBM Manual "Form
and Card Design" (IBM Form No. C20-8078).

(2) After completing the card design for the input file, the
user must design the input forms used to record input data for key punch-
ing. The design and content of these forms is at the discretion of the
user; however, he should keep the following points in mind.

(a) The sequence of entries on the forms should follow

some logical pattern. This logical sequence will be determined partly by
the arrangement of the information on the original source documents used
by the person who fills out the input for

(b) The input forms shoulu set up for ease in key punch-

ing. The ideal form, of course, would have the form entries arranged in
the same sequence as they appear on the card.

In many cases, the above two points can never be fully realized because of
conflicts between the arrangement of data on the original source documents
and the arrangement of fields on the input cards. The user should attempt
to strike some happy medium between the two.

(c) If some data elements must enter the system via the

internal format method (due to restrictions to be covered later) the format
for these I.F. input cards should be included on the external format input
forms along with the other data elements. Any control information that

) remains constant should be preprinted (e.g.: field/group name, record
marks, continuation symbols, et..).
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addition to the above points, refer to the IBM Manual "Form and Card
ign" (IBM Form No. C20-8078) for a more complete discussion of the topic
forms design.

(3) In the above situation, since the user creates the input file
data with full knowledge of its ptrpose, he will make it compatible with
FFS data files. In fact, under these circumstances, it would not be
prising if the input file of data very closely resembled the FFS data
e to be produced.

c. Using Existing Files of Data as E.F. Input Files for FFS Data
File Creation.

(I) On the other hand, some users facing the task of producing anFFS
a file may already have existing (probably Punched Card Accounting Machine
AMJ oriented) files of data on cards and/or tape, whose format and content
d only be defined to the FFS by an IDD in order for FM to produce the FIS data
e. (The existing data files are used to form the E.F. input file.)

(2) The user should be familiar with the design of input files
external format whether he has to create his input file, or whether

already exists in the frrm of PCAM oriented files of data. This is
ccially important to the user who desires to produce an FFS data file
using his existing files of data as the E.F. input file to file main-
ance. He must be able to determine whether his existing files of data
be sufficiently well d-scribed by an IDD to he handled by FM in its

sent form. It may be that the particular format of his existing files
data precludes the direct acceptance of parts of the information by the
matted File System. The uscr may have to either reformat these por-
ns by using punched card processing machines or resort to the internal
mat input method for some elements in order to conform to the FFS
uirements for the E.F. input file.

(3) The next portion of Section Four contains the definitions
terms used in the rest of this section, followed by the design con-
erations and requirements for any external format input file that is to
accepted by file maintenance. It also provides the ground rules for
igning an E.F. input file. The emphasis so far has been on using E.F.
ut to initially produce FFS data files. Do not conclude from this that
E.F. input is not particularly suited for routine maintenance of
sting FFS data files. This use of the E.F. input method will be covered
er in this section.

. GENERAL INPUT FILE REQUIREMENTS AND DEFINITION OF TERMS: The follow-
definitions will provide the user with some of the terms used in this
tion as well as some of the overall design requirements for an input
.e.

a. Input File. A card or tape file which contains all or a portion
the input data needed to create or update a given data file. Each E.F.
,ut file must be preceded by an IDD.
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4 b. Ing Pecord. A single card (or logical tape record) in an
input file

c. Input Record Type. An input record whose format (arrangement
and location of data fields) can be identified by the presence of a
unique code carried in the input record itself. For example, if there
are threp different types of record formats employed in the input file,
there at three input record types, each type identified by an "input
record type code."

d. Invut Record Tyve Code. The code used to distinguish one input
record type from another.

(1) If the input file contains multiple input record types, a
unique code must be present in each input record.

Exception. If the input file contains only one input
record type, no input record type code field need be present
in the inpu- records.

(2) The input record type code field size may vary from I to 7
positions between files but must remain constant within the same input file.

(3) The input record type code field must appear in the same
position(s) in every input record.

(4) The input record type code must be the only data in its
field. In other words, the input record type code cannot be zone punches
placed over a numeric data field.

(5) The makeup of input record type codes may be alphabetic,
numeric, or alphameric and may vary within the same input file.

e. Input Group. All of those input records containing information
be extracted for the purposes of creating or updating a single (the same)
file record.

f. Input Group Control Field. Either an artificial control field
(such as an arbitrarily assigned serial number) or an actual data field
(or fields) upon which the input 'file will be sorted or manually arranged,
prior to entering the input file into the system, such that all input
records belonging to the same input group (i.e., pertaining to the same
file record) will be grouped together.

(1) All input records must contain an input group control
field.

(2) The field must appear in the same location in every input
record in a givcn input file.

(3) Each input group within an input file must have a unique

input group control field. (The input records within the input group
will, of course, have the same input group'control field.)
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(4) The input group control field must be a field, i.e., all
the characters comprising the input group control field must be adjacent
in the input record. In other words, if the user intends to use a number
of data fields as the input group control field, these fields must be
adjacent to each other so that the system can treat them as a single field.

(5) If the input group control field contains an artificial
number (much an an arbitrarily annigned aerial number used for the singular
purpose of distinguishing one input group from another), then the field
size will be determined by the maximum number of input groups to be proc-
essed against the data file in one FM run. For example, if a maximum of
10,000 input groups are to be processed against a given data file during a

file maintenance run then the inpuc group control field need only be 4
characters in length. The input group control numbers would commence with
0000 and end with 9999.

NOTE: It is very important to note that the data file records will not
necessarily be ordered (sequentially arranged) by the contents of the input
group control field unless it is one and the same as the field(s) compris-
ing the record ID. It is simply a device for grouping together (prior to
processing) all of the input records affecting single data file records.

g. Record ID (Record Control Group). The record ID is the field or
fields whose data content makes up the unique identity of each data file
record. It is sometimes referred to as the "control group" or "recore
control group."

(1) The field or fields to be extracted from the input records
forming an input group and assembled into the record ID can be spread
over several DIFFERENT input record types within the input group. However,
all the fields that comprise the record ID must be present within each
input group, present in the input file (and if tape input, not split
between tape reels).

For example: Assume an input file with 2 input record types (coded as
I and 2) per input group, and containing fields AAAAA, BBBBB, and CCCCC
(which comprise the record ID). Any one of the following formats is
permissible for the input file.
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p Group

Cnutro Fi l Field2
Contrl Fie . Q~lBBBBB

Example I
Record ID split Field Field
between two FedFe
record types 5l AAAAA CCQ

within input l .... , . -1

Grcup. Input Record Type Code- - T-o -Cod - - - -

Example 2 2

Record ID contained 0001

on only one Record .... _/_____

type within
Input Group. Field Field Field

0$0i AAAAA PBBB CCC I8

1 __,-8

(2) In example 2, it is obvious that the 2 type 
record need not

be present in the input group since the 
record ID can be extracted in its

entirety from the 1 type record. Thus, if the data ordinarily :arried on

the 2 type record is not required or unknown for a particular 
file record,

the 2 type record can be legitimately omitted 
f-om the input group.

(3) As a general rule, record ID fields should be'placed 
on input

record types carrying fixed data rather than periodic 
data, unless the

record ID is used as an input group control field. This use is described

in the following example.

(4) 16hen in'tially designing an input file, the 
user should seriously

consider using the record ID fields as an 
input group control field. The

very nature of a record ID insures its uniqueness. If the user does desxii

his record ID to serve this dual purpose, 
he must remember that each field

that comprises the record ID must be present in every input record and 
in
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the same location, and, in addition, the field. must be
adlacent* to each other.

For example:

Example 3 AAAAA qRIPPR CCCCC 2 I,~

AAAAA BS13F'3 CCCCC 1

1801

AAAAA,11SPT3P,CCCCC Record ID Input GrL-jp Ce~ntrol Fiel'i

(5) The u~er should be aware that the above approach could be
spacewise; i.e., if in example 3, fields AAAAA, BBEB, and CCCC:

led 30 characters, then obviously 30 columns of every input record
d ixrrediately be lost, and only 50 columns would be available for
fields and record type code (using cards'as input records). In
a case, it suight be better for the user to reserve a smaller

'E: If 'an existing file of data (to be used as an E.F. input file)
have the record ID fields in every input record but not in

cent positions, the card file should be reproduced with the record
ields placed adjacent to each other, utilizing punched card proc-
ng equipment.
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field for the input group control field (using a serial numbering

10 technique) and spread his record ID field over several record types.

(See example 1.) When input records are from tape rather than cards, it

is not much of a disad.antage to use up to 30 characters of each input

record as record ID/input group control field, since the tape input

records may be longer than 80 characters.

4-9. PREFERRED LOCATION OF CONTROL FIELDS ON INPUT RECORDS: If pos-

sible, the user should arrange his input record format so that all con-

trol fields (input group control field, record type code, record ID) will

be the first (left most) fields on the input record. Data fields should

imnediately follow these control fields. This is not a requirement, but

a recommendation which will result in a more efficient, less error prone,
and faster key punching operation.

4-10. SPECIFIC INPUT FILE REQUIREMERTS (EXTERNAL FORMAT): This sub-

section explains the principles involved in designing input record card

formats which will contain:

Fixed Fields/Groups.

Periodic Fields/Groups.

Periodic Subsets.

Variable Set Information.

I a. Fixed Fields. Fixed fields may be present on any input record

type regardless of the nature of the other information on the input

record. However, it is preferable to design fixed fields so that they
will not appear on the same record type that carries periodic or vari-
able iniormation. (The one exception being the case of using the rec-

crd ID as an input group control field, in which case it is on every
card of thc input group.)

b. Splitting Fixed Fields. If the size of a data field exceeds
the space available on 1 external format input record, the field can be

split over two or more different input record types, if the data field
represented is raised to a group level within the FFT fvr the FFS data

file, and each field of the group entering via a separate record type,
is defined as a field in that group. If it is not desired to split fields
in this manner (for example, if the input field must be altered by an in-

put conversion subroutine that requires the ertire field at once), the
internal format method may be used to enter or update such fields,
since by using continuation cards a very large field may be handled,

c. Fixed Groups.

(1) When a number of fields appear in the file's FFT as a
group, it would be desirable for the user to place these fields on the
same input record type and arranged in the same older as they appear in

fthe file record.

For example: Fields FFFFF and GGGGG are considered a group (GRPFG) in
the FFT. The preferred input format would be:
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Group GRPFG 0

Field Field InputFFFFF GGGGG Record

Type Code

(2) (Design fields FFFFF and GGGGG adiacent to each other on
ie same input record type and in the same order as they appear in the
ita file.)

(3) The desirability of this approach stems from the fact that
ie processing of groups through FM is faster than the processing of the
idividual fields comprising groups.

)TE: If any one of the fields within the group must be processed by a.
ibroutine prior to being inserted in the data file, "he above recommen-
ation would be disregarded, since the fields have to be handled indi-
Ldually in this case.

SPECIAL NOTE- No field which forms part of the record IDI
can be processed by an input conversion subroutine.

d. Splitting Fixed Groups.

(1) If a number of fields are grouped (in the FFT), AND

(2) the fields must undergo an input subroutine conversion
i group prior to being inserted in the data file, AND

(3) the fields, because of their sum size, cannot be contained
n a single input record, then they will have to enter the system (as a
roup) via the internal format method.

hen only conditions (1) and (3) are present, the fields may be defined
nd input (via E.F.) individually.

hen only conditions (1) and (2) are present, the fields may be input as a
roup (which they are defined as in the FFT).

e. Periodic Fields/Groups. Periodic fields/groups may be present on
ny input record type, even if fixed fields/groups appear on the same input
ecord. All periodic information on an input record type must:

(1) Belong to the same subset, an.
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Codiio (2) bclong to the saime sc't.

t Condition (1), of coursL, would guarantee condition (2). (The one exception
to (1) above will be noted later under Multiple Subset Entries.)

For example: Assume fields HHHHH and JJJJJ to be periodic fields in
periodic set 1 of the FFS data file.

input Group Field Field input

HHHH HHHHJJ.. UPo2

Field Inputu

' ~Field Field IGRP I I-/

I , ielieRecord
J 2JJ 2 Control 2

iField

Example 5

Fields HHHHH and JJJJJ appear on all 2 type Records

Assuming i CREATE opcode:

HHHHH and JJJJJ become fields in the 1st subset.

HHHI]H2 and JJJJJ2 become fields in the 2nd subset.

HHHHH and JJJJJ become fields in the 3rd subset.
3 . 1 3

f. Periodic Subset Sequence Number (PSSQn).

en(i ) If periodic fields/groups are to be assigned to a'specific
subset. a 3-character field must be providcd on the input record for
entering this nformat ion.

(2) This field muSt be in the same location on every input
record type carrying periodic information. In other words, unce the
decision has been made to assign specific periodic set control numbers
to the periodic field/groups in one periodic set, the PSSQn field must
appear on the input record types carrying periodic information for other
periodic sets. (Although the latter does not have to be assigned specific
PSSQn's - See example 6 below.)

4
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Susto ¢C4 Pert~i SC t lr

Input Group Control Field 3

Example 6

(3) If the PSSQn field is left blank, it is said tobe u n-

assigned and file maintenance will automatically assign the next available
PSSQ number available in the periodic set involved. In Example 6, for
instance, the first JJJJJ, KKKX, LLLLL entries would be assigned 001

anJ the second JOJJJ, KKKXK, LLLLL entries 002 during a data file
creation. During an updating process the next 2 available numbers in
periodic set 2 would be assigned; e.g., 009 and 010 if the last periodic

000

subset in periodic set 2 of the specified data file record were 008.

(4) The order in which unassigned periodic information records
are input to file maintenance determines the order in which the periodic

information is placed in the data file (assigned PSSQn's), unless pseudo
numbers are used.

(5) If all the periodic fields/groups for a periodic subset 

exceed the space availablne input record, they can be spread over

2 or more DIFFERENT input record types. In this case the user must:

(a) Always provide a PSSQn field in every periodic input
r cord, AND

(b) always assign a specific or pseudo PSSQn for the
entries in the periodic et which is split. (Cannot leave the PSSQn

field blank.)

For example: Assute periodi c set fields HHHH and G together exceed
one card.

4-28
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Input Grou Og2HIHK

as!:19ner to
01 E• ISubset 002

[ jI 3& Oeriodic Se,.

IIH44 GG'Y343 ascigne
Specific , Htttltt to Subset C01 Deriodi
PSSQn S 1
as,.:.jned

Example 7

(6) In the above example, if the user wishes file maintenance
to assign the next available PSSQn's in tfe periodic set, he must insert
a pseudo number in the FSSQn field. The pseudo number may be any number
ranging from 600 to 999. As with specific PZSQn's .he pseudo number must
be:

(a) Unique for each periodic subset within a periodic set,

(b) the same for all elements destined for the same periodic
subset.

The pseudo number does not have to be unique between different periodic
sets or between different input groups. See example 8 below.

Example 8 ~ 1 HH 45
0 G.'

$F-rst Input Group JSecond Input Groupi? (one File Record) (another File Record)

4-29
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g. Periodic Fields/Croups - Split. The same rules stated in splitting
fixed fields and groups apply to periodic data entries, with the additional
implications being those already mentioned under periodic subset sequence
number.

h. Subset Entries - Multiple and Single.

(1) Periodic fields for more than one subset car be contained on
the same input record type if:

(a) All the fields comprising the subset are present on the
input record, AND

(b) none of the fields have to undergo an input subroutine
:onvers ion, AND

(c) the FFT for the data file contains a periodic subset
entry (type ID of 5 in LR #2).

For example: Assume that periodic fields HHHHH & GGGGG together total 5
characters in length and that neither field has to be converted by a
subroutine prior to insertion in the FFS data file.

(2) First - The FFT must contain a periodic subset entry which
includes fields H1111111 and GGGGG and the PSSQn field. (It is similar to
an FFT group entry, but includes the PSSQn file field name.)

The GROUP card which caused the periodic subset entry would start off as
follows:

BOTH9 GROUP PSSQ1, HHHHII, GGGGG

where; BOTH$ is the subset nae,

PSSQI is the PSSQn field name for periodic set 1

HHHHH and GGGGG are the names of the periodic fields which comprise a
subset in periodic set I.

(3) Second - Mul iple periodic subset entries can then be spread
across one input record type in the following manner:

All of the fields for each subset must be adjacent and in
the same order as they appear in the file record.

Each group of fields for one subset must be immediately
preceded by a 3-character PSSQn field.

0
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For example:

Example 9 44

A A

PSSQin fields1

(a) This is the only time when the PSSQn in the input
records can deviate from izs normal (fixed) position.

(b) As previously mentioned, the PSSQn fields on the
input record may be left blank if file maintenance is to assign the
numbers. The PSSQn fields may contain pseudo numbers in it if the user
wants more control over the order in which they are entered into the
periodic set.

(c) It ih noz mandatory for a group of input fields
comprising one subset to be immediately adjacent to a group of input
fields comprising another subset.

(d) When there is room for a larger number of periodic
subsets on the input record than the number that "re actually entered,
either place ZZZ in the next PSSqn field, or terminate the last periodic
subset entry with a record mark,4, (0-2-8 punch).
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For exampte: Assume that input record type 2 alloys for 4 periodic set I periodic

subset entries, but the data for only two subsets is to be entered.

PSSQn Entry 4

PSSOn Entry 3 .

PSSOn Entry 2
?SSOn Entry 1

Cnput Record j

!xazuple 10 O

(e) If the after the last subset in used, Instead of the
ZZZ entry, the subsets need not be in the order in which they appeared in the
IDD.

4-32
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IOTE:

single subset can also be defined on an input record type. All the

bove rules pcrtaining to the multiple subsets will apply with the

xception of the ZZZ and/or * entry.

i. Variable Set.,

(1) The variable set is commonly used as an uaforiatted remarks

section used for comment'ng on the situation described in the other areas

of the file record. It is usually textual in content and always variable

in le.ngth. Assuch,.there is nothing either fixed or periodic about its

content and it is treated differently than these two file elements.

(2) Input to the variable set is the simplest of all inputs to
design. From the standpoint of economy, it is best to reserve only one
input record type exclusively for variable comments, and to use all
available space on the input record for entering the variable information.
The input record need only contain the following information:

(a) Input group control field,
(b) Input record type code field.

(c) Variable set data field (Input data for the variable
set).

(d) External sequence number ield (optional).

Items (a) and (b) have already been discussed, item (c) should be the
maximum size available on the input record, after allowing for (a),
(b), and (d).

(3) Item (d) is an optional field that would probably never

exceed 2 or 3 characters in length. It is used only for the purpose of
sequencing the variable set input records (when on cards) within an
input group. Since all variable set information is carried on the same
input record type, a small catastrophe could result if these cards were
dropped prior to input to file maintenance and there was no simple method
to arrange them back into their original sequence within the input group.
This external sequence number is not required by file maintenance and
is therefore optional. Even if present, file maintenance does not examine
it; it is up to the user to insure that the cards are in their proper order
prior to their input to FM.

(4) The order in which the variable set input records enter
file maintenance determines the order in which the comments are strung
out in the variable set.

For example: Assume a variable set input record has been assigned input
record type code 3.
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F---. IMPt*POVYID.

ample 11 CVFort

Input
Group rd

-- Fi rat Variable Set
•Dinput record to enter TM

The variable set in the file record would appear as:

NOW$IS$ThE$TIME$FOR$ALL$GOOD$MEN$TO$COME$TO$OURAID.

(5) When filling out (or key punching) a variable set field,
the input analyst (or key puncher) Ehould abide by the following rule:
Always start and end each variable set data field with a complete word.

.(6) Words cannot be hyphenated between input records. Any
superfluous blanks left at the end of the variable comnents field will be
ignored by FM. FM always generates one space and places it to the right
of the last word in the variable set data field.

For example: Assume a variable set data field 75 characters in length.

Example 12 _______

TINP amI&

CNML

Variab e Set
data field
75 char.

The variable set in the file record would appear as: NOWIIS6THESTIUE.0

0
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Example: Assume a variable set da'a field of 10 characters in length.

I P HornER

Example 13 :p

CN7RL L i
FIELD

10 char Variable

Set data field

The variable set in the file record would appear as: NOW SWTHUETIME.$

4-11. USING EXTERNAL FORMAT INPUT TO UPDATE FFS DATA FILES: External format
input is useful for the routine updating and maintenance of existing FFS
data files, as well as for producing an FFS data file from an existing
(or created) file of data used as an E.F. input file. This subsection
discusses information concerning the use of the external format input file
for updating purposes as well as original FFS data file creation. It will
lack some continuity unless the reader has some familiarity with the input
descriptor deck specifications. Th re are two ways to approach the up-
dating of data file using an external format input file. The input con-
trol card*(ICC) opcode method is perhaps best suited to the user whose
existing files of data do not fit the specifications for the (input)
record opcode method.

a. ICC Opcode Method. An 'input file used for updating will, in all
probability, contain data additions, deletions, changes, and creations.
If the ICC opcode method is used,, the input file must be separated by
these functional responsibilities into 4 separate input files prior to
processing. Each of these input files will then be associated with its
own ICC and input descriptor deck, with the ICC indicating the appropriate
operation for all input records of the input file (CAD,CMA,NEX, Add,
Change, Delete, or Create). When the operation code is carried in the
input control card (instead of the individual input records).it is known
as an ICC opcode.

b. (Input) Record Opcode Method. If the designer of the input file
is aware from the start that external format input files will be used for
updating purposes, he should reserve one character on every input record
type for the insertion of an operation code for 'the individual input record.
This is called the record opcode, When the L1 propriate opcode is present
in every input record, the entire input file can enter file maintenance
as one input file, rather than having to be separated into separate input
files by the operation to be performed.
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c. Record Opcode Specification%. The location of the record opcode

.eld may vary &rom one input record type to another. It must occupy a
!ld by itself and its size is limited to one character. (It could also
a zone bit inserted over an existing position in a nuneric data fied.)

ie record opcode symbols may be any alphanumeric characters and are
'fined by the user for each input file*. For example, the user could
.signate tha, for a particular input file:

+ - Add N - NEX

C " Change A -CAD

a- Delete M - CKA

$ - Create

Ie record npcode symbols must remain constant (in meaning) within an
,put file but different input filei need not use ;he smc record opcode
-mbols.

d. Limitations o' Both Opvcde Methods.

(1) Record Opcode MetOod Limitations.

(a) It should be aoted from the above explanation of
!cord oncode symbols that each input record can carry only one record
)code. Therefore, that opcode will apply to every field, group, or
ibset that is to be extracted from that input record. (The data to be
ctracted from each input record type is specified by the field extract
irds of the input descriptor deck.)

the use of "blank" for a record opcode is legal but not recommended.

cample: Assume input record type 2, designed to carry fields HH.HH and
s used to change field GGGGG in Subset 007.

INP

GRP /7 HHHHH GGGG3 C2 ecord Type Code

CNTL

FIELD.

PSOn Change Op
Code

(b) If the input descriptor deck specifies that both
ielda HIHIHI and GGGGG will be extracted from a 2 type record, then:
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S1. The current file data for field H1111 must be
entered on the 2 type record. If HtIHHH is left blank, then the blank
field will be extracted and inserted in the data file as a legitimate
change as well as the new GGGGG data, unless the "no process" blanks

option has been specified on the input record type code locator card of

the IDD. (The input record type code locator card is explained later.)

or,

2. the IDD could be changed to specify the extraction

of GGGGG fields only. This, of course, implies that all 2 type records
in the irput file will supply GGGGG fields only.

The person responsible for maintaining the data file may find that the
updating of singular items in a file (i.e., a field, a group, a subset)
is handled better by the internal format method.

(2) ICC Opcode Method Limitation. The limitations of the record

opcode method also apply to the ICC opcode method. In addition to having
only one opcode apply tc all elemcnts of an input -,cord, that same opcode
applies to every input record of the input file.

e. Multiple Usage of Input Record Elements. As defined by the
IDD, any two or more of the following input recore elements may actually

b@ @xactly the s4me, or partly consisting of the same elements of the

input record.

Record ID field(s)

Input Control Group

Record Type Code

Record Opcode

Ordinary Data field(s)

4-12. SPECIFICATIONS FOR EXTERNAL FORMAT TNPUT: External format (E.F.)
input may be used to create or update more than one file data element for
each input record. E.F. input data need not follow a rigid format as does
I.F. input cata. However, the '.F. input file must be preceded by an
input desc..iptor deck (IDD) which provides a detailed description of the
format of the E.F. input data records. Each ID) must be preceded by an
input control card (ICC). The E.F. input file may be cards, card images on

tape, or noncard image tape input in the form of IOCS Form 1, 2, 3, or 4
tape records (The forms of IOCS tape records are explained under the
"E.F. input control card," figure 4-9.)

a. Specifications for the Input Control Card (for External Format).
An ICC must precede each IDD to specify:
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The file to be updated.

The input source and type.

The number of cards in the IDD.

The type and format of the input data, if tape input.

The opcode, when all input records are to have the same
operation performed on them (ICC opcode method).

Whether or not the XCC and the IDD are to be listed.

The detailed specification of the ICC for external format is given in
figure 4-9.
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( b. Specificntion for the Input Descriptor Deck. The input descriptor
deck (IDD) provides a detailed description of the external format input

records as well as designating the mode of handling each element of input

data. The IDD (and the preceding ICC) must be on cards, even though the

ICC specifies that the external format input file is on tape. The IDD may

be thought of as consisting of two sections:

The Control Location Section.

The Field Extraction Section.

(1) Control Location Section. The control location section
appears before the field extraction section. It identifies the location
of various control information in the E.F. input records comprising the
input file. The control location section may consist of up to four
different types of cards:

Input Record Type Code Locator (Control Code Locator)

Input Group Control Field Locator ("S" Card)

Opcode Position Locator ("0" Card)

Record Control Field Locator ("C" Card)

I The input record type code locator card is the first card. in the IDD.

This card is always required and there is only one per IDD. The second
card of the IDD is the input group control field locator card. This card
is also always required and appears only once per IDD. The next card in
the IDD may be the Opcode position locator card,-which is optional. There
may be zero, one, or more than one Opcode position locator card(s) in the
IDD. Next comes the record control field locator card, which is always
required, and there may be more than one such card. The detailed specifi-
cations for each of these cards are given in the following pages.

(2) Field Extraction Section.

(a) The field ext-action section of the IDD appears after

the control location section. Its purpose is LO identify the location of
the data fields on the E.F. input records which contain the data to be
used for creating or updating the data elements of the FFS data file.
The field extraction section consists of field extract cards.

(b) An IDD END card is inserted after the last field

extract card to signa' the end of the IDD. Following the END card is

the external format input file on cards; or, if the input file is on

tape, FM begins reading tape unit A3 after reading the END card.

c. Input Record Type Code Locator Card Specifications. The input
record type code locator is the first card of the IDD, immediately following
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he ICC. This card, which is always required, gives the location of the
-ecord type codes in the input records. This card, which is always
•equired, gives the location of the record type codes in the input records.
.his card also allows the following two options:

(1) By placing a N in column 2, those data elements of the input
ecord which are blank will not be processed. (This may be utilized in
.elective processing of special fields in the input record.) If an N does
tot appear in column 2, all of the data elements in the input record are
irocessed as usual*.

(2) Placing a B in column 20 prevents the printing of an error
iessage and the input record when an input record contains a record type
:ode not specified in any of the field extract cards of the IDD. This
:rror bypassing may be required in the case where input data exists in
nore than 30 different record type codes (the maximum definable in one
[DD) and the data is input twice, using a different IDD for each run.
[he absence of a B in column 20 allows "normal" printing of the error
aessage and input record when an input record does not have a record
type code specified in this IDD.

Figure 4-10 gives the detailed specifications of the input record type

Locator card.

0

*When using multiple subset entries the "no process" blanks option does
not apply to the periodic subsets so entered.
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DIAM 65-9-1 0
d. Input Group Control Field Locator Card Specifications. The

input group control field locator card is the second card of the IDD.
This card gives the location of the input group cortrol field on the
'input records. The purpose of the input group control field and the
fact that it may be the same field as the record ID, has already been
discussed. This card also gives the record opcode definitions and the
PSSQ numbers if applicable. The detailed specifications for the input
group control field locator card are given in figure 4-11.

4i

0

I

I
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e. Opcode Position Locator Card Specifications.

(1) The opcode position locator card gives the position of
the record operation code in the input records for each input record type.
If there are 30 different record types specified by the IDD, then the
opcode position locator card must specify 30 locations of opcodes, one
for each record type code.

(2) If an ICC operation code (specified by the ICC) is used
then there are no record opcodes used, and thus no need for specifying
their position. In this case there is no opcode position locator card
in the IDD.

Figure 4-12 gives the detailed specifications for the opcode position
locator rerd.
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f Record Control Field Locator Card Specifications. The record
control field locator card gives the location of the record ID in the

input record and the icord ID as it appears in the FT. As explained
earlier in this section (4-20), the record ID may be spread over several
input recoru types within an input group. This card is required and
there may be one or more continuations. The detailed specifications for
the record control field locator card are given in figure 4-13.
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(g g. Additional Comments Concerning the Record Control Field

Locator Card.

(I) Continuation Cards - When continuation cards are required,
do not split entries between cards. A complete entry is representca by
the information in columns 02-XX, and if such an entry cannot be completed
on a card it should not be begun, but instead given completely on the
next card.

(2) The First Card - When there are continuation cards, insure
that the first record control field locator card has no fewer entries than
any of the other record control field locator cards. If necessary, re-
arrange them and check that all of the cards except the last have the
continuation punch in column 73.

(3) Which Input Record Types To Specify - Many or all of the
input record types may contain record ID fields. Only one of them need be
specified by the record control field locator card, if the one chosen is a
record type which will always appear in the input group. If there is no
such record type, then enough (possib'y all) of the input record types hav-
ing record iD fields should be specified to insure that at least one of
them will appear in any input group of the input file following this IDD.

(4) If the entire record ID is present in every input record,
the user may either:

(a) specify the record ID fiLids to be extracted from a
record type that will always be present in an input group; or

(b) specify the record ID fields to be extracted from
every input record type if one or more types may be absent in the input
group (by defining each field as many times as there are record types) -

see the following exr-nple.

- Assume AAAAA and BBBBB are record ID fields and present in every input
record. The input group contains record types 1 and 2, either of which may,
be missing in the input group.
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ie "C" card entries would appear as:

0070009AAAAAloO2 lOO23BBTIBBlO0070009AAAAA2002 O023BBB

B2 a
I

f the recore ID fields satisfy the folluwing conditions, the record ID
Lelds can be defined on the "C" card under the FFT group name.

(a) The record ID fields hav2 been defined in the FFT as
a group.

(b) The record ID fields appear in the input record in
the same sequence as they appear in the FILE (and
adjacent to each other).

(c) None of the fields have to be processed by an input
conversion subroutine.

(ample: If the FFT contained the follo,.ing entry for record ID fields
AA, BBBBB, and CCCCC.

-CID GROUP AAAAA, BBBBB, CCCCC, and the input record appeared as:

44

ie "C" card entry could be defined in the following manner:

)0040020RECID4

(5) Optional Record Mark - The last complete entry on each of
ie record control field locator cards may be followed by a record mark

(0-2-8 punch), although it need not be. This is allowed for compati-'
Llity purposes. •4

h. Field Extract Card Specifications.

(i) The field extract card gives the location of those input
!cord data elements which are to be extracted from the input record for
;e in maintaining the data file. Each field extract card refers to only
te input record type and contains that record type code, as well as the
imr and location of the data element(s) to be extracted. All field
ctract cards referencing the same input record type (i.e.: containing (

ie same record type code) must be together.V
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(2) The field extract cards appear in the IDD after all of
the cards which comprise the control location section of the IDD. There
should be at least as many field extract cards as there are input record
types in the input file. The "Bypass" option of the input record type
code locator card should only be used when there are more than 15 input
record types in the input file, and two runs are made on the same E.F.
input file with different IDD's. Unless this is the case, input records
with undefined record type codes-ar@ recognized as being in error and are
printed out with an appropriate error comment.

(3) The detailed specifications for the field extract card
are given in figure 4-14.

4;
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i. (IDD) End Card Specifications. The End card signals the end

of the IDD. The format of the End card is:

V

I

I

Column 01 - E (Card Type Identifier)
Columns 02-70 - May say anything if "E" is in column one.
Columns 71-72 - Sequence number. Next available sequence number.

(This should be equal to the entry in columns 9-10
of the ICC for this IDD.)

Columns 73-80 - Blank

J. Additional Comments About The IDD.

(1) Multiple IDDt for input files. E.F. input files can be
handled in a large variety of ways because an input file can be described
by a number of input descriptor decks. This is of particular importance
to the user who must build his file from existing files of data and who
may find that the format of his existing files (to be used as the E.F.
input file) conflicts with the requirements for input to FM. For example,
assume that a certain input record type in the input file contains peri-
odic information for two different periodic sets. According to the
requirements previously specified, only periodic information for one
periodic set can be present on any one input record type. The user can
circumvent this problem by preparing two IDD for the same input file.
The first IDD, used during the creation of the file cails for only those

periodic fields that belong to the same periodic set. The second input
descriptor deck, used during the updating of the file calls for the
periodic information for the other-periodic set.

4

I
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65-9-1
(2) IDD Comment Cards. Cards with an asterisk (*) in column

sy be used to identify the input descriptor deck for the user. These
Is may contain any comnents in colun.s 2-80. They must not:

(a) Appear within the IDD.

(b) Appear between the ICC and the IDD.

(c) Appear between the IDD and the data.

s means that they may only appear immediately prior to an ICC. One
ther restriction applies to the use of these comment cards. This is
t if the ICC, IDD, and input file preceded by the comment card(s) form
ob other than the initial job of the run, the input file of the previos
must be ended with an IPPAKEND card (described on page 4-16). Normally
IPPAKEND card is not required t) end the E.F. input file. The IDD

ment cards are completely igonored by the system if they appear in the
cified place.

3. THE TRANSACTION RECORD LAYOUT: The transaction record ha, been
erred to many times in various sections of this manual. This is because
is one of the basic elements in the file maintenance process. Figure
6 illustrates the layout of the transaction record.

a. General.

(I) The basic unit output by IP is the transaction record. In
case of internal format input, there is one transaction record gen-

ited for each input record. In the case of external format input there
at least one transaction record built for each input record. If the
!ration code is not DELthe "TO DATA" field of the transaction record
"ries the new data. If the opcode is DEL, the "TO DATA" field is blank.
either case the "FROM DATA" field of the transaction record is blank
:il it is filled by FM proper.

(2) The transaction records (and other data) on the trans-
:ion tape cutput by IP are sorted by the fields indicated int figure 4-16
ijor to minor, left to right) by the FM sort phase. The transaction
:ords from the sorted transaction tape are the input to FM proper and
! used to maintain the file (create or update file records). While
intaining the FFS data file ,FM proper fills in the "FROM DATA" field of
:h transaction record with the old data (unless the opcode is CRE).
proper flags any transaction records in the RELHO (relative HOP of
ca) field which are in error, and cannot be used. These flags and their
anings are listed later in this section, under "Transaction Confirmation
sting - Error Flags."

(3) The transaction records, now in their final state, are
tput by FM proper onto the transaction confirm-':ion tape. This tape is
en prirted by the output execution pha-e of output processing to provide
record of file maintenance performed.

(4) The following table gives the source of each element com- C
ising the transaction record, and a brief description of the element.
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FILE MAINTENANCE ,TANSACTICfN RWOCGfl U TR1FS Q
YONIC SOURCE DESCRIPTION

:NT IP Record character count of Transaction record.

INO N/A Blanks.

NO0 N/A Blank.

ICC Five-character file name.

.1D Input File Record ID field (Record Control Group) as carried
in FFS data file record. This field is Right
Justified.

TID FFT Set ID as specified in LR #2 of the FFT:

X Fixed Set
1 - 8 w Periodic Sets

9 r Variable Set

PID Input File Periodic Subset Sequence Number. If not provided

or FM in the input record, will be assigned artificially
by FMIP.

TRY FFT .'T entry number.

IGRP II Vive-character Alpha field giving the five data
characters ccntained in the LOP of the Input Group
Control Field. If this field is less than 25 the
INGRP field is blank.

)URC ICC Source Code: 1 T Retrieval
2 = Internal Format

3 - 9 = External Sources

%PHA lD or Five-character mnemonic of the field/grcup/subset
Tnternal contdined in the Transactioa Record.

rnrmat
Input
Record

YPE$ FFT Type code as contained in LR #2 of the FF1:

1 = Control Field/Group
2 - Fixed Field/Group
3 z Periodic Field/Orcip
14 Variable Set
5 Periodic Subset
6 i Periodic Set Control
7: Veriable Set Control
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OPCOD ICC or Operation code for this tran5ac ion:
Input CHG - Change CIMA = C11G, ADD

Record ADD - Add CAD - CREI,CIIG,
DEL = Delete ADD

CRE = Create NEX = No. Op.

RELHO FFT; or if Relative high order position of the
error, FM transaction item in the FFS data
Proper. record; or if error, contains the

error flag.

VSTO IP Variable set control for the "TO'"
portion of the transaction record.
Used by OP when listing transactions.

I

VSFRM IP Variable set control for the "FROM"
) portion of the transaction record.

Used by OP whpn listin_ transactions.

TOW Input Starting location of the "TO/FROM"
i File area of the transaction record.

Depending on the individual trans-
action, there inay be a TO entry,
TO and FROM entries, or neither.

If TO entry is present, it will
contain change data or a message.

I If FROM area is present, it will

I contain blanks and be the same size
I as the -3 area.

i
I
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(5) The tan-action v rd i; var; ihlc in Icligth with a m z-lnu Q
size of 10(4 positions. The rec',lH. will be bl',ck-d I artordanC2 with

IOCS requirements for Form 4 records, each block prccz.dr( by a block

count.

b. Transaction Confirmation Listing.

(1) Two RIT's have been placed on the FF.; History File supplied
to the user for the purpose of printing the transaction confirnation tape.
T" y are:

FMRFR - The function of this RU' is to print al trans-
action iecords processed oy file maintcnarze.

Erroneous tranqactions will be flagged with an

error code.

FMRDR - The function of this RIT is to print only the
transartion records found to be in error.

(2) These RIT's were written in AUTOCODR because certain
limits of the report structuring phase of the output program were exceeded.
They are ti be assembled and placed in the FFS Relocatable Execution Library
as all other RIT's.

(3) To print the transaction confimnation tape, place the fol-
lowing cards immediately after Lne file maintenance deck, but before the
MON$$ END card.

Column 1 6 16 21
MON$$ EXEQ OP

SOURCE FILE MAINT7ENANCE
CLASS (cols. 7-36 contain classification)
PUBLISH FMRFR (or FMRDR)

MON$$ END

(4) If the tape is being printed at svme latr date, mount
it on tape unit BI and use the above cards with the sta:.dard ASGN cards
for the output program.

4-14. INPUT PROCESSOR PHASE ERROR MESSAGES:

a. IP Error Specifications

(1) IP keeps a count of the number of valid transaction records
put out and a count of the number of error transactions (which are not put
out). At the end of each job and/or at intervals of 500 input records, IF
ccmpares those two counts. (As used here a "job" begins with each IDD.)
If the numhcr of errors is greater than 307 of the number of valid trans-
action records put out, the job is Ae leted, and any transaction records
already put out by .this job are logically destroyed. The next job (if
any) is then processed.
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* (2) Each such job deleti-in causes tlie printing of error mres-
sages on the console t,-pewriter plus the following standard job messages
on both the 1403 printer and the console typewriter:

S .PROCESSING SOURCE N, -DAfA FOR FILE XVXX

-. ... "NNNNNNNNN TRANSACTIONS NNNNNNNNN DATA ERRORS

(3) A summary of the various errors detected by the IP phase
follows, listed unde~rfive error procedure headings.

(a) Delete Entirc Run (System Errors)

The FFT2 entry for a data field or a control field
S"lacks a requiie parameter.

A 'conversion subroutine takes the system error exit.

(b) Delete Job

ICC eriors

iCC not found
FILE name incorrect
Source code error

|Illegal opcode
Incorrect IDD card total
Illegal input tape parity designation

IDD errors

* Missing card in IDD
Incorrect sequence t-umber
Field name error

. Input field's location in input record implies
it's tol large for FFS data file

Relative field location specified is larger
than the input record

Too many input record types
(>30) described

S.Subroutine too large" (e: .eeds 9999 characters)

Too high a proportion of errors.

(c) Delete Field from Input Format Tablp

i, Required subiroutine not in FFS Library directory

Field wrong type for ICC opcode

4-63
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0
(d) Do Not 1Process Input Record But Print It*

*(Will nit generate a transaction record)

External format input file errors

ReCLJrd type code error
Record opcode error

Internal format input data deck

Illegal opcode
Wrongsize record ID
Incorrect data field n.lme
Input data field too large for element in FFS data

file
Required subroutine for field not in FFS Library

directory

(e) Do Not proccr; This Data But Print It Out (With Trans-

action Record)

Wrong type field for record opcode (e.g., change

opcode against variable set)

Bad data (subroutine took data error exit)

Illegal (blank) periodic subset sequence number (e.g.)

PSSQn blank with a DEL opcode)

(f. Input Processor Error Comments Listing, With

Explanatic.ts. The following four pages list all of
the error zomments which IP may print on the 1403

printer. The list is in alphabetical order. Those
few messages whose alphabetical order is indeterminate

are listeA first. It should be noted that the comments
are easier to interpret when accompanied by supporting

data and input record listings than they may appear to

be in this compilation.

4
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X - CkRD MISSING. (The specified card is missing from the IDO. "F"
for field ,xtract, "S" i ..put group control

field locator, "0" for opcode position locator,
"C" for record control field locator )

XXXXX " HAS HIGH AND LOW ORDER POSITIONS REVERSED (HOP specified
for XXXXX is bigger than LOP. Correct the appro-

priate card in the IDD.)

XXXXX IS-RECORD CHARACTER COUNT FIELD. (The IDDhas specified some

[. operation upon the record character count field,
which is illegal.)

CARD XX READ. CARD XX REQUIRED. (Card sequence error in the IDD.
ICheck for misplaced, missing, and/or extranecus

cards in the IDD. Also check for mispunched
sequence numbers.)

CONTROL FIELD XXXXX HAS Y AS FIELD TYPE. (The control field speci-
fied in .XXXXX, is not listed in the FFT as a

control field, but as Y.)

CONTROL FIELD XXXXX LACKS PROPER FFT2 PARAMETER. (LR2 of the FFT
for this file is in error concerning the control

'field/group specified in XXXXX. The FFT must be
properly structured and placed on the FFS Relo-
catable Execution Library with the field spec ified as
Numer or Alpha. Detection of this error causeb

) IP to delete the entire run.)

CONTROL FIELD NAME XXXXX, NOT IN FFT. (If it is not obvious that
the wrong control field name has been used, check
it against the FFT for the file.)

DATA CHECK. (The ICC may have specified the wrong parity for
the external format input data tape. However,
this could also be due to a permanent read error
on the input lata tape for which correct parity
was specified. 500 such errors cause job
deletion.)

4
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DATA FIELD VKXXX TOO LARGE, SHOULD BL nvnn. (if error in field
si;t i: pot obvioir., check the size of th!
element as specified in tile FFT, against the
size input to li.)

DATA FIELD NAME WRONG (Thie name of the ulement specified in the
I.F. data input card is incorrect.)

ERROR PERCENTAGE TOO GREAT (The count of errors has exceeded 307.
of the count of valid transaction records
output. Job ir aband!'ned.)

FIELD XXXXX LACKS FFT2 PARAMETER (LR2 of the FFT for this file
is in error concerning the element (group
or field) ;pecified in XXXXX. The FFT must
be properly structured and placed on the FFS

Relocatable Execution Library with the field spEci-
fled as eilerNrner, Alpha or requiring subroutine
conversion.)

FIELD NAME XXXXX NOT IN FFT (The element name specified in XXXXX
has been used in the IDD, but is not listed as

a field, group, or subset name ir LR3 of the
FFT for the file. If it is not obvious that
the wrong element name has been used, check it
against LR3 of the FFT for the file.)

tiLE NAME NOr IN DIRECIvWi (Filt 11ae 11112d in ICVL, a,

FFT. Probably wrong name in ICC, but could
mean that FFT for file has not been put onto
the FFS Relocatable Execution Library.)

FIRST CARD OF IP PACK MUST BE THE INPUT CONTROL CARD - (11-7-8)
IN COLUMN 1 (ICC missing or out of place. Note: the

symbol / will not be printed by the 1403.)

IDD CARD TOTAL INCORRECT (T'.e number of cards specified for the IDD
in te 'CC is wrong OR the IDD has too few or

too many cards.)

IP TABLE EXCEEDED (Too many different field extract cards and/or

too many input record type codes (30)
specified max. in the IDD.)

f
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OPCODE X NOT GIVEN IN lJD (The record opcodQ specificd is in thr

input file, but was not given on the i rIpt

group control field locator card of the IDD.

Correct either the input file's opcode or the

IDD.)

OP DOES NOT APPLY TO THIS TYPE FIELD (X) (Either this field cannot

be operated upon by the specified opcode, OR

the wrong data element name has been s pecified
in the IDD if E.F. input, or the I.F. data

card if internal forma_.)

OP ILLEGAL (Illegal operation specified in ICC, or inter-

nal format data card. Check spelling of

operation.)

PERIODIC GROUP ID MISSING (PSSQn LOP location incorrect or not given

in input group control field locator card of
IDD, when it should have been, OR an actual
periodic subset sequence number is required,

but the PSSQn field on the input record is

blank or a pseudo number.)

RECORD ID WRONG SIZE (The record ID specified in the I.F. input

data card is either too short or too long.
Maximum length is 30 characters. Minimum
length is 1 character.)

RECORD TYPE CODE XXXXXXX NOT IN IDD (T'he record type Lode -

fied is in the E.F. input file (in the posi-
tic i specified by the input record type

lo-ator card) but was not given in the field

extract card(s) of the IDD. Correct either

the E.F. input file or the IDD. It is also
possible that the opcode locator card doesn't
specify this record type code.)

RECORD TYPE CODE FIELD TOO LARGE (Seven characters maximum.)

1
I
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SOURCE NOT IN FFT2 FO C Xx,.xX, (Thc ourcv p, lifird in the ICC icr
the spccii ed ci,iwr-t, o:,r the nari' of the
element is wrong, or FT has been inis-
structured. LR2 of FFT should contain a
source code for eacl element.

SUBROUTINE XX XXX, IS TOO LARGE (MAX = XXXC) (The specified input
conversion subroutine must be shortened. It
exceeds the size of the IP subroutine area
available for this file.)

SUBROUTINE XXX, REQITIRED FOR FILD YN\YYY, NOT I.. DIRECTORY
(fhe input conversion subroutine specified
for XXXXX mu, st be in the FFS Relocatable Exccu-
tion Library in order to process the 4aput data
for field YYYYY, b't it i.n't.)

SUBROUTINE XX?.XX TOOK EATA ERROR EXIT (The sp(cified input conver-
sion subroutine finds tL.- input data to be
in error. Compare data with what subroutine
expects it to be like.)

SUDROUTINqE _XKa TOOK SYSTEM ERROR EXIT (The specified subroitine
took the system error exit due to either the
file name or data name not being in the sub-
routine system check table. Upon detection
of this fact, IP deletes th. run.)

THIS FIELD XXXXX, EXTENDS BEYOND RECORD BOUNDS (Data element
specified has a LO'" specified which is
greater than maximum input record size,
as given in thc PCC.)

TOO MANY fE-CARDS (Too many field extract cards in the DD or
the number of record t )es given in the input
record type code locator card cf the IDD is
incorrect.)

0
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4-15. TRANSACTION CONFIRMATION LISTING - ERROi' FLAGS:

a. The transaction confirmation listing is made when outpuL
-rocessing is used to print out a transaction conf .ation tape. When
M_ proper is generating the transaction confirmation tape, it enters a
four-character error flag into the "relative high order position" (RELHO)
field of any transaction record in error. The meaning of each of these
flags is given below.

b. If any of the transactions were in error they will be noted
on the listing by a message:

XXXXXXXXXXX **ERROR**

This message accompanies the listing of the transaction record itself.
Transactions noted in this manner HAVE NOT BEEN PERFORMED. They must be
corrected and reentered.

BLAN - Blank Record Control

The record control group (record ID) for the trans-
action is blank.

CREA - No Such Record ID In File

In comparing record IDs, FM proper failed to find an
existing file record whose record ID matches that of
the transaction r-cord. Such a condition would be
valid for only a CREATE transaction, and the trans-
action in which this flag appears is either a CHG,
DEL, or ADD.

DBLA - Data For Same ID As Previous Transaction

The Lransaction is for the same field in the same sub-
set in the same set of the same record as a preceding
transaction, or else an attempt was made to acd a
group, after a field contained in that group had
just been added.

ERRO - Data Error Flagged During Input Processor Phase

Input data failed validity check in IP. This can be
caused by subroutine error exit following attempted

convers ion.

MAXL - Add Would Exceed XXXX* Characte'rs

The limit on the length of a data record is XXXX*
characters. This transaction is an ADD which, if it
were performed, would result in the record exceeding

that limit.

*Note - May be unique to Site. (The "standard" maximum
size is 5,400.)
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.NA-T- .Nt Adr!cd - Subset Alrrady Exists.

The transaction specified an ADD of a field/group
or periodic subset, and it was four.& that there
ilready exists in the file record a periodic sub-
set whose pcriodic stibst sequence number l5
identical to that of the transaction. This error Is
probably caused by an attenpt'd ADD of a field/group
to a p, :iodic subset which exists but apparently does
not contain data in the qpccifted field/group. Such
an operationi must be entered as a CIG since in reality
the particular field/grop does exist, but is composed
entircy of blanks.

NCRF - New Record Being Created, Qpcode Not CRE or CAD

User attempted to update to periodic field with ADD
opcode. The opcode must be CHG, CAD, or CMA.

NOCR - Not Created - Record Already Exists

The transaction specified a CREATE, but an existing
file record was found with the same record ID as
the one which was to have been created. It is
impossible to have a CRE transaction against an
existing file record. For instance, if you want to
add a new subset to an existing record, you must use
an ADD since a CRE is valid orly for an entirely new
record.

NOID - No Such Subset In Record

In the current file record there is no subset with
a subset sequence number which matches the one
spe-ified in the transaction. This condition would
be valid only for the ADD of a subset, while the
transaction is either a CHG or DEL.

NOOP - Invalid Oneration Code

The operation field in the transaction contains an
"invalid entry. The only valid entries are CRE, ADD,
DEL, and CHG.

NSET - No Such Set In File

The Set ID in the transaction is not one of those
specified in the FFT.
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NTYP - Invalid Type Entry Code
JA illegal type of transaction was attempted. For

example, CHG against the variable set.

NVST - Update to USET Not An ADD

User attempted update to USET; the opcode specified
was not ADD.

PSER - Trarsaction Precluded By Above Set Delete

If, in a batch of transactions for the same record ID,
there is specified a delete of a periodic set, there
cannot be in that same batch any transactions against
any periodic set with a lower set ID 'han the one being
deleted.

RCTL - Record ID Error Flag From IP

User attempted illegal operation on record control.

SORT - Transaction Record Out of Sequence

This transaction on the transaction tape is out of sort
or an invalid record control in some transaction has
caused an "out of sort order" condition to appear to
exist.

SSID - Incorrect Subset ID In Data

In the internal format CHG or ADD of an entire periodic
subset, the first three characters of the data field
comprise the periodic subset sequence number. Therefore,
for the CHG of an entire existing subset or the ADD of
an ertire subset with an e-'ternally assigned (actual)
subset sequence number, the 3 high order data characters
must be identical to the "periodic subset seq. no." in
columns 11-13 of the internal format input form. For an

ADD of an alpha subset with a pseudo PSSQn, the 3 high
order data characters must be blank. If it is a numeric
subset, then 3 zeo must occupy the high order positions.

4-16. CROSS-INDEX UPDATER PHASE ERROR COMMENTS jlSTING, WITH EXPLANATIONS:
The following is a list of all the error comments which CIU may print on
the 1403 printer.

NOTE: None of the following errors being deteLted causes the program to

stop. Each error printout will be accompanied by the record ID of the
record involved in thL error.

4,0
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UPDATER ERROR LIST DATE "nnnnnn" ERROR FOUND

(This is a CIU error heading
that precedes each CIU error
printout.)

INVALID ADD FUNCTION EXISTS IN CROSS INDEX (There is an error
in thc format of cross index,
i.e., the record ID to be
added cannot be found.)

UNABLE TO PROCESS FOLLOWING RECORD (There in an error in the

f'rmat of Lross index, i.e.,
record ID to be deleted cannot
be found.)

WRONG TRANSACTION CHARACTER. TRANSACTION IGNORED (This printout

occuis when CIU is not in
CREATE mode and tile cross-
index transaction character is

neither ADD nor DELETE. Prob-
ably dlue to a blank or wrong

transaction character.)

0
4-17. EXTERNAL FORMAT INPUT EXAMPLES USING THE CMFLA SAIPLE FILE: The

following three examples (figures 4-17, 4-18, and 4-19) illustrate the

use of external format input to maintain elements of thelCMFLA sample

file. They are purposely kept simple to more clearly show the inter-

relationship between the ICC, the cards of the IDD, and the input records.

0
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LOGICAL FILE MAINTENANCE )
4-18. WHY LOGICAL MAINTENANCE? Why should an analyst use the capabilities

of LFM? This seems a simple question, yet cannot be simply answered. In

some cases, data present in a file can be manipulated with less effort by

the use of logical maintenance, as opposed to doi,.g the same job with a

standard maintenance run. In other instances, LFM may provide a tool for

reducing the amount of data necessary as input for. the creation of a data

record. Use of LFM capabilitics might be required in orde-r to reduce

input errors, or to "automatically" update critical fields of subordinate

files with data from a "master" file. Following are descriptions of
required control cards, a series of examples of the use of Logical Main-

tenance, and the reasons for the selection of LFM to 'o the job.

4-19. SUBSYSTEM OPERATION:

a. Formatted File System records are logically updated in a "file

in - file out" .anner. Execution programs are generated through .utocoder
compilation and placed in the system for subsequent execution. Logical
maintenance execution programs (those programs that actually update files)
arp maintained in the program segment of the FFS, identified by all L in the
first character position (LMBIP). If lookup tables are required by an
execution program, they are stored in the subroutine segment of the system,
also identified by a leading L (LMBAS, LMIIBS, etc.). A two-character

memottic (MB) serves to differentfite one progran from another and to link
programb with their subroutines (tables). Thus, the LFM job "MB" might
!nerate the program LMB1P and tables LMBAS, LMBBS, LMBCS, and LMBDS.

When execution of this job is required, the LFM supervisor calls in the
correct progrim and associated tables, builds a master table directory,
and turns control over to the execution program. When a table lookup is
required the execution program returns to the supervisor which dctermines
what table is required, calls in the proper table, performs the lookup,
indicates the result, and returns to the execution program.

b. At present, one control card is necessary to indicate to the LFM
supervisor the nature of the job required. This control card contains
"LMJOB" in card columns 1-5, a two-character job name in columns 7-8, and
the type of job beginning in column 10. These entries in column 10 are:

COMILLE - Indicates that an LFM execution program must be
selected, compiled, and added to the FFS.

CREATE - Indicates that master lookup tables and an execution
program must be compiled and added to the FFS. Only r

used when job is in LOOKUP mode.
I

EXECUTE - Indi-ites that an LFM execution program previously
added to the FFS must be run.

4-20. CONTROL CARD ENTRIES:

a. The LFM system was written under the assumption that the pro- -
spective user would have a passing aquaintance with the FFS retrieval and
output language. 47
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. b. Control card types must begin in column I. Each entry
must be separated from tue previous one by exactly one blank.

C. The operations permitted in LFMi and the associated control cards
are as follows:

(1) FILEn Tne file card identifies the entries which follow
until another file card or an execute card as being associated with a
single file. FILE1 identifies a LIST mode master file or a LOOKUP mode
source file. FILE2 specifies the name of the file to be updated (object
file). The word SOURCE may ruplace FILEl at the option of the user.

(2) LOCATE This card locates a field in a file. LOCATE cards
are essential to define fields when curce files :r!_ input in card form.
They may also be used to define subfields in existing FFS files or to form
groups of consecutive fields or subfields. Thus the LFM user is not
restricted to the fields and field mnemonics deiined in a file's FFT,
since he may define his own fields if necessary. Through the use of this
operation, the sort key or any part thereof may bi accessed by LFM.

(3) DEFINE The DErINE card may be used to define a literal
which is to be called for by name in subsequent control cards Literals
may also be defined as they are us'±d, provided they are in the operand
section of a card. Literals which are modified during LFM execution must
be defined by use of a DEFINE card, since' they must be called for by name.

(4) EQUATE The EQUATE card is "used tc name sub ields of FFT -
defined fields (EQUATE BEGIN TO ORGIN),' and to rename a field to avoid
ambiguity when fields from two files are known by the same mnemonic. The
format is "EQUATE" (user's made up 'name) TO (actual field mnemonic).

(5) EXECUTE Identifies the end of the file description sec-
tion of the control card deck and signals the beginning of the execution
portion of the deck.

(6) LIST Specifies that list mode processing is to be doneand provides LFM with the mn-monics of the fields upon which the source
and object files are to be ,.Latched.

(7) LOOKUP Identifies the job as lookup mode and specifies
the fields to become search and table arguments during execution.

(8) IF The IF statement is used to condition a subsequent
action (such as a move). The IF statement must be satisfied for the sub-
sequent action to take place.

(9) AND The AND statement is alsr used to condition a sub-
sequent action and must be satisfied for that action to be performed.
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(10) OR The OR statement specifies that either this statement
or the preceding logic statement must be satisfied for the bubsequent
action statement to be executed.

(1I) MOVE Specifies that one field is to be moved to another.
Legitimate move operations arc: (1) literal to literal; (2) literal to
data file; (3) data file to literal; (4) source file to literal; and
(5) source file to object file. Moves of literals. object file fields,
and list mode source file fields are stopped by the shortest field
involved (e.g., only the final four characters of a six characrer could
be moved to a four-character data file tield). Moves of lookup mode
source file fiLlds are in most instances controlled by the size of the
field into which the data is moved. All moves are made from right to
left, beginning with the right-most positions of the respective fields.

(12) STRIP The STRIP instruction causes the non-nua-ri= por-
tion (zone bits) of a P:.,:Sie character to be moved to another field. Its
primary use is to blank out zone bits in a data field.

(13) DELETE Causes the deletion (blanking out) of the field
specified.

(14) DELETE REC Instruction used to completely delete a data
record.

(15) * The * card is used to enter comments into the LFM deck
and to terminate a logic grouping. Since the * card resets the hit indi-

cator, the analyst must not use it for comments in the midst of a logic
grouping.

(16) UPDATE Specifies that the management change data field
(CHGDT) should be changed to the run date.

(17) END Signifies the end of the control deck. This card is
unnecessary following an LMJOB ID EXECUTE card.

NOTE: The file descriptor cards LOCATE, DEFINE, and EQUATE must follow
the FILE n card specifying the file to which they refer. For example:

FILE1 XXXXA
EQUATE FELDA TO FLDID
DEFINE FELDB @0016C
LOCATE FELDC 14,21
FILE2 YYYYA
EQUATE FLD TO FLDID
DEFINE FELDE @LITERAL TWO@
DEFINE FLF @THIRD LITERAW.

01
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4-21. TYPES OF LII RUNS:

, a. Provision has been made for two types of LFM jobs. The first
type is the one-time-only run, usually necessary to correct errors, purie
records, or change codes. T?,, second type is the recurring run, such as
case four in the examples to ie described later, wherein skeleton recorJs
are completed by LFM on a regular basis.

* b. For one-time-only jobs, the console cperator should be instruc-
ted not to save the new. tape produced during the LINKLOADRE phase of the
run. For recurring jobs, the operator should be instructed to save and
label the new library tape. (For detailed run p:ocehdures, see operator's
manual.)

4-22. MODES OF OPERATION:

a. Three modes of operation are available to logically maintain a
file; direct, list, and lookup. In the direct mode, which may be used in
conjuncLiua with either of the other two modes, maintenance is performed
basd upon the use of externally assigned literals. For example, change
a field (FLDAA) to blanks if another field (FLDBB) is equal to a-literal
(X). This could be stated in LFM language as long as the mnemonics FLDAA
and FLDBB were present in the FFT for the file as follows:

wDEFINE LITLX @Y@

IF FLDBB EQ LITLX

DELETE FLDAA

b. The direct mode is a straightforwad method of performing
logical maintenance, and by itself is utilized primarily on a one-time-
only basis. On the other hand, the other two modes, list and lookup, are
such that ,heir use might be recurring and a standard procedure for cer-
tain files.

c. The first of these, the list mode, is designed to perform( selective updating of one FFS file by use of a second FFS file. A likely
us3 for *,his feature is in the use of the AIRA file to update the CMFLA
-file. C, isider, for the purpose of this example, that the record ID of
the AIRA file uses the field CITY6 for the first field. Consider that
the CMFL. file uses OLGIN as the name of the first field. Also assume

* that the field OCOOR in CMFLA is a fixed field and that it will be
updated by the field COORD of the AIRA file. The prerequisite for list
mode processing is that both the master file (that which supplies data -
AIROA here) and the subordinate file (that to be maintained - CMFLA here)
be in the same sort. The record controls of both files do not have to
contain the same fields; however, the high-order field (or fields) must
be the same. Here the record control of (ach file has been redesigned
temporarily ti fulfill this requirement, so when either AIRA or CMFLA is
sorted on the order of the other, selectiv- updating may be accomplished.
The fields specified in th- LIST card must be the high order record

-control fields used.
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d. To perform this type of updiAe, a record from the sthordinat,
QIFLA file is read and then records from the mAster AIRA file are Lcad
until a city match is made. The su:', inite file record. is tLhit updated
(if all logic conditions are satisfied) and another C.A rccord rad.

This record might contain the same city name as the preceding record and
therefore be updated by the same master file record. If this is not the
case, master file records are read until a city match is made, and main-
tenance continues.

e. The list mode logical maintenance run illustrated ab-ve might

be stated as follows:

LIST CITY VS ORGIN

MOVE COORD TO OCOOR

The fields CITY% and COORD are defined in the AIRA FFT, while ORGIN and
OCOOR are defined in the CMFLA FFT. (The "" after CITY is automatically
added by LFM.)

f. If the fields in CMFLA file had the same names as those in
AIRA file, it would be necessary to redefine the names in one for the
LFM run by the use of EQUATE control cards. In the example above the
EQUATE entries might be:

EQUATE OCITY TO CITY
EQUATE OCORO TO COORD

g. In lookup mode processing, maintenance is effected by using a
fixed field in the file to be updated as the search argument in a tablc
lookup against tables (generated by LFM from the master file) containing
values to be inserted into the subordinate file. This mode is akin to
list mode processing, except that (1) record control fields common to
the two files are not required, and (2) the two files need not be in the
same sort.

h. For example, consider that in coding data for the CMFLA file
the coder only filled in the city name and did not list the coordinates.
A table listing city names and corresponding coordinates might be used to
list those coordinates and save the coder looking them up. This ilso
would save input errors because once a set of coordinates was checked for
a city then the chance of error would be reduced by allowing the comriter
to furnish them. Here the record is first creatd in skeleton form and
later completed by table lookup In a LFM run.

i. To perform lookup mode maintenance the following entries
might be made:

LOOKU? CITY VS ORGIN
MOVE COORD TO OCOOR

Here the contents of CITY would be checked against the contents of ORCIXI'.;
and when a "hit" was made the field OCOOR would be updated with the con-
tents of COORD. 4-82
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E xampleOne - The File in Errl.. This example reprcsents one
* of the t ,st common uses of logical file maintenance. File users have

discovered a series of errors in-the file; errors which are present in
several records, yet of-a-kind. In a particular file, a coder has per-
mitted dates to enter his file with subfields reversed, that is, in day,
month, year order. This mistake occurred one day only, but the incorrect
records are scattered throughout the file. To correct'this error using
normal maintenance procedures would require that the analyst specify the
record control of every record to be corrected, and to specify the correct
value once for each record control. Using logical maintenance he must
specify only the error and recovery condi-ions, irrespective of record
control. Thc control cards required for the run might be:

LMJOB AA COM'PILV

.i FILE2 CMFIA

DEFINE FIELD 0•6506010.

EXECUTE.

. IF DATE EQ @010665@. ..

"MOVE -EL-D---T- --DATE-......--. .. ".

Example One used the assumption that DATE9 was defined as a group con-
sisting of the fields DYEAR, DMNTH, and DDATE.

k. Example Two - Parameter Changes.

(1) In this example, data in a file is no longer valid because
of such developments as changes in codes. Once again, numerous records in
the file are affected and normal update would involve tedious analyst
effort. The changes required follow a logical pattern.

(2) All records which described dead-head and charter flights
(i.e., those which formerly had the code letters D and T, respectively, in
the field FLTYP) must now replace the code with the letter X. In addition
records which presently include an X are to be deleted since we want the
new file to contain only passenger, cargo, dead-head and charter flights,
with the latter two being designated as "other." The following cards will
accomplish the job:

LMJOB BB COhPILE

FILE2 CMFLA 

i /' DEF.INE CROSS QX .....

EXECUTE ..
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IF FLTYP EQ CROSS

DELETE REC

IF FLTYP EQ @ID

OR FLTYP EQ @7@

MOVE CROSS TO FLTYP

END
t

In this example, the order of the statements is criti, il. The delete
record statements must be mace before the move statements, for LFM proceeds
statement by statement, from front to back through the input deck. If cards
four and five were placed in the deck following card eight, not only would
records presently containing an "X" in the FLTVP fiefl be deleted, but those
containing "D" and "T" as well.

1. Example Three - "Automatic" Update.

(1) There often exists a file which contains information of
the utmost validity -- a "master" file. Other files may contain some of
the same fields as the "Master," but because of lack of update procedures
or the complexity of update, these fields may contain outdated information.
A method of regular updating -f these fields from the "correct" data in
the "master" file is required, and this may often be accomplished by the
use of logical file maintenance.

(2) But suppose that a new geodetic survey of airports is per-
formed and that the runway coordinates of seve-al airports are changed.
After the AIR$A file is updated, CMFLA data fields must also be changed.
After the AIRA file is updated, CMFLA data fields must also be changed.
Assuming that ORGIN is in the same sort as CITY and that OCOOR is a
fixed field ir CMFLA, logical maintenance can update CMFLA by use of the
LIST mode. Records from CMFLA (the subordinate fil . ) are matched against
records from AIR6A (the master file). Whenever ORGIN equals CITY$, the
contents of the field COORD will be moved into the OCOOR field of CMFLA.
The following card deck might be used to accomplish this update:

LMJOB CC COMPILE

FILEI AIRA

FILE2 CMFLA

EXECUTE

LIST CITY VS ORGIN

MOVE COORD TO OCOOR

END
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(3) If more than one field (say FELDB, FELDD, and FELDF)
in the subordinate file were to be changed to the contents in fields
FELDA, FELDC, and FELDE in the master file, the sequence of move cards
would have the following format:

MOVE FELDA TO FELDB

M
MOVE FELDC TO FELDD

I MOVE FELDE TO FELDF

m. Example Four - Reducing Input.

(1) In some cases, logical maintenance capabilities can be
used to reduce the amount of analyst-prepared data necessary to create
a record. A file containing information of a repetitive nature may be
receptive to this work-saving technique. Skeleton records are first
built during a standard maintenance run, and repetitive data is added in
a subsequent LFM run.

(2) Using the assumption again, the OCOOR is a fixed field,
CMFLA might be built without any data in OCOOR. Since there are relatively
few airports and the COORD field in the AIRA file is very seldom changed,
data from AIRA can be used to fill out skeleton records in CMFLA. Even
though there is no assumption as to the sort o. ORGIN, logical maintenance
can still handle this file update using the lookup mode.

(3) In lookup mode, ORGIN is compared to every value of CITY6
using a table lookup procedure (the table is formed by LFM from the AIRA
file). If there is a hit in the lookup, then the move(s) based on this
condition are perform-d. When the lookup fails, no fields are changed.
Such a run might be accomplished by use of these LFM entries:

LMJOB DD CREATE

FILEl AIRA

o FILE2 CMFLA

EXECUTE

LOOKUP CITY VS ORGIN

MOVE COORD TO OCOOR

END
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0

SAMPLE LOGICAL FILE HAINTENANCE RUN

Cole 0 6 16 21

MON4$$ JOB L14
HON $ $ ASGN IIRA,1B5
HON$$ ASGN FRHB3,Ib4,B8
MON$$ ASGN 1RCAA2,A6 *
MON$$ ASGN %UD,A3,A4,A7 **
HON$$ ASCN HRLE,Bl,B2,B9 **
MON$$ ASGN KRFB7
MON$$ ASGN MRG,A5
MON$$ ASGN MWAFA .p stavdard FFS assignment deck
MON$$ ASGN MWB,FB *
MON$$ ASGN I'C,FC *
MON$$ ASCN %q4D, FL
MON$$ ASGN M'4E,FE *
MON$$ ASGN MWFFF *
MON$$ ASGN MWGFG *
MON$$ ASGN r 10 F11
MON$$ ASGN KWJFJ *
MON$$ ASGN HWK, FK- &
MON$$ ASGN LIB,-- FFS disk library area.

Cal. 1

L2JOB XY COMPILE
FILE2 ,MFLA
DEFINE FLDAA @UNITEDbbbb@ causes execution program to be
EXECUTE 1 generated. The program ID will
IF ANAME EQ @BRANIFFbbb@ be LXYlP
MOVE FLDAA TO ANAME
END

ol. 0 6 16
MON$$ EXEQ AUTOCODER,,HKE a.- Assembles execution program

MON$$ EXEQ LINKLOADRE U Updates subroutine library
(OBJECT DECK PRODUCED BY with execution program

AUTOCODER RUN)

These areas need not be assigned if cross index is not used.
Needed if 3-way merge is going to be used.
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I coi. 6 16 21

MON$$ JOB L
MON$$ ASGN HIRA, 115

1101S$ ASGN MR11,B3,B4,B8 *

*MON$$ ASGN ItPCAIA2.A6 *
MON$$ ASGN MUD,A3,A4,A7
ltON$$ ASGN IREBlB2,B9

i HON$$ ASGN RRF, 7
, 1O $$ ASGN MItGA5 --- standard FFS assignment deck

MON$$ ASGN KNA, FA

MON$$ ASON %WB, FB *
MON$$ ASGN HWCFC *
,tON$$ ASGN HWD, FD
ZON$$ ASGN MWE, FE *
MON$$ ASGN NWF, FF *
MON$$ ASGN IfWG, FG
MON$$ ASGN WH, FH
MON$$ ASGN MWJFJ *

MON$$ ____ASGN IWKFK

MON$$ EXEQ LM . calls in logical file maintenance
Col. f I

LMJOB XY EXECUTE - causes execution of generated
program LXY1P, i.e., actual update
of file

Col. # 6 16
MON$$ END VP terminates run

1r

* These areas need not be assigned if cross index is aot used.

** Needed if 3-way merge is going to be used.

4)
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Lr,'. RUW DECK

These cards perform second 101$$ END

phase of LF&. They may UIJOU ID LXLCUTE
follow directly afteray

previous cards or run IION$$ EXEQ L1t Originatoras a separate Job andSupplied

time. They are all / :tO1$$ ASCGN

operator supplied 'OS$$ JOB I "|-
except "LJO/ ID 4 N$$ JBH

EXECUTE".

This deck results from
previous Autocoder run.

AUTOCOD K DEC:.:Si I Operator may put cards in
TOCO L D"c:(s reader from punch or get

MON$$ EXEQ LINK- deck from originator.
4L0oADRE "

- e O erator Spli ld

Fl, $$ END

0

COUR MrL -,NOrator Supplied

(MON$ ASGNoperator Supplied

:ION'$$ JOB U1 Standard MON4ITOR
control Cards
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INPUT,-OUTPUT DATA FO

START 1

LOGCALFILE

"EATE"

(Source File erad

Bl Autocoier progri

)UNCHOU
1 INTO CA J

0 .1 FS rlocaablLabel and save i

subroutine B3 A3 L11 job is to be

library recurring

f LINKLOADRE

(Source File
if "list mode") A.3

Updated
Data File

t Data File to be
) updated

B7 Transaction

Confirmation
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LFM 1403 PRINTER MESSAGES 0
DASH OR COMMA MISSING (Check the preceding LOCATE card

for a missing dash or comma.)

ENTRY EXCEEDS ALLOTTED NUMBER (An entry has exceeded the limits
OF . of a specified table.)

FIELD ADDRESS ERROR (Check field ID to determine if
legal field name was used or if
ID was properly equated.)

7IELD NOT IN FFT (Check field ID to determine if
it is a legal name in the FFT.)

ILLEGAL BLANK FIELD (Chrck to dct.rmine if a required
field is missing on a control card.)

ILLEGAL CARD OR SEQUENCE ERROR (Check - ontrol deck for proper
order or illegal card.)

ILLEGAL OPERATION (Check the preceding control card
to determine if an illegal operation
code was used.)

ILLEGITIMATE OPCODE (Check the preceding control card
to determine if an illegal operation
code was used.)

LITERAL EXCEEDS 30 CHARACTERS (A literal in one of the control
cards has exceeded the maximum of
30 characters.

LOGIC OPERATOR (Check preceding control card for
proper use of a logical description.

NO BLANK FOLLOWING LAST AT-SIGN (Check all control cards containing
literals to determine if a blank
follows the last AT-SIGN.)

0
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O FFT, FILE XXXXX (No FFT can be located for the
SOURCE file used.)

o FFT ON SYSTEM (No FFT can be located for the
I 'OBJECT file use.)

No INPUT TYPE SPECIFIED (Check the SOURCE or FILE card(s)
for the proper description.)

SNO LEADING AT-SICN (Check control card(s) containing
literals for a leading AT-SIGN.)

LEGITIMATE OPCODE (Check the preceding control card to
determine if an illegal operation
code was used.)

NO TERMINATING AT-SIGN (Check control card(s) containing

literals for a terminating AT-SIGN.)

49

I

)

)
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ALPHA (See ALPHAaRIC)

ALPHABETIC Consisting of alphabetic characters only.

ALPHAMERIC Consisting of alphabetic and/or numeric
and/or special characters.

ALPHANUMERIC (See ALPIIAMERT.)

BLOCK (1) A physical tape record (separated from
other records by interrecord gaps) which
contains multiple-logical data records.
See "Blocking of Records."
(2) A group of computer "words" considered
as a unit by virtue of their being stored
in successive storage locations.

BLOCK COUNT (Field) A field which is the first four characters
of each block of logical records, containing
thu nimbr of charactur in tle block. Do
not confuse with "record character count."

BLOCKING OF RECORDS The combining of multiple-logical records
into one block of information on tape, to
minimize the time wasted due to accelerat'.on
and deceleration of tape, and to conserve
space on tape.

CHARACTER (1) A numeric digit, an alphabetic letter,
or a special symbol.
(2) The rerresentation of any of the above
in (1), in a computer or a storage medium.

CONTROL FIELD (See RECORD 0ONTROL FIELD)

CONTROL GROUP (See RECORD CONTROL GROUP or RECORD ID)

CROSS INDEX A list of record ID's maintained by unique
content of a specified field. This list
may be used by retrieval to minimize fie
search time. A cross index exists only for

an indexed file.

DATA One or more items of information that can
be processed by a data processing system.

A-1
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DATA ELEMENT A specific item of inforination appearing in C
a set of data. As used in this manual "element"
means "field/group/subset. "

DATA FILE Also called "FFS data file" or "formatted file"
or just "file." An organized file of related
formatted data records called "file records."
Since each of the file records is formatted,
the file is called a "formatted file." The
sequence of file records in the data file is
determined by the record ID of each file
record. No more than one data file can be
on one physical reel of magnetic type. How-
ever, multiple reels may be required to store
one data file (multireel file).

DATA RECORD (1) As a general term means a group of related
fields of data treated as a unit.
(2) Synonymous with "FFS file record" (see
FILE RECORD).

EDIT The modification of- data by using the editing
capabilities of the 1410 DPS to:

Insert characters before, after, or
between characters of data.
Suppress leading zeros.
Selective inserti n of the credit symbol,
minus sign, asterisk, dollar sign, and
decimal.-

ELEMENT (See DATA ELEMENT)

EXTERNAL FORMAT (E.F.) A format for the FM input file in which data
elements occur in definite positions within
particular input record types; as described
by an inpit descriptor deck (IDD). Multiple-
data elements may be contained in one external
format input record.

FFS DATA FILE (See DATA FILE)

FFS DATA RECORD (See FILE RECORD)

FFS RELOCATABLE EXECUTION A file of relocatable conversion subroutines/
LIBRARY tables, FFT's, and RIT's, which are used by

the various FFS' programs.

FFS RELOCATABLE PROGRAM LIBRARY-- -A file of relocatable programs comprising the
-------- .---Formatted File System. It must replace or be

part of the System Library before it can be used.

FIELD The smallest defined logical unit handled by the
Tzrnatted File System, consisting of one or more .
adjacent data characters.
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FILE Generally a nonspecific term meaning an

organized collection of information directed
toward some purpose. However, in this man;al

"file" means "FFS data file," unless othcrwise
qualified. (See DATA FILE.)

FILE FORMAT TABLE (FFT) A table consisting of 9 logical records whicii

completely describes an FFS data file. This

table is generated by file structuring. There

is one FFT for each data file. The FFT's are

kept on the FPS Relocatable Execution Library.

FILE ID Name of the Formatted File System data
file.

FILE MNEMONIC Same as FILE ID.

FILE RECORD (Also called dat. recora.) A logical record
of related fields of data. The file record
is formatted, that i4 each element of the
file record has bten defined, identified, and
assigned a rela' i;e position in the file
rccord. '".1ch fi', record ha:i a fixed set

which cOImtlai!, the record ID. The file
rec:,rd reiy also contain a nunber of periodic

a. i variable set. File records
a, the largest components of an FFS data
fic.

FILE SYNONYM TABLE Each Formatted File System data fiIle may
have one syncnym tible, which allows thp
retrieval techniciin to use more meaning-
kul element names in place of the five
character mnenomics in the File Format

..... Tabl.e (FFT).

FIXED FIELD A field defined in the fixed set of a file
record and which must appear once and only
once in the file record.

FIXED GROUP (See GROUP)

FIXED SET That portion of a file record consisting of all
the fixed fields/groups of the file record,
including the record character count, periodic
set control, and variable set control fields.

FORMAT A predetermined arrangement of characters,

fields, or other data. A format does not

describe the data, but describes its organi-
zation.
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FORMATTED FILE (See DATA FILE)

GROUP A collection of one or more adjacent fields

of the same seltthat are related. A group is
capable of being proL.ssed or otherwise manip-
ulated as a unit. The system treats a group
the same as a field. The fields within a
group in no way lose their individuial
identities, and may be treated as if they
were not grouped. If fixed fields are grouped,
the group is a "fixed group." A "periodic
group" is a grouping of periodic fields.

HTGH ORDER POFITION (HOP) The left most (most significant) position of
a field.

IBM RELOCATABLE LIBRARY .(See SYSTEM LIBRARY)

INPUT DESCRIPTOR DECK (IDD) A deck of card. which describes the external
format input file, and which must precede
each external format input file.

INPUT FILE A card or tape file which contains all or a
portion of the dat . needed by file maintenance
to update an FFS data file. If the input file
is internal format, it must e cards or card
images on tape. If the input file is external
format, it may be .:ards, card images on tape,
or noncard image tape.

INPUT GROUP All of those input records containing informa-
tion to be extracted for the purposes of

creating or updating a single (the same)
file record.

* INPUT GROUP CONTROL FIELD Either an artificial control field or an
actual data field (or fields) by which the
input file is sorted or manually arranged
prior to input to the system. This is done
so that all input records belonging to the
same input group (i.e., pertaining to the

same file recor-') will be grouped together
in the input file.

INPUT RECORD A single card or tape record in an input file.

INPUT RECORD TYPE CODE The code in' the input records used to
distinguish one input record type from another.

A-4
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INTERNAL FORMAT (I.F.) A format for the FM input file in which a
single data element occurs per input record.
The description of internal fcrmat input
records does not require an IDD, since each
record follows a predefined format and con-
tains descriptive data such ar record ID,
element name, and operation code.

LOGICAL RECORD (LR) A record (usually on tape),which is terminated
(logically) with a record mark , but is not
necessarily begun or terminated by an inter-
record gap, as is a physical tape record.
One physical tape record ("block") may con-
t-in many logical records.

LOW ORDER POSITION (LOP) The right most (least significant) position
of a field.

MERGE To combine itenm into one sequenced file from
two or more similarly sequenced files, with-
out changing the order of the items.

MNEMONIC Usually a fixed length abbreviation of a name,
which assists human memory of the namc. An
example is CMFLA for Commercial Flights
File.

MULTIREEL FILE A file so large as to require more than one
physical reel of tape for storage.

PAD To add charat'ters to a data element (word,
field, group, record, etc.) in order to
increase its size to a predetermined,
fixed value.

PERIODIC FIELD A field defined in a periodic set of a file
record which may appear more than once in a
file record.

PERIODIC GROUP (See GROUP)

PERIODIC SET A collection of I to 599 periodic subsets
having the same formats.

PERIODIC SUBSET One or more uniquely defined periodic fields/
groups, which are so related that if repeated,

must be repeated as a unit.

RECORD A grouping of facts or fields of information
treated as a unit. A logical data group.
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RECORD CILARACTER COUNT (FIELD) A field which is the first four characters of

every FFS file record, and as such Is tr.e ffr,'-f 4 fixed field of each file record. It t.',.',.* ,

the count of characters in the fiie record.

RECORD CONTROL FIELD One of the fixed fields that comprises the

r-cord ID (record control group).

RECORD CONTROL GROUP (See RECORD ID)

RECORD ID (Also called The initial data field(s) of the fixed set
"record control group" .hich make each file record in a file unique,

or "contrrl group.") and ace used to identify the file record.

The file records in a file are sequenced

according to the contents of their "record

control group" or "record ID."

SORT To arrange items or information into sequence,
based upon the data content of some field
(sort key) contained within the items.

SUBROUTINE As used in the FFS, means the set of in-

structions (subprogram) in relocatable form

which are used to perform data conversions

for input, output, and retrievel purposes.

These subroutines are kept on the FFS Re-

locatable Execution Library, and are used
by the various FFS programs.

SUBSET (See PERIODIC SUBSET)

SYNONYM TABLE (See FILE SYNONYM TABLE)

SYSTEM LIBRARY (Refers to the Operating System Library.)
A file of relocatable pTograms created or

supplied for use under control of the system

monitor.

SYSTEM MONITOR The system monitor controls the 1410/7010
Operating System. Some of the functions it
performs are:

(I) Assignment of input/output units.

(2) Program loading including relocation of

programs, and linkage between programs and

subroutines that were independently written

and compiled.

(3) Program transition from run to run and

job to job, and, communication with the

operator.
(4) Sequencing and monitoring of the programs

of the operating system and the -FFS programs.
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SYSTEM OPERATING FILE (SOF) The file (disk or tape) which contains (in
absolute form) the:
(1) 1410/7010 Operating System (including
system library).
(2) All of the programs comprising the
1410 FFS.

TABLE A conversion subroutine of the "table look-
up" type. See SUBROUTINE.

TRU4CATE To drop one or more characters from a data
element without altering the remaining
characters. For example, to truncate
4.149 on the right by one character would
result in 4.14 Instead of 4.15.

VARIABLE FIELD Identical to the more common term "variable
set, since the variable set consists entirely
of the variable field.

VARIABLE SET A single, unformatted, variable length, non-
repetitive field which may occur immediately
after the last periodic set in a file
record.

1403 Used to refer to the high-speed line printer
on the 1410 DPS.

1415 Used to refer to the console typewriter of
the 1410 DPS.
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APPENDIX B

ABBREVIATIONS USED

Alpha Alphameric

V Often used in this manual to indicate
a blank position (no punches and/or
no printing).

I CAD Create, Change, or ADD

Char. Character

I CHG Change
I

CHGDT Mnemonic for the program maintained
(fixed set) field meaning the date
the file record was last changed.

CMA Change or ADD

Col. Column

CRE Create

CREDT Mnemonic for the program maintained (fixec
set) field meaning date the file record
was created.

Ctl. or Ctrl. Control

DATE File structuring option to insert Create
)and Change data fields into the fixed set

) of the FFT.

DEL Delete

DPS Data Processing System

EAM Electrical Accounting Machine

E.F. External Format

FFS Formatted File System

FFT File Format TableI
FG File Generation

p Fld. Field

B-I
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FM File Maintenance

FR File Revision

FS File Structuring

Grp. Group

HOP High Order Position

ICC Input Control Card

ID Identity or Identification (i.e., name
or mnemonic).

IDD Input Descriptor Deck

I.F. Internal Format

IOCS Input-Output Control System

IP Input Processor

0
LFM Logical File Maintenance

LII Logical Maintenance

.OP Low Order Position

LSTX File structuring option to obtain up to
9 extra listings on the 1403 printer of
the FFT.

r R Logical Record

1 Number (as in PSSQn)

1EX No Exchange

1ODK File structuring option to inhibit punching
the FFT deck.

lumer Numeric

)P Output Processing

)pcode Operation Code

'CAM Punched Card Accounting Machine
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PSCTn Periodic Set Control Number

PSSQn Periodic Subset-Sequence Number

RECCT Record Character Count

RIT Report Instruction Table

RT Retrieval

Seq. Sequence

SFT Source Format Table

SIU System Input Unit.

SOF System Operating File

SOP System Output Program (Output Processor
Program)

Specs. Specificaticns

VSCTL Variable Set Control Field

Q 0 VSET Variable Set

r # Number (as in LR#,2).

B

I

I
I

I

I C
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APPENDIX C

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE 1410/7010 OPERATING SYSTEM

I. PURPOSE OF THE 1410/7010 OPERATING SYSTEM: The 1410/7010 Operating System
is an integrated set of programs and programming systems that provides a 1410
or 7010 installation with a convenient and efficient means of fulfillirv its
data processing requirements. The fundamental purpose of the operating system
is to enable the writing, assembling, and execution of programs with a minimun
of programmer time, machine time, and machine-operator time. Time savings are
achieved by means of programming systems, service programs, and the system
monitor. Each of these is discussed below in general terms. Somewhat more
detailed descriptions of the various components of the 1410/7010 Operating
System are provided later in this appendix.

a. System Monitor.

(1) The system monitor is the 1410/7010 supervisory program that
calls in prespecified programs or routines into main storage as required.
In accordance with control information supplied by the user, system monitor
provides compile-and-go and batch processing capabilities. The basic features
provided by the system monitor are maximum utilization of machine time and
improved communication between programming and machine room personnel. Through
its compile-and-go and batch processing capabilities, the system monitor sub-
stantially reduces the inoperative time between runs. By providing simplified
and standard operating procedures to be followed, communication between
programming and machine room personnel is greatly improved.

(2) The system monitor works in conjunction with several other
elements of the 1410/7010 Operating System. A number of those elements
(such as IOCS and linkage loader) are contained within the structure of the
system monitor, thereby eliminating the need for the user to include those
elements in his own program.

(3) More details on the structure and features of the system monitor
are included in this appendix under the heading "Using the Operating System."

b. Programming Systems.

(I) A programaing system consists of a language and its associated
processor. The programming systems available with the 1410/7010 Operating
System are Autocoder, COBOL, and FORTRAN.

(2) Use of the Autocoder, COBOL, or FORTRAN languages reduces the
time required by programmers to write and debug programs. The writing of
source programs is'simplified and thereby speeded up solely as the result of
the symbolic nature of these languages. The ability to use a single source
language instruction or statement to produce several machine language
instructions further reduces programming time.

(3) A great deal of debugging time iz saved because many groups of
instructions in the object program are generated by the language processors,
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and have been pretestested and debugged. These groups of instructions result
from Autocoder macro-instructions, and from COBOL and FORTRAN statements.

(4) If an installation decides that their data processing application
does not require one or more of the programming systems, the installation may
exclude the components they do not desire- from their operating system.

c. Service Programs.
4

(I) The service programs provided in the 1410/7010 Operating System
are collections of prewritten routines that perform specific functions in
accordance with control information supplied by the user. Some program* in
this category function independently, while others are designed for use in
conjunction with a user's program. The service programs include the tape
sorting program, the input/output control system, the system generation
program, the tele-processing supervisor, and the four 1410/7010 utility pro-
grams: "Snapshot," "storage print," "tape print," and "1301 print."

(2) Use of the service programs to perform various functions re-
quired by an installation conserves many hours of valuable programming time.
Each service program is designed to perform its function efficiently, making
maximum use of an installation's specific machine configuration. Each
routine of every program has been thoroughly pretested.

2. THE AUTOCODER PROGRAMMING SYSTEM: The Autocoder Programming System pro-
vides a convenient and efficient means of writing programs. Features provided
in the Autocoder language and processor not only simplify the task of writing
source programs, but also facilitate the running and d bugging of object

q programs. Among these features are the following:

Mnemonic Operation Codes
Label Processing
Macro System
Relocatable Object Programs
Assembly Listings

a. Mnemonic Operation Codes. The operation codes in the Autocoder
language have a mnemonic relationship to the machin.' instructions with which
they are associated, thereby greatly simplifying the task of the programmer
who would otherwise be required to work with the abstract language of the
computer. For example, the mnemonic operation code "N' is easier for a
programmer to remember and associate with the operation "multiply" than its
machine language equivalent "@."

b. Label Processing. Another symbolic feature of Autocoder is the facility
for assigning a name or "label" to a specific location r area in core storage,
and referring to that label thereafter, rather than to the actual core-storage
address. By assigning a label to a data field that is easily associated with
the data it contains (such as ITEM, SALARY, DATE) or to a routine that is
easily associated with the function performed by that routine (such as PROCESS,
ERRORCHECK, etc.) a programmer can impart to his program a structural clarity
and ease of reference that is impossible in machine language coding.

C-2It,
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c. Macro System. The Autocoder Macro System provides tacilities for

the creation and proccssing of macro-instructicns. A macro-instruction per-
mits the programmer to specify, in one instruction, a series of related

operations to be performed. Macro-instructions are translated by the Autocoder

processor into the machine language instructions required to perform the indi-

cated operationr. These macro-instructions are contained in a "macro-library,"

contained within the system enerating file. There are two advantages in the

use of macro-instructions as opposed to "one-for-one" symbolic instructions.

First, macro-instructions permit use of the symbolic features of a language
(mnemonic operation codes and label processing) at a higher level. Second,

they permit the user to write his program by describing the functions he wants

performed rather than by describing the operations necessary to perform those
functions. In other words, a macro-instruction is used to specify what

function is to be performed, and will result in a series of instructions that

specify how that function is to be performed.

d. Relocatable Object Programs. Object Programs produced by the Autocoder

processor are in relocatable format. This format offers two advantages. Firstit

permits the program to be loaded into any available area of core storage

during batch processing. Second, it permits independently compiled programs
to refer to labels and locations in other programs. These references are then
linked when the programs are combined during batch processing.

e. Assembly Listings. Assembly listings are produced for all programs

compiled by the Autocoder processor. These listings show the source program

relation to the object program. Labels are related to core storage assign-
ments, symbolic instructions to their machine langupge equivalents, etc.

The listing is arranged in a format that permits ease of reference. In
addition, coding errors detected by the processor are indicated in the list-
ing, making it a valuable aid in program debugging.

3. THE COBOL PROGRAMMING SYSTEM:

a. The COBOL Programming System enables users to create business

criented object programs with a minimum of programmer effort. COBOL (Comamon

Business Oriented Language) source programs are written in a language similar
to ordinary business English, thereby permitting the user to associate his

program more directly with the related problem.

b. COBOL provides all the advantages of any symbolic language, such as
Autocoder, plus the additional advantages inherent in a "higher-level"

language. The majority of words in the vocabulary of a higher-level language
such as COBOL are at least the equ;ivalent of an Autocoder macro-instruction
with relation to the number of machine language instructions produced.

Therefore, if COBOL is appropriate for a particular problem, its use can
result in the creation of an object program with a minimum of programmer
time and effort.

c. The COBOL processor compiles source language programs directly into
relocatable machine language, bypassing the intermediate stage of a lower-

level symbolic language program. This "direct translation" method reduces

compilation time.
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d. Object programs produced by the COBOL processor are in relocatable
format.. This format permits FORTRAN-compiled and/or Autocoder-compileci sub-
routines to be incorporated into an independently compiled COBOL program at
object time.

4. THE FORTRAN PROGRAMMING SYSTEM:

a. The FORTRAN Programming System enables users to create programs for
scientific problems with a minimum of programmer effort. FORTRAN (FORmula
TRANslation language) source programs are written in a language containing
terminology similar to mathematics, thereby permitting the user to associate
his program more directly with the related problem.

b. The FORTRAN Programming. System offers a "higher-level" language and
provides macro-instruction frcilities. The FORTRAN processor compiles
source programs directly into relocatable machine language programs.

c. The FORTRAN source programs can be written for use independently
or as subnrograms, i.e., programs that can be combined for execution as a
unit along with other programs. Subprograms can contain references to labels
in other subprograms, and these will be linked when the subprograms are
combined at object time.

5. INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROL SYSTEM (IOCS):

a. The Input/Output Control System (IOCS) is a set of prewritten routines
that performs all of the input/output functions for an object program, as
well as the components of the operating system itself. Among these functions
are scheduling of read and write operations, error detection, and correction,
end-of-file handling, checkpoint and restart facilities, and blocking and
deblocking of records.

b. The 1410!7010 IOCS is contained within the structure of the ! stem
monitor. 1OCS provides macro-instruction facilities for unit record
equ-dment, magnetic tape units, 1301 disk storage, the 1414 input/output
synchronizer, and the 7750 programmed transmission control. Routines for
disk storage permit both random and sequential processing. Random proc-
essing is controlled within IOCS by the random processing scheduler.
Routines for t. e-processing equipment, i.e.,the 1414 and 7750 work in
conjunction with the tele-processing supervisor.

c. When the user defines his machine configuration during system
generation, only those IOCS routines he will require become part of the
system monitor section of his system operating file. IOCS resides in core
storage when programs are !being executed.

d. Macro-instructions provided for use with IOCS are of two types:

one type results in linkages to routines within 'OCS; the other type results
in generated (open) -outines within the user's programs.

e. Input/output functions required by component programs of the
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1410/7010 Operating System are automatically performed by IOCS. Pro,;rams

written by the user for operation within the framework of the operating

system must also use IOCS.

6. GENERALIZED TAPE SORTING PROGRAM:

a. The Generalized Tape Sorting Program is a set of prewritten routines

provided in relocatable form on the master file (see "Definition of Terms").

It also contains a "sort definition" program thaL ;s similar to a compiler.

This program provides the user with the facility for creating a sortin,- program

for specific tape files during system generaton or during batch proccssing.

In other words, the user can maintain a file of sorting programs in absolute

format, and at the same time retain the facilit," for creating additional

absolute s, rting programs at object time by means of tne sort definition

program on the system operating file. The absolute sorting programs operate

in accordance with control infrrmation specified by the user.

b. The Generalized Tape Sorting Program operates in conjunction with
IOCS and other components of the system monitor. It has the ability to sort

or merge lata records on tape in ascending or descending sequence. It will

handle fixed-length or variable-length records, and can in',ide linkages to
special routines writ.en by the user.

7. UTILITY PROGRAMS: Four utility programs arc provided with the 1410/701G

Operating System: "snapshot," "storage print," "tape print," and "1301 print."

Output from these programs is obtained on the standard print unit. All four

programs use a standard scheme of abbreviation for nonprintable characters.

a. Snapshot. The snapshot utility pr)gram prints all or selected areas

of core storar- at intervals pecified by the user. The snapshot program
can be combined with the ur r s program by the system monitor. Information
will be printed as it appe-rs in core storage, with word marks indicated
above the appropriate characters. The settings of various indicatorz. and

registers will also be listed.

b. Storage Print. The storage print utility program prints all or
selccted areas of core storage in accordance with control information
provided by the user. Unlike the snapshot program, it will be executed only
when specifically requested at object time by user-supplied control cards.

The printed listing is provided in machine language. Word marks wilt b-

indicated where they appear in core storage. Settings of various indicators
and registers will also appear in the printed listing.

c. Tape Print. The tape print utility program prints all or a portion

of the contents of a magnetic tape. It may print the contents of one or more
files, or a specified number of data records within a file. Records can be
fixed-length or variable-length format, and odd or even parity. Printed
listings may show word separator characters as separate characters or as word
marks above the appropriate characters. An end-of-file message is printed
after each complete file. Tape identification, mode, and parity are indicated;
data record and character counts are also made.
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d. 1301 Print. The 1301 print utility program prints all or selected
areas of 1301 disk storage. Data to be printed can be in disk storage with or
without wordmarks (move mode or load mode) and will be written out in the full
track mode of operation.

8. THE TELE-PROCESSING SUPERVISOR:

a. The tele-prccessing supervisor is an optional component of the 1410/7010
Operating System available to installations with tele-processing devices. Like
the input/output control system, the trole-processing supervisor becomes part
of the system monitor at system generation. The organization and size of the
tele-processing supervisor is determined by the user's configuration of tele-
connunications devices.

b. The tele-processing supervisor works in conjunction with IOCS and
programs provided by the user to handle all input/output functions for tele-
communications devices%. Its primary function is to supervise the flow of data
received from or scheduled for telecommunications devices and to transfer
control, when necessary, to appropriate routines within the system monitor
or the user's program(s). Unless telecommunications devices are an integral
portion of the dnta processing job performed under supervision of the operating
system, the tele-processing supervisor is not included as a component of the
operating system. Thus, the typical 1410 IDHS will not use the tele-proccssing
supervisor.

9. TUE RANDOM-PROCESSING SCHEDULER: The random-processing scheduler is an

optional component of the 1410/7010 Operating System. It augments the basic
input/output control system component of the operating system by providing
facilities for the efficient handling of input/output operations in "random
processing" applications. By using random-processing scheduler an efficient
random processing job may be planned and written with simple, sequential
macro-type procedures provided. However, during the execution of the job
the random processing scheduler causes the individual procedures to be
performed in the most efficient order rather than sequentially. Data to
and from individual procedures is buffered via input/output stacking areas
and disk operations are overlapped with processing. By always performing
the individual procedure that can be most expeditiously executed at a given
time, the amount of idle time (when one procedure must wait on another) is

minimized. Unless an integral part of the data processing performed within
the framework of the operating system is a random-processing application,
the random-processing scheduler is not included within the operating system.
Thus, the typical 1410 IDHS may well not use the random-processing scheduler.

10. SYSTEM GENERATION:

a. Desired optional and the required components of the 1410/7010 Operating
System provided by IBM are combined by the user (along with any special com-
ponents supplied by the user) to create a specific opeiating system for his
own installation. This process is called system generation. The basic file
in the user's operating system is the system generator file (see "Definition
of Terms"). One or more system operating files can be created for use within

an installation from the system generator file.
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b. The 1410/7010 Operating System is made available to users on a reel

of tape which becomes the ma.ter file for the installation. This master file
will be made up fcr usu with a tape-oriented system or a disk-oriented system,
whichever is specified. From this tape, the user creates a system generator
file for his installation. The system generator file is then used to create
specific system operating files in accordance with control information provided

b-" the user. An installation's system operating files can include any re-
locatable and absolute p-ograms supplied by the user, in addition to the
required and optional components of the operating system supplied by IBM.

c. In addition to creating one or more system operating files, system
generation can include the creation of a system relocatable library file (see
"Definition of Terms"). System generation routines can also be used to up-

date the SGF, to uVJate SOF's and system rclocatable libraries, and to print
a listing of the elements contained on the generated SOF(s). A detailed list-
ing of the contents of the macro library may also be printed. System Operating
files can be created for use on tape or in 1301 disk storage. Figure C-I
depicts the general flow of data during the creation of an operating system.
It is not a complete chart, and is shown only t. facilitate a basic understand-
ing of system generation.

Master File
(or old System

14111 or 7010 EGP - op1410 or 701C O

ontrol Information

&User Supplied
Special Programs More Control
Inu UntMnormaiontronon Standard information on
Input Unit. Standard Input

E i~iUnit.

Figure C-i. System Generation, General Data Flow.
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I. USING THE OPERATING SYSTEM:

a. Once the operating system has been generated for use by a particular
installation, compilations of source programs and the testing and execution of
object programs can be performed under control of the system monitor, provided
the necessary components of the operating system are available. For example,
the COBOL processor must be included on the SOF if a COBOL source program is
to be assembled.

b. The system monitor is the heart of an operating system. It performs
such major functions as the assignment of input/output units, furnishing tran-
sition between jobs, program loading and relocation, and the linkage of
independently compiled programs. It also provides batch processing and compile-
and-go capabilities.

c. The system monitor contains three major elements: the resident
monitor, the transitional monitor, and the linkage loader,

d. The resident monitor consists of control routines that remain in core
storage while the operating system is functioning. It includes the operating
system's IOCS, input/output assignment routines, end-of-program routines, an
absolute program loader, and other frequently used routines. In a tele-
processing system, the tele-processing supervisor is part of the resident
monitor. The transitional monitor contains routines required to permit
transition from run to run and from one job to the next during batch proc-
essing. The linkage loader performs the functions required to convert re-
ocatable programs into absolute programs for execution. The transitional

monitor and the linkage loader are called into core storage when required.I
e. All jobs to be performed in an operating system are controllvd by the

system monitor in accordance with instructions provided by the user via control
information entered via the standard input unit.

12. DEFINITION OF TERMS: The general terms listed below are defined for use
within this appendix and other documents concerned with the 1410/7010 Operating
System. Terms associated with a particular component of the operating system
are defined within the publication describing that component.

a. Absolute Program. A machine language program with actual addresses
in a format ready for loading directly into only one specific area of core
storage for execution.

'. Alternate Input Unit (AIU). An input unit that can be substituted
for the standard input unit (SIU) to permit interruption of batch processing
for a high-priority, job or for unscheduled diagnostic routines.

c. Batch. A collection of jobs to be performed under the supervision of
the system monitor.

d. Batch Processing. The processing of a collection of jobs by the
computer without the need for operator intervention between jobs. (
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e. Compilation. See "Processor."

f. Compile-and-Go. The compilation and subsequent execution of one or

more programs within one job without the need for operator intervention.

g. Job. One or more runs specified by the user to be compiled and/or

exccuted as a logical unit without need for operator intervention.

h. Master File. The tape file, provided by IBM, containing all elements

of the IBM 1410/7010 Operating System. The master file is the source file for

each installation's initial system generatirn run.

i. Module. See "Subprogram."

J. Processor. A machine language program that translates source pro-

grams written in a symbolic language (i.e., Autocoder, COBOL, FORTRAN) into

machine language instructions. This is called a "compilation."

k. Relocatable Program. A machine language program or subprogram in a

format that allows reassignment of addresses, thus making possible its con-
version into an absolute program with addresses adjusted to correspond to

any available area of core storage. This format also enables effective
communication among several subprograms constituting a single, complete pro-

gram.

1. Run. A major function performed by a computer, such as the execution
of a compiler or an object program, without the need for operator intervention.
Also see "Job."

m. Standard Input Unit ( IU). A card reader or magnetic tape unit

specified by the user from which control information for the system monitor
and other elements of thr operating system can be read. It may also seLcJe
as the input medium for source program or other data.

n. Standard Print Unit (SPR). A printer or tape unit specified by the

user to receive printer output from all programs operating within the frame-
work of the 1410/7010 Operating System,

o. Standard Punch Unit (SPU). A card punch or tape unit specified by

the user to receive card punch output from all programs operating within the

framework of the 141C/7010 Operating System.

p. Subprogram. The basic program element within the operating system.

A subprogram can be a complete program in itself or a program segment (such

as a subroutine) that is to be combined with other program segments to form a
complete program.

q. System Generator File (SGF). The tape or disk file containing elements
of the operating system, selected from the master file, which are needed to
satisfy the total processing requirements of a specific installation. This
file may also contain user-originatod subprograms.

C-9
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r, System Relocatable LibrarY. A file of compiled relocatable subprograms (
Teated for use under control of the system monitor.

s,, System Monitor. The supervisory program in the 1410/7010 Operating

System that calls prespecified programs or routines in'o core storage as re-

quired. The system monitor, which operates in accordance with control infor-

mation supplied by the user, provides compile-and-go and batch processing capa-

bilities.

t System Operating File (SOF). A tape or disk file, created by the user

from the system generator file, containing absolute programs including the

system monitor, which satisfy the particular processing needs of an installa-

tion. This file, if on tape, may also contain the system relocatable library.

13. 1410/7010 OPE.ATING SYSTEM rUBLICATIONS: Users requiring more information

about the 1410/7010 Operating System may refer to the following IBM publication

Name Form rumber

Basic Concepts C28-0318
System Monitor C28-0319

System Generation C28-0352

Operator's Guide C28-0351

Basic IOCS C28-0322

Utility Programs C28-0353

Autocoder C28-0326

Fortran C28-0328

Cobol C28-0327.

Generalized Tape Snrting Program C28-0354

Tele-processing Supervisor C28-0321

Random Processing Scheduler C28-0323

C-lO
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APPENDIX D

CHARACTER DEFINITION TABLE

The following table defines the ambiguous characters used in this manual.

I No Print (or blank)

SI - -
Character IBM .
Set Used Card BCD
In This Code Code
Manual

$ 11I-3)-8 CIB82 1

12-4-8 CBA84

@ 4-8 C84

# 3-8 821.

& 12 CBA

7. -4-8 A84

0-1 CAl

11 B

11-7-8 B84?l

No C) _Punches

D-1
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APPENDIX E

Math formula to determine the maximum number of fields/groups allowed for your
file under FFS.

Symbols used:I F - Total number of fields/groups in the file. This total includes the) following automatically created fields in addition to data fields/
groups:

Character Count Field (COUNT)

Create Date Field (CREDT).*

Change Date Field (CHGDT).*

A Periodic Set Control Field (PSCTn) for each Periodic Set.

A Periodic Subset Sequence Field (PSSQn) for each Periodic
Set.

)A Variable Set Control Field (VSCTL) for a Variable Set.

* - Optional.

S - Total of a fixed set plus the number of periodic sets plus a variable
set in the file.

0 E -%Total number of output edit fields required for the file. This total
may be assumed to be F/l0.

IA = Average size (number of characters) of the variable portion of a
Logical Record 2 entries (Input Parameter Section).

Average size (number of characters) of the vuriable portion of a
Logical Record 6 entries (Output Parameters and Labels).

= Average size (number of characters) of the Output Edit fiells.

NT. Total character size of the FFT. (Current limitation is 11,000 characters.)

General Equations:

R I FORMULAE

1 ID Record N1 t 15

2 Detail Record N2:. 5 (12 A)F

3 Fld/Op Lookup Thl N 3 6 1 13F

E-1
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LR IDENT FORMULAE 0

4 Set Table N4:6 +llS

5 Input Edit N5- 5 (assum-ng no input editing)

6 Extract Table N6 -- 5 + (8+T)F

7 Output Edit N7 : 5+E5

Total FFT size NT " N1 N2+N +N4N +N

Combining these general equations one can estimate the maximum number of
fields/grour- that can be placed in file by solving this equation.

I1000-E(3+0) -42-IISF 33+X+7

or assuming E F

11000-42-11S
F" 33+A++(3+'O)/1O

Example 1:

Based on the sizes of particular elements in previously designed FFTs,
the following averages were established:

S:z.7 E t.F A:=9 r--l 6O-10

Solving the above equation for F using these assumptions provides the
following maximum number of fields that can be contained in an average
FFr.

F 11000 - 42 - 77
33 + 9 #-14 rl.3

F 10881-5. 5

F - 190

E-2
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E ~ xampl .

I In order to maximize the number fields/groups one can minimize the size
of I and T. For example assume the following:

Sol*ing the above equation:

SF-: 11000-42-110
! " ~33+4+2+1..3...

I F :10848

I 40.

! F :269

" E-3
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INDEX

AND -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4-77
ASTERISK PROTECTION ---------------- --------------------- 3-14
AUTOMATIC UPDATE--------------------- ------- m---------4-84
B ------------ ------- -------------------------------------------- 4-69
C. I.U ------------------ ------------------ -------------m-----------2-18
CARD SEQUENCE ----------------------------------- ------ 3-31
CHANGE MODE------- -m----------------------m------------ -------- 2-13
COMPILE------------------- -----------m--------------------4-76
CONTROL CARD ENTRIES --------------------------- ----------------- 4-76
CONTROL LOCATITON SECTION ---------------------- ------------------ .4-41
CREA--------- ---- ---- ---------m----------- ------------------ 4-69
CREATEnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn4-76
C REATE MODE--- --------- ------------------- m------m-------------13
CROSSeINDEXING ------- m-------------- m--- --------------- ----- 2-25
CROSS-INDEX UPDATER ---------- -------- ------------------------ 2-24
CROSS-INDEX UPDATER PHASE ---- ------- -m-------- ---------------- 2-19
CROSS-INDEXED FILES------ m----------------------- ------------ 2-18
DATA ELEMENT PLACEMENT --- ----- m------ -------- m-----ft---------------3-5
DATA FILE----------- --------------- ----------------------- 2-1, 2-22
DATA RECORD --------- m------ ---- ft--------- --------------- tm---------2-1, 2-22
DBLA --- ------- ----------- m----ffm-t--- mt----- w--------------- ----- 4-69
DECIMAL CONTROL ------- m--------ft---- -------------- m---- ------ 3-17
DEFINE ------ m---m-----------m----------------m--------tm-------- --- -. 77
DELETE ----- ---- -------- --------------------------- m------------ 4-78
DELETE REC-w------m--------- ------------- m------------------ ----- 4-78
DIRECT ----- m- -- --- 4-81
EDIT CARD ---- w- --- ------ m_ 3-18
ELIM CARD --- m--- --- m------- mm------m----mm----- m-------------------3m28'
END--------- t---------------------------------mm------------------4-78
EQUATE ----------- m--- ---------------- m-------m---- --------------- 77
ER ~---- mw---- mm---- m------------ -------------------------- 4-69
EXECUTE ------ - -m--------------mmm-m-------------------- ------ 4-76, 4-77
EXTERNAL FORMAT ------- m--- mtm------------- *------ m-------------2-16, 4-11
EXTERNAL FORMAT INPUT ---------- w------------- -- mm-----------------4-35
FFS -------------------- --- ----- m--------- m------m---- -------------- 1-1
FFS LIBRARIAN -------------------- -------- ---- ------ ----- 1-4
FFT----------- ----- ------- m-----------------m--------- --tmm---------2-24
FG----- --------------- ------------- w---------------m-----------2-24
FIELD--------------------------- ---------- ----------------- 2-22
FIELD CARD --- ------------ m---- -- --------- ----- ------------ 3-21
FIELD EXTRACT CARD ------------------------------------------ 54
FIELD EXTRACTION SECTION ----- ------- w------------m----m-------4-41
FIELDS-------------------------------mm----- ------ 2-2
FILE ---------- -------------- ------------------ -----m ------ --- 2-1, 4-77.
FILE FORMAT ----------- mf----m----- m--------------------------- 2-22
FILE FORMAT TABLE m------------ mm------ m----- m------------------ -34
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F ILE GENERATION - -------- a------------------------a---- 1-4, 2-12
FILE GENE RATION FG - a--------- --- -------------- -2-8

FILE IN ERROR ----- ------ - ----- m----------C 4-83
F ILIE MAI NTENANCEeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee1-4 , 2-13 ,

4-1.
FILE MAINTENANCE FM ------------------ --------ft------------------- 2-8
FILE MAINTENANCE PROPER PHASE --------- t-------------- ft---------2-17
FILE MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR PHASE ------------------------ ---- 2-15
FILE RECORD----------ft-----------------------------------a 2-1 , 2-2 ,

2-22
FILE RECORD FORMAT ------------------------------------ 2m4
FILE REVISION ------------ m----------------m-------------------aa 2-13
FILE REVISION SUMMARY ------------------- ------------------ 3-96
FILE STRUCTURING ---- ------ m-------- --------ft------------m-----------2- 12
F IXED DATAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 2-22
F IXED DATE ------- m------------------------------------------ 2-1
F IXED FIELD--------------------- m--------------a------- ---------- 2-22
FIXED FIELDS------------------- --------------- ------------- ----- 2-2, 4-25
F IXED GROUPSeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee2- 2-3, 4-25
F IXED SET-m--------------a---a-aa--- -m---------- - --- e 2-3,* 2-6 ,

2-23
FLOATING DOLLAR SIGN -m------------------- -- ------- m------------ 3-15
F14 PROPER ----- m------- ------- --- -m-----------------m------m----------2-24(
FM SORT -------------------- m---------------- ---------------- 2-24
FM SORT PHASE ------ ----- m--------- m-m------- m------ m----------2-16
FM SUPERVISOR ------ m-------------m 2-24
FMXaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa .- 2-18, 2-24
FORMATTED FILE --------- - ------------ m--------- m---- m-----------2-1
FORMATTED FILES----------------------- ---- ------ m ------------ 2-22
FR-m--- ---------------- -------------------------- --------------- 2-24
FS INPUT CARD------------------ ----- ---------------------------- 3m6
GEOGRAPHIC OPERATOR--------------------- ------------ --2-12
GEOOP CARD ------ - --- m---- --- ----- ------------------------- 3-30
GROUP ---------------------------------- ------ ------ - ----------- 2-23
GROUP CARD -------- m-------------------- -----------m----------3-24
GROUPS-m-----m-------------- ------------- --------- ------- -- ---- -- 2r2
H OP ---------------------- --------m------m--------m------------m-------3-36

.- ICC OPCODE METHOD - ----------------- --------------------- -35, 4m.37.

IF --------- m----m------------- -------m--------------m---------------- -77
INDEX CARD-m-----------m----- -----------m----------------- -.- 3m26
INPUT DESCRIPTOR DECK--------------------------------------- .4-41
INPUT FILE -------------- ------- ------------- --------m---------2-16
INPUT GROUP --- m---------------------------M------------------4-21
INPUT GROUP CONTROL FIELD ---- '-----------------m---- ----------- 4-21
INPUT GROUP CONTROL FIELD LOCATOR CARD ------- m-----------m-------4-44
INPUT PROCESSING PHASE ------------- ----------------m---------------2-16
INPUT PROCESSOR-------------------------------------- --------- 2-24(
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INPUT RECORD - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 4-21
INPUT RECORD TYPE------------------------------------ ------------ 4-21
INPUT RECORD TYPE CODE---------------------- ------------------ 4-21
INPUT RECORD TYPE CODE LOCATOR CARD------------- ----------------- 4-41
INTERNAL FORMAT--------------------------------------------------- 2-16, 4-11.
IP ERROR ------------------------- ---------- ---------------------- 4-62
LFM ----- m- ----------------------- ------------------------------ 4-76
LIST ------------------------------------------------------------ 4-77, 4-81
LOCATE ----------------------------------------------------------- 4-77
LOGICAL FILE MAINTENANCE ------- ------------------------------- 4-76
LOOKUP --------------------------------- ------------------------- 4-77, 4-81
MAXL --------------- m-------m------- --------------------- 4-69
MOVE ----- m------m----m--------- -----------------m------------------4-78
MULTIPLE SUBSET ENTRIES ---- ---------- ------------------------- 4-27
NADD ---------- ----------------m--------m------m-----------------------4-70
NCAD --------------------------------------- -------------- ------- 4-70
NCRF ------------- m--------------m-----m------m-------------- m------m -7
NOCR ----------- ------- m---- -----m------m------------------- m-------4-70
NOID -------- ---------------- -------------- --------------------- 4-70
NOOP ----------- ----------- ----- m------------------------------- 4-70
NSET ----- m---------------------- -------------------------------- 4-70
NTYP---------------- ----m--------------m----m----------m------------4-71
NVST ------ m--------mm-------------m------mm-------------------4-71
OPCODE POSITION LOCATOR CARD ------------------------------ 4-46
OPERATING SYSTEM------------------------------ ---m -------- ---mm---- 1-3
OR ----------------------- --------- --------------- --- ------- 4-78
OUTPUT PROCESSING----------- ------------------------------------- 1-4
PARAMETER CHANGES --------- ------ ---------- m-------- m------------4-83
PERIODIC DATA ---------------------------- --------------------- --- 2-1, 2-22
PERIODIC FIELD---------------------------m------m------------2-2, 2-22
PERIODIC FIELDS/GROUPS------------------ -------------------------- 4-26
PERIODIC GROUPS---------------------- --------------- ------------ 2-3
PLz{IODIC SET-------------------------- ---m ------ ----------- ------- 2-23
PERIODIC SET ONE --------------------------------------------- ---- 2-6
PERIODIC SET TWO -m--------------- ------------- ------ ------------ 2-6
PERIODIr SETS-m----------------- ------ ------------ m-------m---------2-3
PERIODIC SUBSET--------------- --------------------- -------------- 2-23
PERIODIC SUBSET SEQUENCE NUMBER PSSQN -------------------- ft--------4-27
PERIODIC SUBSETS --------------- ------ m--- -------- 2-3
POLYGONS-m----m------ ----------- m-----------------------------m--- 71
PROGRAMM1ING SYSTEI'S------ ---------------------------- m----------
PSER---------------------- ------- - ---------------------------- 4-71
QUANTITATIVE LIMITS ------- ------- m----------------------- ------ 3m4
RCTLL- --------------------- --------m-------------------------------4-71
RECORD CONTROL FIELD LOCATOR CARD -------- m-------------------------49
RECORD ID --------------------------- ----------------------------- 2-4, 2-23
RECORD 0O 2ODE METHOD---------------------------------------------- 4-35
RETRIEVAL -------- m--mm--------- m------------ mm--------------------1-4
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SERVICE PROGRAMS ............................................- 1-3
SIGN CONTROL ------------..----- ----------------------- -16
SORT 4------------------------------------------------------- 4-71
SPECIAL GEOGRAPHIC OPERATOR -------- -- ---------------------- --- 2-25
SPLITTING FIXED FIELDS -----------. ..----------- ----------------- 4-25
SPLITTING FIXED GROUPS ------.- -------- --------------------- 4-26
SSID eee. --------------------eeeeeee------------------emee-e----- eeee 4-71
STATUS --------------------------------------------------------- 3-10
STRIP -------------------------------------------- ----------- 4-78
SUB AND TAB CARDS ----------------------------------------- ---- 3-20
SUBROUTINE VERIFICATION --------------------- -------------- -3-19
SUESEt ENTRIES ------------------------- .--------------- - ---- 4-30
SYNONYM TABLE ..... .. . ..... . ... .. . . . . .. .....-ee-eee--e-e- 2-8
SYNONYMS ----------------.------- m ... . . ... . . .. .2-8
SYSTEM MONITOR --------- ------------------------------- 1-3

'THE CMFLA SAMPLE FILE ----------..--------- ---------------- ---- 2-6
THE TRANSACTION RECORD LAYkOUT ------------------------------ 4-58
TRANSACTT^N CONFIRMATION LISTING ---------------------------- 4-62
TRANSACTION CONFIRMATION TAPE -------------------------------- 2-17
TRANSACTIONS .--- ................. f ..... ..................... 2-13
UPDATEeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee ----- e------- -4-78
VAPIABLE DATA - ---------------- 2--------- ---------- --- 2-22
VATIAJLAB SET -----.......---------...- - ----------- m -- ------------ 2-3, 2-6,

2-23, 4-33
VARIABLE SET DATA ------- --------------------- ------------------ 3-5
VSET CARD -eee-----------------------eee------------------eeeeeeeee 3-25
ZERO SUPPRESSION ----..---------- ----------------- --------------- 3-13
1410/7010 OPERATING SYSTEMS -------------------- -------- w ------ 1-3
1410 FFS ----------------------- ----------------------------- 1-2
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